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ABSTRACT
Drawing primarily upon sociocultural perspectives and space theory, I propose a 
transactional model of Third Space construction to investigate young children’s 
spontaneous group game-plaving at a classroom computer, which is often misjudged as 
chaos, a waste ot time or a system design problem. A school year-long ethnographic 
stud\ was conducted in a first-grade classroom at a public school located in a Midwest 
town. 1 he data sources included videos, field notes, interviews and artifacts. The 
interaction analysis approach and grounded theory approach were applied to the research 
design, field work and data analysis.
I he results indicate that when children spontaneously form groups around a 
classroom computer, highly complex and sophisticated patterns of social behavior 
emerge. Classroom rules and artifacts -  the computer, a timer and waiting lists -  both 
enable and constrain children's collaborative computer use. The physical form of the 
space around the computer and its intended, regulated usage embody the individual- 
oriented computer culture and teacher-centered classroom norm. However, children 
desire and practice a group-oriented computer norm and thus, they engage in an 
underground computer culture that is partially driven by their individual goals and 
collective goals. This manifests itself in the collaboration, negotiation, and conflict- 
solving that occurs between and amongst seated players and mobile participants.
To reconcile the different cultural norms, children consistently negotiate tensions 
between their goals and the atfordances ot the environment, which results in complex 
spatial, temporal, social and cognitive processes. In these processes, children also 
appropriate and transform the meaning ot artifacts and the rules in their environment in
order to serve the needs of complex social negotiation. Consequently, children as active 
agents create a 1 hird Space where the meaning, rules and practices are fluid and are 
constantly being constructed and reconstructed, going beyond the physical form and the 
intended and regulated practices at the computer.
In conclusion, the transactional model provides a useful theoretical framework 
with which to study children's social practice at a classroom computer, as well as 
practical suggestions for teachers and computer engineers who wish to optimize students' 
collaborative interaction at the computer.
This dissertation is dedicated to my parents, Yu-Ying Zou and Yu-Kun Wang, who have 
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge and action are fundamentally social in origin, organization, and use, 
and are situated in particular social and material ecologies. . . .  (Thus) the basic 
data for theorizing about know ledge and practice is . . .  in the details of social 
interactions in time and space and, particularly, in the naturally occurring, 
everyday interactions among members of communities of practice. (Jordan & 
Henderson. 1995. p. 41)
Statement of the Problem 
In early childhood classrooms where computers remain limited resources, 
children are often observed spontaneously forming a group around a computer, with one 
or two children controlling the keyboard and the mouse while others mill around and 
move in or out of the group, contributing suggestions or comments to the ongoing 
activ ities (e.g., Davidson & Wright, 1994: Freeman & Somerindvke. 2001). The 
follow ing is a typical episode, transcribed from videotape, of students collaborating in a 
first-grade classroom to play a computer game.
[Episode 1. Playing game together]1
It was choice time in this first-grade classroom. Students were working on their 
chosen activities while the teacher moved around the classroom to assist or 
monitor the activities. Two chairs were placed in front of an iMac computer. Bill 
sat in the left chair and manipulated the keyboard. Kevin sat on the edge of the 
chair on the right and leaned towards the computer screen while clicking on the 
mouse with his right hand. Greg and Nick stood behind Bill's chair and looked at 
the screen. Ted was writing down his name on the waiting list on the table next to 
the computer desk. Victor, holding a big doll on his head and humming a song, 
entered the space from another end of the classroom.
Nick: [Turns to Victor, reaches out to touch Victor's doll, and then turns 
back to the computer screen immediately.]
1 Sec the transcription conventions in Appendix A, p. 214.
1
1 ed: [stepping close to the computer and turning to Greg] Did you put 
your name (down on the waiting list). . .
(neg. [ignoring I ed] Anyway, we re not, we re not changing . .  .
Kevin: Jump, jump, jump! [clicking on the mouse]
Greg: We didn't change anything.
\  ictor: [attentively watching the screen] We don’t even do that.
Kevin: Ooh. you're there, you're there! (excitedly)
Nick I ed: [Echoing Kevin's excitement] You're there, you're there! 
Nick: [pointing to the screen] Go in there, heee!
Kevin: Oh, the best bullet is gonna shoot you.
Victor: No!
Ted: Yeah!
Victor: Don't get ‘em. don't get them.
Ted: Yeah, they will kill you.
Kevin/Nick/Victor: Yes, they do.
Greg: Here, use your health . . .
BUI: OK.
Their discussion and the group play at the computer continued.
In the example above, these children were involved in playing Nanosaur, a 
computer game in which the users maneuver a dinosaur that comes back from the future 
and tries to save eggs of different species of dinosaur. Bill and Kevin (marked w ith 
underline) are two “legitimate" computer users during this time; classroom rules 
according to the teacher stipulate no more than two children using the computer at once.
Such i u Ic s  that shape students collaborative computer use are common in elementary 
classrooms. Nevertheless, children try to gain access to computers by negotiating rules 
among themselves and accommodating group participation, as Greg. Nick, Ted and 
\  ictor did. Both the children who were seated in the chairs and those who stood behind 
them were very animated, and all contributed to the development of strategies for 
successful game play. Their collaboration was intense, with highly overlapping talk, and 
also somewhat loud.
7 his type oi activity may appear as chaos and a failure in classroom management 
to some classroom teachers, as a computer design problem to computer engineers 
(because the computer system doesn't accommodate multiple users), or as a waste of 
computer time to educational researchers because the students are “just playing games/' 
This could even appear a non-concern for those who believe that sufficient computers for 
all students would be the solution for this.
From a sociocultural-spatial perspective, however, the picture becomes multi­
layered and multi-faceted and is fluidly changing along time and crossing space. If we 
zoom our video camera in on the computer, we see Bill and Kevin coordinating their 
actions on the keyboard and mouse, Nick's right hand trying to grab the mouse, and 
several fingers pointing to the screen. Zooming out one level, we see all four children's 
eyes glued on the screen. Bill, who has the keyboard, is not really controlling the game; 
Greg, who stands behind, is backseat-directing the play. Zooming out even further, we 
see I * r i c is watching the computer from a distance at his table. It v\e look back in time, \\c 
see Greg and Nick are playing manipulatives on the carpct next to the computer. rhe\ 
attempt to join the play but are resisted by Bill and Kevin. Ted is only planning to write
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down his name on the waiting list. Victor is playing with another group at another end of 
the classioom. II we look forward. we see Eric comes to join the group, and the group 
discussion is stopped and broken down by the teacher. So, is this really a waste of time? 
Is it chaos, or a problem with technology? It not. how' should we make sense of the 
mosaic ot children s spontaneous group work at the computer in the classroom?
In addition, there are some interesting contradictions in children's spontaneous 
group work at the computer. Aside trom emerging fields such as Computer Supported 
Collaborative Learning (CSCL), much of our computer culture is individual-oriented: 
computer systems are designed for a single user (Scaife, 1989) and marketed as personal 
(e.g., “thepersonal computer"). In the classroom, however, group-oriented computer use 
seems to be the norm, as shown in the opening example. This is the case even when the 
computer is not a limited resource (Davidson & Wright. 1994). Furthermore, computers 
are often treated as the “teacher's machine" in the classroom, and their usage is often 
limited to assist teachers' instruction (Zhao. Tan. & Mishra. 2002). Because children's 
spontaneous grouping at computers is often viewed as chaos, it is consequently 
discouraged by classroom teachers. Teachers set up rules to limit the number of children 
at a computer at a time. Nevertheless, children keep trying to get on computers by 
negotiating rules among themselves and accommodating group participation. In a sense, 
they generate an “underground" culture within the teacher-centered classroom. The 
contradictions between the individual-oriented computer culture and the group- 
accommodating classroom computer use. and between the teacher-centered classroom 
culture and children's underground culture, create interesting social-cognitive dynamics 
at computers in the classroom.
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I low ever, there is little research on this phenomenon. Most existing studies on 
children s collaboration at computers deal with older student populations or advanced 
learning in academic domains, and almost all use technology as a tool to scaffold skills 
and know ledge-building in content areas such as science and mathematics (e.g., Hmelo & 
Guzdial, 19%; Hoadley & Hsi, 1996). Many studies also largely ignore the classroom 
community and conveniently define "children-at-computer" as a bounded and visible 
physical setting tor study (Crook, 1999). Furthermore, as argued by Granott (1998), most 
of these studies focus on fixed groups (often dyads) assigned by teachers or researchers. 
We know little about what happens in the spontaneously formed groups at computers in 
the classroom. These related questions are left unanswered: how do children negotiate 
multiple users* participation at a single computer? how do they come to terms with the 
teacher's rules? and how does this affect their learning and interaction at computers?
In order to answer these questions and to better understand children's 
collaboration at computers in their classroom, it is important to examine spontaneously 
formed groups. Thus, this study investigates the social processes of spontaneous group 
computer use in a first-grade classroom and its affordances for children's collaboration, 
autonomy and learning.
Transactional Model of Third Space Construction: An Overv iew 
Drawing primarily from Sociocultural and Space theories. I propose a 
transactional model of Third Space construction to analyze children's spontaneous group 
work at the computer. The concept of transaction is derived from Dewey and Bentley 
(1949). who emphasize the transactional process as a whole, rather than the particular
5
components, connections, reciprocal relations, taken as separate "reals.1 The reality of the 
components is dependent upon the field (a cluster of connected things and events), for 
example, a knower cannot know without a known to be known, and vice-versa.
I ransaction, then, describes a lull ongoing process in a field in which the inquirer has 
various connections with many aspects and phases of that field. As explained by 
Rosenblatt (1985). "transaction designates an ongoing process in which the elements or 
parts are seen as aspects or phases of a total situation" (p. 203).
Space Theory and Third Space
Space theorists (Lefebvre, 1991: Soja. 1989. 1996) introduced “Space" as a third 
dimension to understand the complexity of human existence because the social and 
historical relationship of production is both space-forming and space-contingent 
(Lefebvre, 1991). Space here refers to a contextual given (space per se), as well as to a 
created space of social organization and production, which acquires meaning through 
discursive practice and in turn provides a ground of meaning for further interaction (Soja. 
1996: Giddens, 1984). The importance of study space as produced and dynamics is 
echoed in Dewey (1916). Rather than thinking of a situation as something one is placed 
in, which then affects the individual and can later be analyzed in terms of how well the 
individual adapted to it, Dewey argues (p. 207) that “the functional development of a 
situation alone constitutes a 'whole tor the purpose ot mind.
To study the production process of space, space theorists identified three forms of 
space - First Space (i.e.. perceived space). Second Space (i.e., conceived space) and 
I hird Space (i.e.. lived space) (Lefebvre, 1991; Soja, 1996). First Space focuses on the 
material form of space which is the traditional practice of geography in its mapping of
6
material spatiality. Second Space refers to the regulated practice in space and dominant 
discourse on space, which is also described by Lefebvre as formal, settled, and logical, 
and which is critiqued by Soja as broadly descriptive of modernist epistemologies. In 
contrast, 1 hird Space is a fluid form of space that is not simply the result of a synthesis of 
perceived and conceived space, but an ongoing production - a spatial process that is 
continually worked out in relation to perceived and conceived space and that goes beyond 
and opens up to possibilities not yet conceived.
I o illustrate these definitions, here is an example of a university classroom 
viewed through the three forms of space. In a typical university classroom, there are 
chairs with or without folding tables, tables, blackboards, and sometimes an overhead 
projector and a white projector screen. The chairs and tables are normally arranged by 
rows and face the blackboard. The teacher's table and chair are in the front between the 
blackboard and the students' tables. These things and the physical arrangement constitute 
the material forms of the classroom, or the First Space. Within this kind of physical 
arrangement, the practices are usually a teacher-centered, lecture-type of teaching and 
learning, i.e., the teacher lectures in the front of the classroom while the students listen 
and take notes. This regulated usage of the room and practices is dominant in many 
campuses and represents the Second Space ot the room. However, some classes break the 
normalized practices in the lecture hall by rearranging the seats to a circle with the 
teacher sitting with the group. Anyone including the teacher and the students in the circle 
can become the center of attention. Correspondingly, the teacher changes her or his role 
from a lecturer to a facilitator or a participant in the group discussion, and the students 
take a more active role in the classroom activities. The change in seating arrangement and
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the changes in the teacher s and students' practices in the classroom open opportunities 
toi a ik \\ kind ot learning and teaching different from traditional teacher lectures, which 
can he referred as Third Space in this classroom.
Space theory in general, and 1 hird Space perspectives in particular, are widely 
embraced by critical (hooks. 1997), feminist, and postcolonial theorists (Haymes, 1995).
1 hey used 1 hird Space as more or less metaphorical “places" where identities can be 
more readily negotiated. In their summary. Keith and Pile (1993) said that these theories 
have consistently drawn on spatial metaphors such as “’"position, location, situation, 
mapping, geometries of domination, center-margin. open-closed, inside-outside. global- 
local: liminal space, third space, not-space, impossible space: the city" (1993, p. 1).
While these spatial metaphors are used to compress narratives to understand identity, 
what is not at all clear is how the spatial relations they index are related to the 
productions and interpretations of social space in activity (Leander. 1999).
Space theories have been applied to the study of schooling. For example. Heath
(1983) analyzed the relations between certain student activities and regionalized locations 
in the classroom as a culturally embedded practice that favored mainstream children. 
More recently. Nespor (1997) discussed the control over elementary student bodies in the 
movement from one “teacher-dominated" school space to another, during which students 
are required to “walk in single file, facing forward, in silence." Third Space perspectives 
have also shaped a variety of work in schooling, including discussion of “communities of 
differences" (Fine, Weis, & Powell, 1997) that disrupt racial and other binaries of 
identity; in work that considers that liberating power of after-school spaces (Heath &
Mcl ,aughlin. 1994); and in discourse study that considers the emergence of productive
8
I hud Space dialogic relations between students and a teacher (Gutierrez, Rvmes. & 
Larson, 1995). One limitation of this work is that while “space* is used metaphorically to 
describe the reconstruction of more democratic and open sets of relations for student 
identity production, it left the original "spatial*' relationship and interrelated relationship 
with ditlerent spaces with several exceptions such as Leander (2002) and Nespor (1997).
1 or this study. Space theories and three interrelated forms of space provide an 
interesting angle to analyze the spontaneous group work at the computer within the 
classroom culture. 1 hird Space is adopted both literally and figuratively to capture the 
essence ot this phenomenon. I am interested in the material form of the space around the 
computer -  the computer, chairs, waiting lists, and so forth which constitute the space; in 
the embodied social practices and interaction mapped out at the computer, near and far 
from the computer space; and more importantly, in the social-cultural interactions and the 
new norms negotiated between the teacher-centered classroom norm and the children's 
underground culture, between the individual-oriented computer culture and the children's 
group-oriented computer norm in the classroom. Third Space, in this study, is defined as 
a fluid social/learning space constructed within the physical space around the computer as 
a result of negotiations among different sociocultural norms.
Sociocultural Perspectives
Sociocultural theory, derived from the writings of L. S. Vygotsky (1978. 1981.
1987) and neo-Vygotskian scholars (e.g.. Cole, 1996; Leont'ev, 1981; Wertsch, 1985.
1998), establishes that children's learning and development are the process ot 
socialization into cultural activity within specific environments (Cole, 1996). However, 
this is not a one-way socialization. As Vygotsky (1978. p. 51) argues, “it may be said that
9
the basic characteristic of human behavior in general is that humans personally influence 
then relations with the environment, and through the environment personally change their 
behavior. Thus, it is crucial to examine not only how children are affected bv the social 
en\ ironments in which they find themselves, but also how children shape these 
environments as active agents.
In order to understand the relationship between children's learning and 
development and the cultural, historical and institutional setting, mediational means, 
including social and discursive practices, as well as materials and tools, are key (Cole & 
Wertsch. 19%; Wertsch. Tulviste, & Hagstrom, 1993). Cultural artifacts not only 
facilitate our activities, but also enable and determine the nature of the activities. As 
Vygotsky (1981. p. 137) stated, “the psychological tool alters the entire flow and 
structure of mental functions." At the same time, the meaning and use of cultural artifacts 
are structured and transformed through activities. This transformation is mediated by the 
artifacts' affordances. Affordance is defined as the perceived and actual properties of an 
artifact, which determine possible uses in a particular context (Gibson. 1977; Norman.
1988).
A sociocultural approach also extends the notion of children's agency beyond 
what we normally consider **a property of the individual (W ertsch et al.. 1993, p. _u6). 
Rather, cognition is socially distributed among members of the community where 
individuals find themselves (Hutchins. 1991; Lave & Wenger, 1991). Thus, it is 
important to study children as members of a community. As active agents in the 
classroom, the children's motives, goals, and agendas affect how they interact with others 
and with the surrounding cultural artifacts, while simultaneously these same artifacts
10
aftect children s goals and agendas. It is this reflexive relationship that is offered for 
examination in this study.
Transactional Model of Third Space Construction
Based on space theories and sociocultural theories, I propose a transactional 
model ot Third Space construction' (see Hgure 1). First. I believe that young children are
Agent(s)
Children's social goals and 
intents as individuals and as 
members of a group
Cultural Artifacts
Affordances of computers 
and other artifacts and 
social mles in the classroom
Social Practice
Social interaction in 
spontaneously formed groups 
at the computer
Figure I. Transactional model of Third Space construction.
active agents who constantly construct their social context. It is important to examine 
their cognitive and social goals as both individuals and members of a group. Second, the 
affordances of computers and other artifacts, as well as classroom rules tor social and 
collaborative interaction at computers, are essential to understanding how the artifacts 
both affect and are affected bv children s social practice at the computer. 1 inally, social 
practice here refers to children's social interaction when they spontaneously form groups
1 An earlier version of this model appears in Wang, X. C.. & Ching. C. C (2003). Social construction o f 
computer experience in a first-grade classroom: Social processes and mediating artifacts. Early Educal.on 
ami Development, NO).  335-361.
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at the computer. According to the model, social practice is the result of the negotiation of 
children s goals and intents, affordances ot the cultural artifacts, and social rules in the 
classroom. At the same time, children also reshape their goals as appropriate and 
transform the attordances ot the cultural artifacts through their social practices.
I hese negotiation processes are space-forming and space-contingent, where 
children also change the meaning and intended usage of the space. As a result, they 
construct a 1 hird Space between the individual-oriented computer culture and the group- 
oriented computer norm, and between the teacher-centered classroom culture and the 
children's underground computer culture.
It is important to note that the model does not impose itself as a guide for 
collecting or analyzing data. Instead, it has emerged from and been grounded in data 
interpretation and analysis as well as through a continuous study of the literature as 
determined by the ethnographic nature of this study. In addition, this model is built up 
from and grounded in this specific set of data from the present study that focuses on 
group dynamics at the computer. Thus. I expect the model will be adjusted with further 
investigation of issues such as gender, race, and other individual differences, which is 
beyond the scope of the current study.
Research Questions
As an ethnographic study commends, research questions for this study emerged 
and evolved as ongoing dialogues unfolded between studying the literature and doing the 
field work, between the initial data analysis and further data collection, and between the 
data analysis and the data interpretation. I entered this investigation initially with one
12
o\ ct arching question: \\ hat kinds of social practices occur when children spontaneously 
t'oim groups around a classroom computer? Multiple perspectives from the existing 
literature ot sociocultural research, early childhood education, and computer-supported 
collaborative learning were brought to bear in my fieldwork. The following, more 
specific questions, and the transactional model that frames them, thus emerged in the 
process of continued engagement with this project.
1. \\ hat kind ot social practices occur when children spontaneously form a 
group around the computer ? What is the nature of the Third Space at the 
computer?
2. W hat kinds of goals are formed in the process? How do they affect children's 
social negotiation?
3. W hat are the affordances of the physical and social environment for children's 
collaborative interaction at computers?
4. How do children construct the Third Space by negotiating different socio­
cultural norms and their own goals? How is this Third Space then transformed 
and appropriated by students as active agents?
Significance of the Study
It is important to understand how young children negotiate their experience and 
transform artifacts during spontaneous group collaboration at computers for several 
reasons. F irst, young children often must work together because most schools do not have 
enough computers for each student to use individually (Lomangino, Nicholson. &
Sulzby, 1999); thus, the logistical reality makes spontaneous group collaboration a 
valuable issue to consider. Second, early childhood is the age when children are 
developing critical ideas about technology, collaboration, the meaning oi school, and 
their place in the social order of school (Papert, 1993). These ideas are important to
13
piepare children to become productive members in the increasingly technological and 
globalized world (lurkle, 1984). f inally, the insights gained from an investigation of 
children s spontaneous group collaboration will help teachers and computer designers 
better understand the complexity ot children s work at computers and give them 
suggestions tor optimizing the atfordance of computers for collaborative interactions.
1 hese suggestions are much needed, considering that computers are increasingly 
introduced in early childhood education programs (Sarama & Clements. 2002).
1 his study also addresses some holes in the fabric of existing research. As 
mentioned earlier, there is a definitive lack of studies of children's spontaneous group 
work at the computer. This study helps us better understand the social-cognitive 
dynamics of children's spontaneous group work at the computer. It expands the bounded 
and physical setting of ’*children-at-computer" (Crook. 1999). More importantly, this 
stud> introduces the concept of Third Space to capture young children's autonomy and 
the complex social interaction and negotiation in the classroom.
Overview of the Dissertation
In Chapter 2 . 1 continue the discussion of theory and the existing studies of space 
in classrooms and schooling, children as active agents and their social practices, and 
cultural artifacts and social practices. I detail how the relevant literature informs and 
influences the current study. In C hapter 3 ,1 describe the fieldwork in a first-grade 
classroom at a public school, from gaining entr\ to collecting data throughout the school 
year. A detailed description of the data analysis process and methods is presented. I also 
discuss related methodological issues such as the development ot relations w ith the
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participants, video etfects, interview techniques, the grounded theory approach and 
interaction analysis approach, and how these issues affect data interpretation and 
anah sis. My results and discussion appear in Chapter 4, which is organized around the 
four research questions. The discussion mainly focuses on the meaning and learning 
issues of children's spontaneous group work at computers. Chapter 5 focuses on the 
implications of the study for researchers, computer designers, and classroom teachers. 
Based on the findings, I provide specific suggestions for teachers on how to optimize 
children's collaborative interaction at computers in the elementary classroom. The 
limitations of the study and future research directions are also discussed and outlined.
15
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
I he word in language is half someone else's. It becomes "one’s own” only when
the speaker populates it with his own intention, his own accent, when he
appropriates the work, adapting it to his own semantic and expressive intention. 
(Bakhtin. 1981. p. 293)
As I stated in the last chapter, we know little about young children s spontaneous 
group work at the computer, and very few studies directly address the issue of children's 
social construction ot their computer experience. Consequently. I have to draw relevant 
literature trom different fields such as sociocultural research, sociology and anthropology 
ot schooling, early childhood education, and computer-supported collaborative learning. 
Based on the transactional model of Third Space construction that I described in the 
Introduction. I organize the literature review into three sections: (a) Third Space in 
classrooms and schooling, (b) young children as active agents and their social practices, 
and (c) cultural artifacts and social practices.
Third Space in Classrooms and Schooling 
This section is a continuation of the discussion on space in the last chapter. I first 
examine existing studies on space in classrooms and schooling and their relevance for my 
study. 1 then focus on two different ways of conceptualizing Third Space and explain 
how thev have intluenced my approach. I conclude the section b\ presenting the 
conceptualization of Third Space in the present study.
St inlying Space in ( lassrooms and Schooling
Space as context given is often ignored in social science. It has recently been 
brought to the public consciousness by researchers in critical theory (e.g., hooks, 1997),
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feminism, and postcolonial studies (e.g., Bhabha, 1994). These researchers mostly use 
space as a metaphor to describe a political, cultural and identity stance or position, and 
they arc less concerned with the original spatial relationship of subjects and objects 
(Leander. 1999). However, researchers in classrooms and schooling differ in this regard 
because classrooms and schools, as spatially well-defined institutions, provide both 
spatial salience as well as significance tor conflicting and negotiated cultural norms and 
identity formation and evolvement. 1 hey interpret space as constructed and believe it 
acquires meaning through discursive practice which, in turn, provides grounds for 
meaning for further interaction (Giddens. 1984). For example, Nespofs (1997) two-year- 
ethnographic study views schools as extensive in space and time, fluid in form and 
content, and as intersections of multiple networks shaping cities, communities, schools, 
pedagogues, and teacher and student practices.
Many researchers have investigated the organization of school space as a 
reflection of "societal and legal rules which view children as subordinate to adults" 
(Shilling. 1991. p. 32). Heath (1983), for example, described an elementary school in the 
South where certain activities were bounded and localized to specific places and times 
within the classroom. On the one hand. Heath argued, this fact reflected White middle- 
class spatial practices (African-American kids, in contrast, might appropriate a location 
for many different activities or move these activities across sites). On the other hand, the 
regionalization of classroom space represents the institutionalization of adult control 
through spatial practice. Nespor (1997) looked into the role that school pla\s in the 
transformation of how student's bodies are constructed and how their relationships to 
spaces are constructed. School defines regions of space and permissible forms of
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bcha\ ior vv ithin these spaces. It tries to suppress bodily movement and expression and to 
define “appropriate bodily orientations” (p. 122).
Recently, more and more researchers (e.g.. Jewitt & Kress. 2003; Leander, 2002) 
ad\ ocate stud\ ing classrooms and schools as a polycontextual and multimodal 
en\ iionment in order to understand the rich heterogeneity of classroom life. They not 
only look at the meaning that is created in the space, but also at how the spatial 
arrangement and visual display carry the meaning. For example. Jewitt and Kress (2003) 
investigated how the discourse ot school English might be realized in secondary school 
classrooms by looking at the multimodal articulation of school English through a 
classroom visual display. They believe that spaces are determined “through operations 
which . . . specify ‘spaces' by the actions of historical subjects" (de Certeau. 1984. p. 
118); that is. practices invent spaces. The English classroom as space is realized by the 
practices and experiences of the students and teacher in the classroom. The activity of the 
students and teacher in the classroom transforms place to space through the “awakening 
of inert objects" (de Certeau. 1984, p. 118). Although the room does not determine the 
production of English, nonetheless the room does mediate the process.
Some researchers (e.g., Nespor. 1997) noticed that many studies examined the 
organization of school and classroom space from the teacher's perspective, as a problem 
of controlling students and managing activity. However, they rarely examined it from the 
students' perspective. From a child s point of view, the classroom is a negotiable terrain. 
Children are often observed snatching little stretches of time and space for their own 
purposes, usually for talking to their friends; as Woods (1978) and Everhart (1983) have 
noted, what kids value most in school are opportunities tor interactions with peers.
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( hildren often tocus on spaces that could be reworked for their own uses, partially
because children s ‘space was controlled by adults and their time controlled by adults” 
(Lynch, 1979, p. 107).
I hese studies on space in classrooms and schools, albeit a small number, resonate 
strongly with my observation ot children s spontaneous group use at the classroom 
computer and help shape the focus of the present study in two ways. First, they bring 
space to the toretront ot the study and provide a useful lens to make sense of the 
phenomenon in which I am interested. Space is not a static given context; instead, it is 
realized through the discursive practices of its participants. This view calls my attention 
to the cultural norms that are embodied in classroom space and arrangements. For 
example, two chairs placed in front of the computer in the classroom, w here the study 
was conducted, was no longer just the context. It pushed me to ask questions such as 
w hat kinds of cultural meaning did this convey ? and what kind of usage was it intended 
to generate? Secondly, this line of research attests to the importance of viewing the 
classroom as a negotiable terrain from the children's points of view and the realization of 
the space through the participants' discursive practice. This runs true in children's 
activities at the computer. The question of how these children realized their negotiation 
and appropriation processes gradually became the focus ot the present study.
Third Space as Hyhridity and Intersection
Third Space has been conceptualized in two different but interrelated ways: as a 
hybriditv and intersection ot different cultural norms and scripts (Gutierrez. Rymes. & 
Larson, 1995; Gutierrez. Baquedano-Lopez, & Turner. 1997; Gutierrez, Baquedano-
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I ope/. <£ 1 ejeda, 1999), and as a ‘trileetica!" relation of perceived, conceived and lived 
space (Lefebvre, 1991; Soja. 1996).
Drawing upon Bakhtin as well as upon Goffman's idea of 4*underlife" in talk,
( iutierrez et al. (1999) conceptualized discursive spaces as the Third Space “in wrhich 
alternative and competing discourses and positioning transform conflict and difference 
into rich zones ot collaboration and learning" (p. 287). They noticed that some children 
and the teacher participated regularly in the official space, in a sanctioned and legitimate 
curriculum; simultaneously, other children often engaged in counterscripts in the 
unofficial spaces ot the classroom. In many classrooms, these resulting moments of 
conflict and tension would have been ignored or suppressed, with the children's attention 
redirected to the official curriculum. Gutierrez et al. analyzed the teacher's “script” 
against the students' “counterscript." Both teacher and students, the researchers noted, 
demonstrated a great deal of communicative competence in their own scripts and 
primarily remained independent. Gutierrez et al. identified the occasions wTien the scripts 
actually meet and construct a “third space." Through a dialogic pedagogy “in which 
various cultures, discourses, and knowledge are made available to all classroom 
participants (1995. p. 467), the construct of Third Space has been productive in helping 
us understand the complexity of learning environments and their transformative potential.
Gutierrez et al. (1999) further developed the Third Space concept and connected it 
to postcolonial work on hybridity and borderland (e.g, Bhabha. 1994) and activity theory7, 
“the third space might also be considered an expanded activity (Engestrom. 1999) in 
w hich the object of activity is extended and the activity itself reorganized, resulting in 
new opportunities for learning" (p. 287). They also view these expanded activities, or
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I hird Spaces, as zones ot proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). They treat both 
otticial and unofficial space as multiple levels of the activity system, while conflicts in 
the community become the catalyst for expanding learning in Third Space (see Figure 2).
FIGURE 2 Hybnd activity
Figure 2. Hybrid activity. From “Rethinking Diversity: Hybridity and Hybrid Language 
Practices in the Third Space," by K. D. Gutierrez. P. Baquedano-Lopez and C. Tejeda. 
1999, Mind', Culture and Activity, 6(4), p. 292.
This conceptualization aligns closely with critical theory, feminism and 
postcolonial theories that view Third Space as metaphorical ‘'places" where identities can 
be more readily negotiated. Leaving out the material form of the space, it focuses only on 
the cultural norm and stance in classroom discourse and treats Third Space as an 
intersection of the official and unofficial “scripts," “discourse." and “curriculum.’' This 
line of research inspired the present study to look into conflicting cultural norms and 
discourse at computer activities in the classroom. I he individual-oriented computer 
culture and design versus children’s group-oriented norms, and the teacher-centered 
classroom culture versus the children s underground computei culture, emerged to be the 
driving force and provided opportunities for children to negotiate and appropriate these
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different cultural norms. As a result, children were developing a sense of self and 
autonomy while constructing something new in the classroom, which 1 termed Third 
Space. In addition, I extended the "third space concept to integrate the second approach 
that conceptualizes it as lived space.
Third Space as Lived Space
As I discussed in the Introduction, Lefebvre (1991) and Soja (1996) have 
influenced my conceptualization of "third space in the present study. Figure 3 nicely 
captures the main conceptualization of First Space. Second Space and Third Space.
FIRST SPACE 
(Perceived Space)
THIRDSPACE
(Lived space or social 
space)
SECOND SPACE 
(Conceived space)
pKysical
associations between 
daily
routines and material 
netw orks
involves a level of 
com petence and 
perform ance by 
m em bers
mental, represented
writing, speech, sketch- 
tends ‘tow ards a system 
of verbal (and therefore 
intellectually worked out)
signs.”
Dominating space, 
imposition of order by 
design
^  . p. 
t
’trilectical” relation of 
perceived, conceived, and 
lived
space as directly lived 
through its associated 
images and symbols.”
space which the 
imagination seeks to 
change and appropriate
(Lefebvre, 1991, pp. 38-39; also, Soja, 19%, pp. 66-68)
Figure 3. First, Second and Third Space. From "Polycontextual Construction Zones: 
Mapping the Expansion of Schooled Space and Identity ” by K. M. Leander. 2002. MW, 
Culture and Activity, 9(3), p. 216.
First Space (perceived space) focuses on the material form of space as well as 
associations between routine activities and the physical space, while Second Space 
(conceived space) refers to the regularized practice and dominant discourse. In contrast. 
Third Space as “lived space" is formulated as the dynamic, unstable articulation of
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perceived space and conceived space. As a result. Third Space is “simultaneously real 
and imagined, concrete and abstract, material and metaphoricar (Soja. 1996, p. 65).
Leander (2002) is one ol the few researchers who applied Lefebvre and Soja's 
space theories in studying students identity development and learning. He analyzed the 
acti\ itv ot students building a cabin in a school setting and examined how conflicts 
among schooling and extra-schooling activity systems can create a Third Space for 
identity development. His study illustrated how polycontextual conflicts and expansions 
are spatially contingent and productive of space.
This line ot the conceptualization of Third Space highlights the importance of 
studying both material torms and mental forms of the space, as well as the co-constructed 
and lived space. It gives “space" back its original meaning and focuses on the fact that 
the negotiation and transformation of cultural norms are both space-forming and space- 
contingent.
Third Space in This Study>
These two ways of conceptualizing Third Space have influenced the present 
study, which combines both approaches and redefines Third Space for the purpose of 
investigating young children's spontaneous group work at the computer in a first-grade 
classroom. This study asserts that Third Space is constructed from its material forms as 
well as its dominant discourse of the space. Meanwhile, it is crucial to examine 
conflicting cultural norms and discourse embodied in these different spaces and the 
negation and intersection of these different cultural norms. 1 hird Space is adopted both 
literally and figuratively to capture the essence of this phenomenon. I am interested in the 
material f orm of the space around the computer — the computer, chairs, waiting lists, and
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so forth which constitute the space; in the embodied social practices and interaction 
mapped out at the computer, near and tar from the computer space; and more 
importantly, in the social-cultural interactions and the new norms negotiated between the 
teacher-centered classroom norm and the children's underground culture, between the 
indi\ idual-oriented computer culture and the children s group-oriented computer norm in 
the classroom. 1 hird Space, in this study, is defined as a fluid social/learning space 
constructed w ithin the physical space around the computer as a result of negotiations 
among different sociocultural norms.
Young Children as Active Agents and Their Social Practices 
As active agents, young children both affect and are affected by their 
environment. In this section, I first present a theoretical overview of young children as 
active agents. I then discuss existing studies including young children's construction of 
their experiences, game playing as a cultural practice, goals and social practices, and 
children's views of computers and collaboration.
Young Children as Active Agents
Both Piaget's (1965, 1968) and Vygotsky’s (1978) developmental theories 
establish that young children as active agents construct and shape their environment.
1 low ever. Piaget believes that the agency is determined by the development of children's 
cognitive structure. Although Piaget included social influences as one ot the majoi 
factors in cognitive development, he disagreed with the sociocultural viewpoint that 
cognition originates in social interactions. Instead, he believed that to learn from 
interaction, children must already have the cognitive structures that allow them to
assimilate social input (Piaget. 1968). As children become less egocentric, they become 
capable ot distinguishing others ideas from their own. Then they are able to work 
together effectively. As a result. Piagetian theory often views children as lone 
“scientists." investigating the world around them (Bruner. 1996).
In addition. Piaget believed that the seeds of intellectual progress made in social 
interaction develop when perspectives come in conflict. The conflict of perspectives 
causes cognitive disequilibrium and forces children to restructure their thinking, thus 
achieving a more advanced cognitive level. He also proposed that due to the relatively 
symmetrical nature of peer interaction (i.e.. relatively little cognitive and social distance 
between peers), such interaction would often be more conducive to conflict and thus to 
cognitive progress than asymmetrical adult-child interaction. This account of peer 
facilitation of children's understanding is primarily linked to Piaget's theory of the 
genesis of “operational thinking." Through the work of Doise and his colleagues, it has 
exerted a substantial and wide-ranging influence in peer interaction studies. During the 
1980s. Doise. Mugny and Perret-Clement (e.g.. Perret-Clermont. 1980; Doise & Mugny. 
1984) conducted a series of studies investigating whether individual progress in 
understanding could be promoted by socio-cognitive conflict, i.e.. exposure to the 
conflicting ideas of peers in the context of paired or small-group problem-solving.
On the other hand, sociocultural theorists believe that development does not 
precede learning and cognitive change, but rather that learning drives cognitive 
development, even among very young children (Vygotsky, 1978). Learning and 
development fundamentally originate in social interactions:
Any function in the child's cultural development appears twice, or on two planes.
First it appears on the social plane and then on the psychological plane. First it
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appears between people as an interpsychological category', and then within the 
child as an intrapsychological category. This is equally true with regard to 
voluntary attention, logical memory7, the formation of concepts, and the 
development ot volition. . . .  (It) goes without saying that internalization 
transforms the process itseli and changes its structure and function. Social 
relations or relations among people genetically underlie all higher functions and 
their relationships. (Vygotsky, 1981. p. 163)
1 his view then challenges the basic assumption that psychologists have tended to 
make about agency, that is. about who carries out mental processes. The sociocultural 
perspectives state that instead ot an isolated individual, it is often a group that provides 
the appropriate locus of agency. Many researchers (e.g.. Hutchins, 1991; Lave & Wenger, 
1991) have documented and argued that that cognition is socially distributed among the 
members o f the community where the individual finds himself Thus, we should study 
agency as an individual as well as a community of individuals functioning together with 
cultural artifacts.
As w e accept the notion that agency goes beyond the “property o f the individual" 
(Wertsch et al.. 1993), conflict is not necessarily the only effective mechanism through 
which children can learn from each other, as predicted by Piaget. Granott (1993) 
analyzed different kinds of interactions and their affordances for learning and found that 
“there is no one ‘right' type of interaction that promotes cognitive change in one way, but 
rather many types that affect cognitive change in various positive and negative ways" (p. 
203). As a result, this researcher advocates adopting a multi-interaction view and looking 
into what kinds of interactions evolve in given cultures, contexts and conditions. In 
addition, Granott (1993, 1998) has noticed that studies that explore interactions and the 
related cognitive changes often use a context that constrains the interactions (such as 
teaming up specific dyads, e.g., conserver and non-conserver). Thus, it has been
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speculated that when the participants choose their own goals, team up and interact 
spontaneously, the emerging types ot interactions and their cognitive change may be 
richer, more diverse and more complex.
1 he v iews ot the social nature ot learning, the agent for both the individual and a 
community ot practice, as well as the multi-interaction view, have helped shape this 
study s focus on spontaneous group interaction and the examination of multiple forms of 
interaction as they naturally occur in the classroom. This study also investigates the agent 
as a group ot children who were involved in group computer game play.
Young Children s Social Construction o f  Their Experience
Studies of young children's socialization in their natural environments—at home 
(e.g.. Rogoff, 1990). daycare centers (e.g., Corsaro, 1985. 1997). preschool (e.g.. Femie,
1990). and elementary schools (e.g., Carere. 1987)— echo a common theme: children 
actively construct their social context. Even in teacher-centered classrooms, the children 
and teachers continually reconstitute order by monitoring each other's patterned actions 
and by exercising “elastic autonomy," in which the autonomy of both students and 
teachers expanded and was appropriated (Maines & Charlton. 1985). Kalekin-Fishman 
(1987) compared teacher and children's patterning of space and time in the classroom 
and concluded that childhood is constructed in the situated interaction of adults and 
children who devise acceptable interpretations of the ongoing process. Children often 
expanded the teachers' concept of the spatial-temporal in order to maximize peer-group 
interaction. Mendell's (1986) study of peer interaction in highly structured environments 
(activity tables), semi-structured environments (sandboxes, gymnastic centers, etc.), and 
entirely child-structured environments (free play sessions) further demonstrated that the
child acts as an active agent and learns different interactional behavior from these 
settings.
In addition, studies of children's natural peer interaction (e.g., Williams, 2001) 
support the claim that children as active agents learn a great deal from each other about 
rules, ways ot acting, routines, codes, and discursive practices; that is. they learn 
know ledge and skills. W illiams (2001) examined what children learn spontaneously from 
each other in everyday activities within the preschool culture and found that everyday 
activities in preschool are associated with routines, such as meals, circle time, and play, 
which provide vital opportunities for children's spontaneous learning from each other.
Although these studies all indicate that children act as subjects engaged in 
negotiating a progressive and stable “life-narrative” (Gergen & Gergen. 1983). they do 
not pay attention to the role of artifacts and how they affect children's interaction. An 
exception is Carere (1987), who investigated how students in elementary- school used the 
artifacts and systemic structures as physical and cultural objects to create “a whole realm 
o f spontaneous, personalized, highly inventive behaviors” (p. 106) that serv ed to establish 
an “otherness” in contrast to the highly structured and detailed normative demands of the 
institutional (formally organized) level of the setting. She examined how artifacts such as 
wastebaskets, pencil sharpeners, and bookstands were transformed to carry meanings and 
uses beyond institutionally defined functional purposes.
These sociological studies of children's socialization do not concern the computer 
and computer culture; however, they do shed light on the process ot children s 
constructing and co~constructing their life world and classroom culture, and their active 
role in appropriating and transforming the meanings of their immediate en\ ironments bv
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using cultural tools available to them. The most important contribution of this line of 
stud) is its emphasis on understanding children in their own sociocultural contexts and its 
ethnographic-interpretive methods. 1 rom this perspective, the child is seen as being 
interactively iesponsible tor constructing activities within social contexts from the 
beginning ot life (Corsaro, 1985). This approach opens a wide range of possibilities to 
study the complex social-cognitive dynamics of young children's experience. This line of 
studies together with the sociocultural approach to artifacts and agency shaped my study 
to tocus on artifacts and the process ot the social construction of computer experiences in 
young children's classrooms.
Game Playing, as a Cultural Practice
Game play ing is an important part of young children's lives (Avedon & Sutton- 
Smith. 1979). Many researchers studied games as cultural practices that both reflect the 
values and achievements of the culture and provide opportunities for children to practice 
and acquire culturally valued attitudes, behaviors, and knowledge (e.g., Avedon & 
Sutton-Smith, 1979; Greenfield, 1994; Piaget, 1965; Saxes, 1991). They believe that 
children's games are more than a listing of their rules: rather, they are richly textured and 
highly situated instances of social life. This view not only confirms the value of studying 
children's game playing, but also supports the idea that findings from studying game 
playing are applicable to a wide range ot children s activities.
Most research on games has been concentrated on the forms of games rather than 
on the interaction through which a game is accomplished in situ (Goodwin, 1995, p. 262). 
Goodwin and others who research games (e.g., l ine, 1986, Goldstein, 1971) advocate 
that studying children s gaming requires an analysis of how games arc interpreted and
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transformed in play and a focus on how participants “actively collaborate in constructing 
the game ol the moment" (Goodwin, 1995). Guberman. Rahm. & Menk’s (1998) study 
icprescnts such an effort. It investigated how the mathematical problems that emerged in 
children s pla\ ot Monopoly are interwoven with children's developing competencies and 
social interaction. They found that the children shape the emergent mathematics of play; 
they simultaneously have opportunities to identity new problem-solving goals and to 
construct the strategies and knowledge needed for the resolution. This study demonstrates 
the “due process of shaping and being shaped through culture” (Cole, 1996. p. 103). This 
approach that focuses on the “due process" closely aligns with the sociocultural 
perspective on mediational means that will be discussed later.
Goals and Social Practices
To understand children's autonomy and active roles in their social practices, Saxe 
(1991. 1992) proposed the “emergent goals framework." The guiding tenet of the model 
is that cognitive achievements are the outcomes of children's attempts to make sense of 
and accomplish the mathematical problems they encounter in routine cultural practices.
This framework holds that children construct and evolve their problem-solving 
goals as they participate in practice-linked social interaction; they appropriate artifacts in 
their efforts to conceptualize and solve problems, and they familiarize activity structures 
and bring in their prior experience and understanding. This framework has proved useful 
in studving children's problem-solving goals and how goals are constructed and shifted 
during play (Guberman, Rahm. & Menk, 1998; Saxe & Guberman. 1998).
Saxe's model does not address, however, how children reconcile different goals in 
social interaction (e.g., social goals vs. competitive goals), nor does it consider collective
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goals that may he shared by a group ot children. Many studies indicate that there is a 
w ide range ot social goals when children work together (e.g.. Corsaro. 1985; Dyson. 
1993). Lomangino. Nicholson, and Sulzby (1999) specifically identified a number of 
social goals that guided first-grade children s collaborative interaction during computer 
use; maintaining equality and laimess among peers, appearing competent to peers, 
asserting control over others, and maintaining their relationships with others. My own 
attention to children s negotiated goals, and how this negotiation is realized through 
social practices and mediating artifacts, is influenced by this existing research.
( hildren s I iew o f  Computers and Collaboration
Children's view o f  collaboration at computers. “Children know more than they 
know they know. They surely know more about what they know than the researcher 
does" (Graue & Walsh. 1998. p. 112). In the existing studies, researchers documented the 
complexity of the process of peer collaboration at computers, but left out children's 
interpretation and perception of the experience. Few studies champion the importance of 
taking into account children's perspectives (c.f. Ching, 2000). It is necessary to consider 
the possible impact of children's relationships with each other, their perceptions of each 
other, their views of other children's presence, and their view' of the collaboration 
experience.
One study surveyed children's perspectives to determine whether they preferred 
to use computers individually or with someone else. Jakobsdottir (1996) interviewed 148 
children (82 girls and 66 boys) from first-graders up to fifth-graders by asking the 
question. “Do you prefer to use the computer individually or with someone. In general, 
the children preferred working individually (46%), while 32% liked both and 11% liked
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to work with someone. She found interesting gender differences. The majority of students 
who preferred individual computer use were girls (60%); in contrast, the majority of 
those who wanted to use computers with someone were boys (75%). This is quite 
inteiesting in light ol the dominant perception that girls are more social and cooperative.
I he 11 reasons girls gave tor wanting to use a computer individually mainly 
involved avoiding the negative aspects of having a partner. Their main reasons were that 
they could use whatever program they wanted without any arguments, they could use the 
computer more and did not have to take turns, there was no one to boss them around or 
tell them what to do. it was more efficient and they could get more done, and some 
founding it irritating to work with a partner. The top two reasons for boys were the same 
as the girls: they could play whatever they wanted and they could get more turns. On the 
other hand, students gave five reasons for wanting to use the computer w ith someone.
The most frequently mentioned was that it was better to have a partner when using 
certain programs, such as simulations or games. They also made reference to mutual 
help: they could give and receive help, for example, if they were in trouble or didn't 
understand, or the partner might know the game better. Another prominent reason was 
that it was more fun or exciting with a partner.
This study gives us a starting point to look at children's attitudes and perceptions 
of collaboration experiences at computers. However, it did not examine how’ the students' 
perceptions and views may affect their actual interaction, which is one of the focuses of 
the present study.
Children 's view o f computers. Many studies about children tend to impose the 
researchers’ perspective. This study tries to understand how children view the computer
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in terms o! iis intelligence and psychological features and. more importantly, how they 
\ icv\ the computer s role in the interaction and how these views affect their behavior at 
computers.
1 rom the sociological view ot computers, 7 urkle (1984) believed that computers 
have a profound influence on our thinking: “the computer is a metaphysical machine and 
a psychological machine. Not just because it might be said to have psychology, but 
because it influences how we think about our own" (p. 16). Based on that premise, Turkle
(1984) studied over two hundred children from age four to fourteen, exploring how they 
interacted with and spoke about computer objects. Turkle discovered two main themes: 
“computers and the construction of the notion o f ‘alive,’ and computers and the 
construction of w hat is special about the ‘human/ In the first case children's way of 
sorting out the question of life becomes more psychological. In the second case, w hat 
seems special about being a person becomes less dependent on intellect and more 
dependent on emotion" (p. 62). Some children think computers are alive, some think they 
are not. others settle for “sort of" -  because computers think but they do not feel, they 
learn but cannot decide what to learn, because they cheat but don't know they are 
cheating. Turkle also noticed that children sometimes seem to want the computer to be 
alive or not alive, to be like people or unlike people. The children's judgment is 
embedded in feelings and wishes.
Turkle's study is one of the tew studies exploring children's views o f computers 
in terms o f aliveness. Her study gives a glimpse o f how children view computers.
I lovvever, this studv was done almost two decades ago w hen the computer was still rare 
and only small groups had access. It is quite possible that children nowadays may have
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different \ lews since the computer has become widely available and has merged into our 
dominant cultural discourse. It is necessary to consider historical and societal changes. In 
addition, I urkle s study is limited to the computer's aliveness. A number of other issues 
were not addressed. 1 he present study pays special attention to those views that may have 
a direct impact on children s interactions at computers, such as how do children view the 
intelligence of the computer? Do they view the computer as authoritative in terms of its 
intelligence? Do they challenge the computer? Or do they view- the computer as just a 
tool that can be manipulated by users in certain ways?
Cultural Artifacts and Social Practices 
C ultural artifact mediation provides the key to identify ing "how human 
intelligence and mental processes are situated in cultural, historical, and institutional 
contexts" (Wertsch et al., 1993. p. 352). This is because of the duality of artifacts 
(Bodker, 1997) — artifacts are objects in the world that we reflect on. and they also 
mediate our interaction w ith the world of objects and other people, as stated by Leont'ev 
(1981):
The tool mediates activity and thus connects humans not only with the world of 
objects but also with other people. Because of this, humans' activity assimilates 
the experience o f humankind This means that humans' mental processes (their 
“higher psychological functions") acquire a structure necessarily tied to the 
sociohistorically formed means and methods transmitted to them by others in the 
process of cooperative labor and social interaction, (p. 56)
As a result, this study focuses on the mediational means to examine the due
process o f artifacts affecting children's activities and being transformed and appropriated
in children's social practices. In this section, I first examine existing studies on cultural
artifacts and learning. 1 then focus on the computer as a cultural artifact and its role in
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children s collaboration, on the computer's special characteristics that set it apart, on 
input de\ ices and children s collaboration, as well as on software programs and peer 
interaction at computers.
( ultural Artifacts and Learning
In recent years, a growing body ot research places artifacts and their affordances 
at the heart ot an analytic agenda for both sociology and cognitive science (Heath &
1 lindmarsh. 2000). Interestingly, most well-known sociocultural studies which articulate 
and analyze the use ol specific cultural artifacts as tools for thinking and learning do not 
include the context of school. Oceanic navigation (Hutchins. 1995), ironwork in a 
blacksmith s shop (Keller & Keller, 1996), dairy work (Lave. 1988), and weaving 
(Rogoff, 1995) are all practices which have been analyzed with an eye toward the 
semiotic mediation of cultural artifacts and how participants socially negotiate and 
appropriate those artifacts to serve activity-centered goals. Children's learning in schools, 
however, has not received as much attention from an artifact perspective. A notable 
exception is the work of Saxe and colleagues, w ho have investigated children's cognition 
and social negotiation while attempting to do mathematics with non-standard 
manipulatives. The manipulative artifacts in question, however, were designed by the 
researchers with particular affordances in mind for place value and measurement 
concepts (Saxe. Dawson, Fall, & Howard, 1996; Saxe & Guberman. 1998).
Research with adult and teenage populations has not been restricted to informal 
learning, however. Existing studies have documented the way's in which different kinds 
of artifacts function as tools for learning and doing in science and mathematics, artifacts 
such as inscriptions (Cobb. 2002: Latour, 1987; Roth & McGinn. 1998). gestures (Roth,
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2001), and graphic m anipulates (Sfard & McClain. 2002), to name just a few. Yet the 
c\ cry day arti tacts that are present in classrooms, those that are not unique to a particular 
academic domain — even mundane objects like desks and chairs — also shed light on the 
nature of knowing and doing in these communities (Dewey, 1920). The present study 
investigates how children transform and appropriate the meanings and functions of the 
ty pical classroom artifacts they have at their disposal on a daily basis. As Hutchins points 
out. however, the use of cultural artifacts is not cry stallized; rather, as the nature of 
practice changes in a given community, the roles of particular artifacts also change 
(1995). Studies have documented the ways in which the computer as a cultural artifact of 
school has undergone significant changes. Once residing in separate labs and used as a 
tool for learning programming or drill-and-practice exercises, computers have moved into 
classrooms and become a part of everyday experience— at least in their presence, if not 
always in their continuous and integrated use (Cuban. Kirkpatrick. & Peck. 2002; 
Provenzo, Brett. & McCloskey, 1999; Schofield. 1995).
Recently, a focus in educational technology research has been to engage students 
in the design of meaningful artifacts for learning by using the computer as a creative tool 
(Blumenfeld, Krajcik. Marx, & Soloway, 1994; Brown. 1992; Brown. Collins. & Duguid.
1991). The student-designed artifacts in these studies range from scientific 
representations such as graphs and charts ( I abak. Smith. Sandoval, & Reiser. 1996). to 
hy permedia tutorials (Lehrer, Erickson. & Connell. 1994). to mathematical computer 
games (Kafai, 1995). to virtual cities on the Internet (Bers. 2001). The vast majority of 
this research is conducted with older-elementary to high school students. This line of 
inquiry is related to my study in that design researchers focus on both the artifacts in use
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(i.e.. the computer and software) and the artifacts being designed by students. However, 
design research investigates how' students use technology artifacts to socially construct 
academic understandings by design (Edelson. 2001). whereas this study examines how 
young children socially construct their social experience with and around technology by 
artifact appropriation and transformation.
/ he ( omputer s Role in Collaborative Learning
Many studies indicate that a great amount of interaction and collaboration occur 
during computer-related activities (Crook. 1994. 1998: Dillengourg, 1999; Littleton & 
Light. 1999). Researchers have acknowledged that computers bring something special to 
peer interaction at computers, but the specific function of computers in the process has 
remained mostly unclear and lacks supporting evidence. For example. Light and Blaye 
(1990) suggested that manipulations of computer hardware and software can serv e as a 
way of influencing the nature of the socio-cognitive activity and hence the outcome of the 
interaction. Crook (1987) speculated that “a computer can function as a medium for joint 
activity, a powerful catalyst for peer collaboration" (p. 36). In terms of the computer's 
specific role in supporting collaborative learning, researchers offer different possible 
explanations. Kolodner and Guzdial (1996) suggested six roles that CSCL software has 
successfully taken on: (1) promoting inquiry and sense-making, thereby promoting 
conversation; (2) facilitating knowledge building; (3) providing important record-keeping 
and/or external memory functions; (4) enabling communication with distant 
communities; (5) promoting the kinds of reflection that are facilitated by collaboration; 
and (6) supporting teacher planning and implementation of collaborative activities. In the 
same vein, Teasley and Roschelle (1993) speculate on the possible roles of the computer
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in collaborative learning: using the computer as a means of disambiguating language, as a
means ot resolving impasses, and as a device that invites and constrains students’
interpretations. Some other arguments listed below are better established and supported 
by studies.
Metaphor of computer-as-tutor/tutee/tool. One popular metaphor of the 
computer s role is based on the relationship between computers and students: computer- 
as-tutor. computer-as-tutee or computer-as-tool (Taylor. 1980). Computer-as-tool 
resonates with the common attitude towards the computer as a “general purpose” 
machine. 1 he computer-as-tutor model refers to the “drill and practice" type of software 
and other non-intelligent computer-assisted learning software, which lacks flexibility and 
results in all students having to undergo essentially the same teaching sequence. The 
computer-as-tutee metaphor is based on a Piagetian construction framework and was 
developed by Papert (1980: 1986). Programming languages such as Logo give students 
maximum control of their learning and the computers. All three of these metaphors 
reflect different learning theories and foster one narrow perception of the computer's 
potential in student learning. In addition to being neutral, superior or inferior, computers 
can also be a responsive “partner" in a learning dialogue (Crook. 1987). All these 
different roles that computers can plav depend on the task, the software and the 
interaction rendered. It will be useful to investigate the interaction between different 
computer tasks/software and the social/cognitive interaction rendered.
Motivation, engagement and sustention. Motivation, engagement and attention- 
sustention are frequently cited as positive effects of computer use. which have been well 
documented in studies with elementary school students (Hyson. 1985. Krendl &
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I tcberman, 1988; Perez & White, 1985). For example, Hoyles, Healey and Sutherland 
(I f >1 ) made a structured comparison between computer and non-computer versions of 
the same (math) tasks. I heir results reinforce the computer's status as an effective setting 
lot student discussion. I hey suggested that it is due to the computer's capacity to draw 
the attention ot the students and sustain it in a context of mathematical problem-solving.
I low ever, the novelty effect might temper the positive effect of computers. 
Mevarech and Rich s (1985) study disputes such a doubt. They found positive effects of 
the computer compared to traditional instruction on several cognitive and affective 
measures in the elementary grades where students had used computer-assisted instruction 
for at least three years. Given the three-year span, this result indicated that the positive 
effects were not the result of novelty. This conclusion is also supported by Bergin, Ford, 
and Hess (1993). They studied the patterns of motivation and social behavior associated 
w ith computer use in kindergartners and found that the combination of the computer and 
appropriate software was highly motivating for the children. The children displayed a 
high level of interest that did not diminish over time, as the novelty effect predicts.
Feedback and support for collaboration. There has also been some support for the 
argument that the computer may facilitate productive interaction in a way that other 
media cannot, by its capacity to maintain a clear task structure and to provide feedback 
(Howe & Tolmie, 1999). Group learning can take place either through verbal interaction 
or through action in a shared space, and computer env ironments are capable of supporting 
both processes. What had apparently mattered for both group performance and individual 
learning wras one person's actions, the computer feedback on that action, and the other 
group members' active observation of this sequence. I he clear sequential structure
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computers imposed on movement through the task, both within and between each 
problem, and the unambiguous feedback it provided on solutions may have made it 
substantial 1\ easier both to coordinate and test out different ideas, effectively promoting 
integration ot different styles. Not only what the students were doing when they were 
in\olved in joint action, but what the computer was doing too -- namely, creating the 
structure ol work practice — helped to shape student action and provide information about 
what was involved.
Howe and Tolmie's argument is supported by Crook (1987), but he pointed in a 
different direction for feedback that computers give. The precise feedback on the 
adequacy of the user's various solutions highlights the ability differences. In this way, the 
machine seems to be "taking part in" a total interaction as a kind of partner. This role for 
the computer does seem more likely to define and organize potential interactions among 
its users. Crook went further to suggest that "the characteristic patterns of interacting with 
computers may serve to organize distinctive patterns of interacting around computers 
(social interaction).” (p. 50). Unfortunately, no studies explore the interrelationship 
between these two types of interactions, which is a void this study intends to fill.
Externalization Articulation. Some more recent studies suggested that the 
computer’s capacity to help externalize mental representation (Scaife & Rogers. 1996. 
2001) and articulate ideas is the key to its role in peer collaboration (Crook. 1994). Scaife 
and Rogers (1996) advocate a new direction for HCI based on the nascent theoretical 
approach within cognitive science that analyzes the role played by external representations 
in relation to internal mental ones.
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( )ne way in which a learner might gain from working closely on a problem with a 
peei is by being required to make their thinking public and explicit. The learner's 
opinions, predictions, interpretations and so on need to be articulated for the benefit of 
joint activity. Simply articulating ideas is a useful experience for problem-solvers and is 
one naturally at lorded by socially organized tasks. This simple requirement defines a 
possible value in collaborative work that has been identified by a number of researchers 
(( hi & V an Lehn. 1991; Hoyles, 1985; Schunk, 1986). There are two benefits to ideas 
that are publicly articulated: it lorces the individual to reflect and thus promotes meta­
cognition (Bruner, 1986), and it creates a joint construction space for partners to work 
from.
In sum. the existing studies offer a variety of explanations of the computer's role 
in peer collaborative learning. However, there is no single well-established explanation, 
and many of these conclusions remain speculations. This calls for further study of this 
issue. Crook's (1987) suggestion of a potential interrelationship between children- 
computer interaction and children-children interaction gives a platform for the present 
study to investigate the influence of computers.
( haracteristics o f  Computers
The computer as a cultural artifact has many features that set it apart. A 
discussion of the physical design, self-contained nature, and intelligent and psychological 
features lays a foundation for further exploration of the computer s role in peer 
interactions.
Physical design. The standard computer interface and devices are designed with a 
single user in mind (Scaife, 1989). The single display and one set of input devices require
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children to sit side by side, tace the screen and share a single input device -  a keyboard 
and a mouse. C onsequently, it renders a potential turn-taking mechanism and requires 
negotiation and collaboration in order for the users to work together effectively. This 
issue is addressed in detail in a separate section, "Input Devices and Peer Interaction.”
Self-contained nature. Another distinctive feature of the computer is its physically 
sell-contained nature (Crook, 1994); it usually functions as a circumscribed screen-plus- 
input device. I he self-contained nature together with an interactive quality supports 
autonomous and lively activity. The apparently purposeful, challenging nature of the 
medium sustains students interest and keeps them busy, which we can observ e in many 
classrooms that have computers. Consequently, computer tasks tend to require less 
teacher intervention and leave more freedom for children to explore for themselves 
(Hoyles. Healy, & Sutherland, 1991). However, the self-contained nature does not mean 
the computer can function w ithout software. Different types of software programs are 
core to the different types of learning and social interactions that happen at computers. 
This will be explored in the section "Software and Peer Interactions.”
Intelligent Psychological features. Suchman (1987) identified three properties of 
computer technology: reactive (interactive), linguistic, and opaque. Interactivity is the 
most frequently reported advantage, and as a result of this interactivity, computers can 
promote active learning among students ot all ages and all abilities (Sewell, 1990). 
Computers are interactive not only because they present material to be learned and act as 
a sophisticated means of expression for students, but also because user actions are 
typically and immediately met with machine reactions. I his encourages the attribution of 
a sense of purpose for sustaining self-contained interactions. C omputtrs also have
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linguistic properties because users employ a common language to control them. Suchman 
argues that this reinforces talking about our encounters with computers in the same terms 
as we talk about human interaction. Finally, there is the opaque property of computers.
I his argument echoes Dennett s (1978) claim that the urge to ascribe intention to human 
beha\ ioi arises from our inability to see inside each other s heads - our mutual opacity. 
Similarly, we may ascribe intention and purpose to these opaque machines. All these 
properties prompt children s wonder about the computer's aliveness. similarities with, 
and differences from human beings. This has been discussed further in the section titled 
“Children's views of computers.”
Input Devices and Peer Interactions
Since standard computer systems only have one set of input devices, only one 
student at a time can have direct contact with the computer. Consequently, this influences 
peer interaction and collaboration. For example, a left-handed child and his right-handed 
partner would have more difficulties than two right-handed children switching and turn- 
taking at the mouse and keyboard (Ching, 1999). However, this seems to have been 
largely ignored by researchers, with only a few exceptions (Webb. 1984; Inkpen et al.,
1997: Kuhataparuks, 1997; Cole, 1995). In order to overcome the limitation of single 
input devices, Inkpen and her colleagues (1997, 1999, 2001) conducted a series of studies 
on multiple input devices, which can offer some insight into the input devices' effect on 
peer interactions.
Input device possession. Very few researchers paid attention to contact time with 
computers when children worked together on computers. Webb s (1984) study on 
children group-working and learning Logo is one ot the lew addressing this issue. Time
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at the keyboard" was identified as a variable potentially affecting the learning outcome 
and interaction patterns. The results indicated that student characteristics did not relate to 
contact time with the computer and there was no monopolization of the computer by 
high-ability students, boys, or students with previous experience. Further, her study 
indicated that the number ol turns and the amount of time at the keyboard had almost no 
relationship with computing outcomes. Instead, she noticed that the students not at the 
keyboard seemed to be as involved with the material as those at the keyboard. This 
equality ot involvement is seen in the large number of suggestions that students gave to 
the group member at the keyboard. In contrast. Kuhataparuks’ (1997) study focusing on 
children's private speech and social speech during computer work suggested that when 
children had the keyboard, they were responsible for the task. She found that keyboard 
possessors produced significantly more private speech than the non-kevboard partners 
did. The level of private speech tended to drop when the child did not possess the 
keyboard. She explained it was because private speech increases when the difficulties of 
the task increase.
Inkpen et al. (1997) studied children's turn-taking protocol and learning outcomes 
in three different settings -  one mouse sharing, two mice sharing by using “give 
protocol" to transfer control between two mice, and two mice sharing by using “take 
protocol" to transfer control. Similar to Webb's results, computer experience did not 
significantly affect the amount of time a child had control of the mouse. While there is no 
correlation between mouse control time and learning outcomes tor girls, mouse control 
does appear to have an effect on learning for boys. Boys who controlled the mouse longer
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solved more puzzle problems in a post-test than their partners who had had less time 
controlling the mouse.
I he mixed results are partially explained by the different computer tasks and 
settings these researcher investigated. I he contradiction does prompt the question 
\\ hether the dominant assumption that the person interacting most directly with the 
computer (the one who has the kevboard/mouse) is also doing the lion s share of 
learning. C ole s ( 19c>5) study looked beyond the surface indicator and unpacked the 
meaning ot mouse'keyboard access/possession in the context of group interaction.
1 hrough two cases ot two groups of middle-school children working on architectural 
design. Cole found that mouse possession did not necessarily mean control of the design 
task at hand. Sometimes the mouse holders served basically as secretaries, while others 
took charge of task management and control over the design itself Cole suggested that 
the meaning of mouse possession is socially constructed by the participants and teachers 
in a specific context and is developed through interactions with the teacher, long- 
practiced social roles, and roles copied from other participants w ithin and outside the 
working group, as well as from previous academic and non-academic experiences 
brought to the group. This innovative study investigated the meaning of mouse-holding 
for the first time, but it left a lot of questions unanswered, e.g. How do children actually 
view mouse possession and how' does this affect their peer collaboration? Does mouse 
holding have different importance in a different computer activity such as computer 
games?
Based on the limited research, we cannot make any conclusions regarding the 
input devices' influence on peer interaction. 1 his calls toi further investigation.
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Multiple input devices. Standard computer systems have only one set of input 
de\ iees - one mouse, one keyboard, and one display screen, which is designed to 
accommodate single-user interactions. Some researchers tried to change the single-input 
design. Singled Display Groupware (SDG) is a class of applications that support multiple 
users interacting in a co-located environment on a single shared display with multiple 
input-de\ ices (Stewart, Bederson. & Druin, 1999). Inkpen and her colleagues (1997.
11>99. 2001) at Simon 1 raser University have done some interesting work in this field.
I hey compared children playing together on a puzzle game in the traditional computer 
setting with one mouse and one cursor to children playing together in a nontraditional 
computer setting with two mice and two cursors. The results show that the latter group of 
children exhibited a significantly higher level of engagement, for they were more active 
and significantly preferred playing on a computer equipped with multiple input devices 
and cursors. So far, those researchers have studied only puzzle game settings, which are 
similar to the standard video game setting that offers options of playing with multiple 
players. Multiple-input devices might have different effects on collaboration in different 
tasks, such as writing.
The main purpose of these studies is to facilitate social interaction among users by 
building into the system a certain mechanism, in this case multiple input devices. Some 
similar examples to support peer interaction and collaboration are Geney. a project 
designed to learn genealogy (Danesh. Inkpen. Lau. Shu. & Booth. 2001). and the Mobile 
CSCL application supported by Mobile Computer to learn words and math (Zurita & 
Nussbaum, 2001). The premise is that each student has limited information in his or her 
Palm device. Only by working cooperatively with other students can the class achieve the
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desired goal. 1 his line ot study shows promise for future computer system design.
1 lov\e\ er. in order to improve the system design for supporting collaborative learning, it 
is important to understand the complex social/cognitive dynamics among users and 
between users and computers, which is the problem this study aims to resolve.
( omputer Software and Peer Interaction
In contrast to the input dev ices, computer software has been intensively studied in 
terms o f evaluation, review, selection and design (Squires & McDougall, 1994).
1 lowever, software programs and their influence on peer collaboration are relatively 
understudied. Many researchers have acknowledged the need to address this issue. Crook 
(1987. 1994) suggested that patterns of interaction may be affected by the kind of 
software in use. Bergin. Ford and Hess (1993) also suggested in their study that the 
results from skill-oriented software may not be generalizable to other applications, like 
simulations and programming, because the type of software can affect interactions.
A few studies (Borgh & Dickson. 1986; Clement & Nastasi. 1985; Wilson. 1989; 
SLANT project, 1993. 1994. 1996) have investigated the relationship between the type of 
software and social interaction. All consistently reach the conclusion that the software 
which gives learners more freedom engenders more productive and exploratory 
discussions and social interactions.
However, these studies used different categories for software. The SLANT project 
categorized computer software in terms ot an open-closed continuum based on the extent 
of freedom that the software offers to users. The most closed packages are those with the 
most highly structured tasks and pre-determined range ot outcomes (Mercer. 1994). The 
results indicated that the nature ot the computer program attects the talk among the
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children. I he computer plays a participant role in the discourse where highly structured 
programs are used. Extensive discussions of an issue, initiated by the students, may be 
more common in open programs. In closed software conditions, the computer plays an 
integral role in the discourse and constrains the users within a narrow band of options. 
Not only is their decision-making severely restrained, but also their manual input. The 
computer in the games software is generally the participant making all the complicated 
decisions, transforming the children s minimal input (generally a single key press) into 
attractive, dynamic and complex representations, which are of a completely different 
nature trom the original input. When they face difficulties, children very often try "more 
of the same or "trial and error approaches (Fisher, 1993). In a more open software 
condition, the computer has only a minimal (implicit) role in the discourse. Children's 
talk usually is not initiated by the computer, at least not explicitly. The computer plays 
the role of respondent, with the children initiating and providing any follow-up. The 
complications of the activity are under the children's control and rest entirely on their 
skills and their ability to resolve their conflicts and develop a shared understanding.
Some researchers (Borgh & Dickson, 1986; Clement & Nastasi. 1985; Wilson.
1989) suggest that the convergent/divergent dimension may be ascribed to computer 
software to account for the influence of computer software on peer interactions. They 
borrowed the ideas of convergent versus divergent materials from children s play 
research. Convergent materials, such as puzzles, are those that elicit convergent processes 
to solve the problem posed by the materials to which there is onl\ one answer. Divergent 
materials, such as blocks, on the other hand, pose no specific pioblem to bt solved but 
elicit divergent processes by which the child may generate a wide variety of responses to
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the materials (Pepler & Ross, 1981). Borgh and Dickson found that children's pattern of 
interaction and verbal statements were influenced differently by these two types of 
software. I he convergent type of software elicited verbal interactions about right-and- 
wrong responses and facilitated more peer teaching. 1 he divergent tvpe of software, on 
the other hand, elicited more hypothesizing and wondering about how the computer 
worked. 1 he tesearchers stated that "software characteristics exert considerable influence 
on children's verbal interactions” (p. 41). In a similar study comparing the effects of 
Logo (divergent in nature) and Computer-Assisted Instruction (convergent in nature) on 
first- and third-graders' social-emotional development. Clements and Nastasi (1985) did 
not tind differences in the frequency of children's sharing, comforting, or cooperative 
work. However, children working with Logo expressed more pleasure in their discoveries 
of new information and resolved interpersonal conflicts more successfully. Findings from 
this study suggest that divergent types of software may enhance positive social 
interactions more than convergent types of software. Wilson (1989) studied children's 
dyadic social problem-solving strategies by using convergent and divergent computer 
software. Her study indicated that children as young as four years old adapted different 
cooperative strategies in divergent and convergent situations. In the divergent condition, 
the cooperative strategies required to optimize performance may be laughing and sharing 
ideas, whereas the convergent format may require more division ot labor, helping and 
taking turns. The dyads in the divergent condition laughed more and divided 
responsibility tor the task less often than did children in the convergent condition. This is 
probably due to the fact that success in the convergent format was determined by the
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software, and the dyads* joint effort through division of labor may have proven a more 
useful strategy tor attaining success under these externally determined criteria.
I he existing studies on software and peer work are quite informative, but the 
categorization ot closed vs. open and “convergent vs. divergent" to some extent 
simplifies the spectrum ot available software programs. The present study tries to use a 
more fine-grained categorization to get a more comprehensive understanding of software. 
Another limitation ol these studies is that they mostly tocus on the children’s discussion 
and talk, and not enough attention is paid to the children's non-verbal interactions. The 
non-verbal interaction can complement and help explain the verbal information.
In sum. studies ol collaboration with and around educational technology have 
revealed many ways in which the computer as a classroom artifact can support 
collaborative learning, support cognition, and foster motivation and engagement. I am not 
aware, however, of any studies that examine the ways in which spontaneous computer 
collaborations can support children's social construction of classroom agency and norms 
for technology use. Further. I am interested not only in the circumscribed computer per 
se, but also in the host of other related artifacts that comprise a whole system of 
mediation in the classroom computer space, and in the ways children collaboratively 
negotiate and appropriate these artifacts toward further social ends.
Summary
The present study explores young children's spontaneous group game playing in 
their classroom. Elxisting studies have helped shape the tocus and approach ot the present 
study. Firstly, space theories and studies on space in classrooms and schools lend the use
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ot space as an angle to make sense ot the phenomenon. Combining two different 
conceptualizations, this study adopts Third Space as a lived space as well as an 
intersection ot ditterent cultural norms. Secondly, research on children's agency and 
social construction real firms the importance of studying children as both individuals and 
members ot a community ot practice. Children's goals and their views on the computer 
and interaction at the computer are important in understanding children's active role in 
social practices. Finally, studies on cultural artifacts and learning, especially computers 
and peer interaction, provide a wide range of ways that artifacts have affected and have 
been affected by children s practices. Although the existing studies give answers to some 
questions, they also leave other questions unanswered and still others ignored. By 
building on these existing studies, this present study intends to address these unsettled 
issues regarding children's spontaneous group work at their classroom computer.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
We know that some methods of inquiry- are better than others in just the same way 
in which we know that some methods of surgery, arming, road-making. 
na\ igdting, or what-not are better than others. It does not follow in any of these 
eases that the better methods are ideally perfect.. . .  We ascertain how and why 
certain means and agencies have provided warrantable assertible conclusions, 
while others have not and cannot do so. (Dewey, 1938. p. 104)
Better methods lead us to a better understanding of the phenomena and a more
elective pursuit ot the answers to the research questions. Some limitations unavoidably
come with the choice ot methods because there is no perfect method. In this chapter I
first examine the fitness and limitations of the research methods applied in my study in
relation to the research questions and the phenomena I chose to investigate. I then
describe in detail the site, the participants, and the contexts for investigation in this study.
As a participant observer. I delineate my entrance to the site and participants and my
position and role in the classroom throughout the study. Finally, the data collection
process and analysis are presented.
Method Overview
This is a classroom-based ethnographic study undertaken to understand children's 
socially constructed computer experience and their interaction in spontaneous group work 
at the computers within their classroom culture. I his purpose dictates the ethnographic 
nature o f my methodology because ethnographic inquiry emphasizes the locality of 
meaning in action, study of natural groups and interpretation of meanings from the 
actor’s point of view (Erickson, 1986; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This view is supported by 
other researchers. For example. Packer and Mergendoller (1989) claimed “we consider
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the hermeneutic or interpretive approach the most appropriate form of investigation of 
social interaction.’ In this vein, the study zooms in on the social-cognitive dynamics 
among young computer users, their partners, and the teacher within the classroom 
culture, specifically, the norms of computer use, the teacher's rules, and peer culture in 
their classroom. I he participants perspectives are valued as key to understanding the 
local culture.
I o align my methods with the ethnographic nature of this inquiry, I applied the 
Interaction Analysis approach (Jordan & Henderson, 1995) and the Grounded Theory 
approach (Strauss & C orbin. 1996, 1998). While the interaction analysis approach guided 
me through the design (e.g.. treating videos as the primary data source), data collection 
(e.g.. video shooting techniques) and early stage of data analysis (e.g., defining the 
categories o f foci events), the grounded theory' approach was mainly used to develop 
grounded theories of children's Third Space construction and appropriation at the 
computer in the classroom.
Interaction Analysis is defined as an interdisciplinary method for the empirical 
investigation of the interaction of human beings with each other and with objects in their 
environment (Jordan & Henderson, 1995. p. 39). The fundamental assumption o f the 
Interaction Analysis approach is that knowledge and action are social in origin and are 
situated in particular social and material ecologies. This assumption is also aligned with 
the sociocultural framework adopted in this study. Based on this assumption, Interaction 
Analysis finds its basic data for theorizing about knowledge and practice not in traces ot 
cranial activity (e.g.. survey interview data), but in the details ot social interactions in
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time and space and, particularly, in the naturally occurring, everyday interaction amongst 
members of the communities of practice (Jordan, 1992; Lave & Wenger. 1991).
In order to capture the richness of social interactions naturally occurring in time 
and space, I used videos as the main data source, as suggested by the Interaction Analysis 
approach tor two reasons. First and foremost, video is capable of capturing the richness 
and complexity of interaction amongst human beings and with artifacts in the 
env ironment. Since my study focuses on children's spontaneous group game play at a 
computer, there are many threads ot events occurring at the same time: the ongoing game 
(images and sound) on the computer screen, children's negotiation of control (or 
coordination) ot keyboard and mouse, their discussion of the game, and their mov ement 
in and out o f the group. In addition, those interactions are embodied in their language, 
actions, facial expressions, gazes, body mov ement and body language. In the face of this 
complexity, even skillful observers would be overwhelmed. Video here plays an 
important role of capturing all of these events (within the range of its lens). This is 
especially important for studying young children, as in my study, because young children 
have limited verbal skills and they use a great deal of non-verbal communication. 
Secondly, through video the original events as they happened can be viewed and re­
viewed. T his provides a shared resource to overcome gaps between what people say they 
do and what they actually do. It also limits the bias in the process of recreating and 
reconstructing the events based solely on the researchers observation notes. Naturally, 
the bias is replaced by other limitations such as the operation choice and camera effects 
(Jordan & Henderson, 1995). When the camera zooms in on a certain phenomenon, it 
consequently ignores other things outside of its lens. Also, the focus of video is the
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choice of the researcher. For example, in my study, I have to constantly ask myself 
whether I want to locus on the computer screen from behind, or focus on the children's 
faces from the side without seeing the screen.
I he basic assumption ot the Grounded Theory approach is that verifiable 
observation provides the best foundation for analytic knowledge of the world. It implies a 
commitment to grounding theories ot knowledge and action in empirical evidence, that is, 
to building generalizations trom records ot particular, naturally occurring activities, and 
steadfastly holding one's theories accountable to the evidence (Strauss & Corbin. 1998).
" I heories' here refers to interpretations made from given perspectives as adopted or 
examined by researchers (Addelson. 1990). Grounded theory implies ongoing dialogues 
between data interpretation and further data collection and between data analysis and 
interpretation, where initial concepts are flexible and analysis is directed toward 
developing both robust and conflicting explanations (Strauss & Corbin. 1994. 1998). The 
two main techniques of grounded theory that I employed are constant comparison and 
theoretical sampling.
Research Site and Participants 
This study was conducted in a first-grade classroom at a public elementary school 
located in a Midwest town. Based on 2001 school data, there are 21% African-American, 
5.8% Asian-American, 1.5% Hispanic, and 70% White students. The students are mainly 
from working and middle-class families, of which 37% are from low-income families and 
eligible for free lunch. In the classroom where the studv was conducted, there were a total 
of 20 students at the beginning of the school year (Spring 2001). Within the first month.
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two students were moved to a special needs classroom and one was transferred to a
dilterent classroom. In the middle of the first semester, one student moved to a different
city with his family. During the majority of the time (from Spring 2001 to Fall 2002,
inclusive) when the study was conducted, there were ten boys and six girls between the
ag«.s ot 6 and 7. Among the 16 students, two were African-American and two were
Asian-American. A total ot 14 children's parents gave permission for their children to
participate and to be videotaped. They are the primary participants. All but 3 children
went to kindergarten in the same school in the previous year. They had some experience
in using computers at the computer lab. Based on an initial family survey, 13 of the 14
participants had at least one computer at home. One of these children did not use a
computer at home at all, despite having it available. Of the children who used a computer
at home, they played educational games an average of 15 to 30 minutes per day.
The secondary participant is the classroom teacher. Linda/ She had five years of
teaching experience and a Master's degree in early childhood education. In general,
Linda had a positive attitude towards technology and computers. She felt comfortable
using computers herself and was interested in integrating computers into her teaching.
Here is an excerpt from her reply via email to mv question about her opinions of
computer activities in the classroom:
In general, I think computer activities are valuable for what they provide the 
children in terms of program usage, mouse manipulation, computer use etiquette, 
social interactions. (March 19, 2002)
I lowever, she revealed in an interview that she did not see herself using computers in a
“trulv integrated way." As a result, there was no explicit computer curriculum. The
All participants’ names are pseudonyms.
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computer was used in the classroom primarily as an enrichment or free-choice activity for 
the students.
Context for Computer Use 
I here were two Macintosh computers in the classroom positioned next to each 
othet against the back wall. I wo chairs were placed in front of each computer. Computer 
1 had an Internet connection and was connected to a printer. Computer 1 was also a 
newer iMac and was loaded with more recent games such as Nanosaur™  (a dinosaur 
adv enture game) and Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo™ (a problem-solving game). The students 
w ere observed using Computer 1 most of the time: occasionally Computer 2 was used by 
those students w aiting to use Computer 1. Consequently, the majority of the data 
collected and analyzed for the present analysis is focused on the interactions around 
Computer 1.
The students could use the classroom computers for work or games only during 
“choice time." between 2:00 -  3:00 p.m. from Monday to Thursday. Choice time began 
when the teacher wrote activity choices on the blackboard and then randomly pulled 
students' names from a mug. The selected students would one by one put their nametags 
under the activity they chose. Sometimes when some students finished their assignments 
early, they could start their choice time while the rest of the class was still doing their 
assignments. In these cases, the teacher did not need to randomly decide the order of the 
students. The choices included Computer 1. Computer 2, writing, reading, drawing, 
paintiniz, manipulatives (such as counters and pattern blocks), math enrichment, picture- 
taking, and other activities related to ongoing projects such as a weather survey and
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weather experiments. ( omputers 1 and 2 were among the few choices that limited 
participants to a maximum ot two at a time. A timer was used at Computer 1 to limit each 
student s time to only five minutes. Those students not being the first to select computers 
as their choice activity had to then sign up on a waiting list and do other activities while 
waiting tor their turns. Sometimes not all children on the waiting list got an official turn. 
Students developed innovative ways ot getting around this turn-taking system, however, 
as I will show later.
My Entrance and Positions in the Classroom
I was introduced to Linda through editors of an early childhood education 
newsletter in Spring 2001. The editors were putting together two pieces on technology in 
Early Childhood Education. They invited me to write a theoretical piece while Linda was 
invited to write about technology in her classroom. I visited Linda's class, which was a 
second-grade classroom then, and they were doing an interesting collaborative writing 
project. 1 also saw some archives of the class's Chickscope project they did early that 
year. “The amount and richness of children's interactions at the computer amazed me," I 
wrote in my newsletter article. Linda's positive attitude towards technology and 
willingness to try new technologies also stood out among early childhood classroom 
teachers.
This acquaintance coincided with my pursuit of my dissertation project -  studying 
young children s social interaction and collaboration at computers. Later I went back to 
Linda's second-grade class and did some more observations at both the classroom and 
computer lab. I felt that this would be a good place to study and Linda also welcomed my
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efforts. I hus I went hack to Linda's class with a brand new group of first graders in Fall 
2001 and started systematic data collection.
I assumed a role ot participant observer (Le Compte & Goetz, 1984). Throughout 
the data collection process. 1 varied the degree of my participation depending upon the 
classroom situation and the purpose of my observation. During the first month of my data 
collection. 1 tried to be an active participant observer, cultivating the “friend role” of 
iesearch ( I ine & Sandstrom, 1988). Linda and I decided to introduce me to the children 
in the class as a “volunteer who was interested in their computer activities. They also 
addressed me by my first name instead of Mrs. X. as they call Linda. Being a “volunteer’ 
more naturally explained my presence in their weekly computer lab session and the 
computer comers during afternoon choice time. It also allowed me to assume an active 
helper's role. The students accepted my presence immediately and started to ask for my 
help with their computer problems. When this happened. I usually made sure that the 
children or their friends would try to fix the problem themselves first. If they still could 
not figure it out. 1 would offer help but I showed the solution to them in a way that they 
would learn to do it themselves next time. This role gave me a nice entry into the 
children's world. I was accepted rather quickly. I played with those girls who loved the 
classroom pet. Lucky. I discussed Harry Potter books with one advanced reader in the 
class. I cooked Chinese food with them when they explored food from different 
countries. Several children would come up to me to share with me stories about their 
weekend or vacation when I visited the classroom. I got to know these children quite well 
and also had opportunities to talk to them about their computer activities at home and 
their favorite games during recess time, during transition time between activ ities. or while
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walking in the hallway to the lab or playground. During this initial period, fieldnotes and 
ollicial data collection were kept to minimum -  reflections were only recorded away 
from the research site.
W hen I telt that my presence was natural to the teacher and the students, I 
decreased m\ participation and began to concentrate on observation and managing the 
\ ideo equipment. W hen I was asked for help, I would direct them to other computer 
helpers in the lab or other expert classmates in the classroom because one of mv main 
interests was in how they solved problems at the computer. Meanwhile. I started jotting 
down a lot ot notes. At the beginning, several children asked me what I was wiiting. I 
showed them my notebook. Most of them were not fluent readers yet. so they could not 
readilv understand what I wrote. But they could see my drawings of the computer screen 
and the configuration of controls over the keyboard and mouse. Thus, they concluded that 
I was "drawing computers." From that point on, they accepted my note-taking and would 
explain to others that I was drawing computers.
Written notes alone were not sufficient to "fix events in time" (Geetz. 1973. p.
91). In order to capture the fluidity and the richness of the children's social interaction at 
the computer. 1 began to rely more on taping activities at computers while using 
observation notes as a complement to capture and situate the videotaped session in the 
classroom. Initially I worried about the intrusive nature ot the video camera.
Interestingly, it did not appear to distract children who were at the computers: they were 
always hiuhly engaged in computer activities with their peers. I he camera did cause 
some excitement lor those who w^alked around the computer, looking tor something to 
do. but this novelty eftect wore out toward the end ot tht third week ot taping. The
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change ot my position also helped. At the beginning I stood behind the camera to make 
sutc the camera was focused and to protect the equipment. Later I learned from Corsora's 
(I )X5) study that researchers behind the camera are the real distraction. I moved away 
trom the camera and sat near the computer, taking notes. Gradually, the camera blended 
into the physical environment and appeared to cause little intrusion. I also tried to 
channel the enthusiasm of a couple of videocamera die-hard fans-Ted and Eric-by 
liaving them help me set up the tripod and put away the equipment. In exchange, they got 
to play with the camera when the computer session was done. In addition. I used video to 
help the class document some special events such as birthday parties, snow-sliding, and 
school play and I made movies for them. Then I copied the video to CDs and gave them 
to the parents and the teacher as presents. One day I brought the snow-sliding videos that 
1 had made into a CD to class. The whole class watched the short 10-minute movies on 
the computer during choice time. They laughed, talked, and eagerly found themselves or 
their friends next to them in the slider or the background. They really enjoyed watching 
themselves on the computer.
As a participant-observer, I also helped Linda from time to time, especially when 
the computer activities were not on. I would go around and help her pass out handouts, 
help with the students' math assignments, and help with reading. I stayed after the 
children left the school to help Linda clean up and got an opportunity to talk to her about 
her teaching and the children. I did some informal interviews with Linda during these 
occasions.
My efforts to be helpful in the classroom in addition to doing my study were well 
received. The children and Linda viewed me as part ot the classroom. At the end ot the
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year, when I took their class picture, the first-graders pleaded: "Christine, come join us!” 
Yes. I had become part of the class.
Data Collection
The data for the study were collected during the 2001-2002 school year. During 
the \ear. 1 \ isited the classroom an average ot two to three times a week. From 
September to early November 2001, the preliminary data collection period, mainlv 
obser\ ations and a small family survey were carried out. I not onlyr observed computer 
acti\ ities at the lab and in the classroom; I also sampled other classroom activities—math, 
reading, recess time, fine art. and project activities-at different times of the day and on 
ditterent days ot each week. The purpose of the preliminary7 data collection was to 
understand the general classroom culture and computer activities and to get familiar with 
the children. More importantly, the emergent nature of an ethnographic study needs such 
time to define the theme and narrow the focus.
Through the preliminary observ ations, the phenomenon of natural group 
formation around computers in the classroom emerged to the forefront. The particular 
kinds of interaction at the computer, around the computer and even reaching out to the 
rest of the classroom, brought the concept of “space" home for me. The social-cognitive 
space mapping into the physical space of the class started to form. These questions began 
to attract me: Why do they crowd around the computer even though the teacher 
discourages them from doing so? How do they get around the teacher s rules? How do 
they negotiate multiple participants at a single computer? As a result, my focus shifted 
f rom the computer lab to the computer activities during choice time in the classroom.
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I 10m November 2001 to June 2002,1 continued my observation and focused on 
videotaping the computer during choice time in the classroom. These three methods were 
used as my primary data collection means: participant observation, interviews, and 
artifact gathering. Figure 4 presents the details of each of the data collection methods, 
data forms, and volumes of each data set.
Participant Observation
Most ol the observations were done during children's choice time when they 
could use computers. Videos were the main data source for analyzing the children's 
social interactions at the computer. Field notes complemented the video data by helping 
to capture and situate them in the whole class event and culture.
I icieot aping. Videos were shot of children working or playing in front of the 
computers, mostly Computer 1. and were used for a microanalysis of the children’s 
interactions. The equipment I used was a Sony MiniDV Model TRV-17, a Canon 
MiniDV and two PZM microphones. At first, I placed one camera on a tripod at the back- 
left of Computer 1 on the edge of the carpet area and another one at the front-left next to 
the window to capture their faces and finger movements on the keyboard. Later, I found 
that two cameras crowded the small space around Computers 1 and 2. Although the 
children did not use Computer 2 often, when they did want to use it, the camera was in 
the way. It also constrained my movement. I found myself running between two cameras.
I changed my strategy so as to use only one camera. Because they kept playing one or 
two games over a period of time. I placed the camera behind the group to capture both the 
group movement and the computer screen at the beginning ot their game play. W hen I 
believed I had gotten enough shots ot the screen ot a certain game, I moved the camera to
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Participant Observation Data Form
1) ( omputers at choice time Video (26 sessions)
(30 -  40 minutes/session) Field notes (45 sessions)
2) Computer lab
(50 minutes/session)
Video (7 session)
Field notes (15 sessions)
Data Collection
Scheduled Interviews Data Form
1) Children (14)
(15-25 minutes/session)
2) Teacher (Linda)
(45 -  50 minutes/session)
Video (14 sessions) 
Notes (14 sessions) 
Video (2 sessions) 
Notes (3 sessions)
Informal Interviews Data Form
1) Short talk with the teacher Notes (15 entries)
2) Email from the teacher Email (7 entries)
3) Short talk with the students Notes (30 entries)
Artifact Gathering
1) School annual report
2) Computer lab schedule
3) Class schedule
4) Waiting list used at Computer 1
5) Work done at computers
6) Choice time log (who chose which choice 
activities)
Computer Experience Survey
total of 14 responses from the parents
Figure 4. Data collection mode.
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the front-left of the computer to capture the player’s facial expression and 
keyboard/mouse manipulation. It also captured group dynamics.
One challenge for videotaping in the classroom was to avoid the two children 
\\ hose parents did not give permission for their children to participate in the study. 
Because m\ research focused on natural group formation and interaction at the computer, 
unavoidably these two children appeared in the camera's view. 1 decided not to turn off 
the camera. Instead. I left this task tor the analysis section. When the two children were 
the center ot the play, I discarded those sections of the videotape, which resulted in 
cutting about three hours ot footage. If these children were peripheral to the computer 
(e.g.. their heads popped into view and then they left), I avoided using these video clips 
and omitted that part of the analysis.
In the process of collecting video data. I followed the grounded theory approach, 
which prescribes an ongoing dialogue between data analysis and further data collection. 
For example, the video camera solely focused on the space immediately surrounding 
Computer 1 at the beginning, but my initial analysis of the videos and field notes 
indicated that the interactions were not confined to this space. Sometimes children 
jumped into the discussion at the computer from far away because they had been 
watching from a distance. To adjust to the redefined focus, the camera was repositioned 
to focus on a wider space around the computer.
Observations
The observations were mostly conducted in the classroom during the choice time 
computer use. In the classroom, I usually sat on an orange table next to the teacher s 
desk, on the side closest to the computer, and laced both the computer and the rest of the
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classroom. Since the video locused on the interactions at the computer, the observations 
weie intended to complement the video data in several ways. First, I recorded the fluidity 
ol activities around computer. Children moved around quite often and it was not 
convenient to change the video angle all the time. Children also came in and out of the 
computer corner quite often, which was out ot the camera s reach. I drew a map of the 
children s positioning in the space at any given moment. I paid special attention to the 
border areas that were out ot the camera s focus and to children who came in to the 
computer trom tar away. I recorded those children s activities before and after their 
approaching the computer. Secondly, when I watched both the computer and the rest of 
the classroom. I also wrote down any interesting events that occurred (e.g., a loud 
argument, a big group crowding around, or an argument about turns) in order to highlight 
important moments to help me edit, transcribe, and interpret the video later. Finally. 1 
also recorded what went before the choice time and what was going on in other activities 
in addition to the computer. It helped to situate the videotaped computer session in the 
classroom setting at any given moment and to recreate the feeling and sense of being in 
that room.
Interviews
Interviews with all the students were used to gather the participants' views and 
their perceptions of peers, computers, and their interactions at the computer. 1 eacher 
interviews revealed the insider s point ot view' ot the class, the children s peer culture,
and the computer curriculum.
Student interviews. “Children know more than they know they know . They surely 
know more about what they know than the researcher does" (Graue & Walsh. 1998. p.
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12). I he students interviews were focused on getting their points of views about their 
interactions at the computer. The interview protocol (see Appendix B) focused on turn- 
taking. rules at the computer (e.g., violation, negotiation) and the teacher’s rules. Video 
trom their computer sessions were edited and used as prompts for questions. These 
\ id cos (short j>0-40 seconds clip, an average of 2 or 3 clips/child) highlighted different 
aspects ot their computer play such as a large group crowding around, enforcing the “no­
watching rule, violating the rules, collaborating, turn-taking, and rule negotiating. Most 
ot the video selected involved the interviewee himself/herself. The questions started with 
“C an you tell me what is happening here?" Then the discussion would extend to a 
discussion about rules and other aspects of classroom culture. In addition, some questions 
about their general attitude toward computers, games, and their social relationships with 
other children were asked. Additional questions covered their general experience at 
school, such as what was their favorite choice activity, what did they like to do most, and 
what was the thing that they would not miss at school.
The interviews were conducted later in the school year. They were conducted in 
the storage area during choice time. It is relatively quiet and separate from the rest of the 
classroom. The interviews were done individually. They lasted about 15-25 minutes per 
child. The video camera was used to tape the sessions, as young children’s facial and 
body language are usually better answers than their verbal one. By the time the 
interviews were conducted, most ot the children were used to videotaping. I he camera 
was placed in front of the desk on the tripod and a PZM microphone on the desk. Mv 
laptop was brought in to show the video clips saved on CDs.
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It is difficult to interview young children. I tried to follow Graue and Walsh’s 
(1W 8) practical suggestions. First, I brought props and objects to the interview to help 
sustain children s attention. I used videos as prompts, and the videos on my laptop were 
interesting objects tor most of the children. They were excited to do the interviews. 
Second. 1 used hypothetical questions to allow young children to turn the interview into 
pretend play, f or example, I would say, “A new kid comes to our class and wants to play 
at the computer, what would you tell him? Finally, I tried to create a fun time and keep 
the interv iews short. I did all the interviews within a week. The teacher listed it as one of 
the choice time options-watch videos with Christine. The children seemed to love it and 
they signed up for the activity. I only allowed three to sign up each day.
Teacher interviews. I had three scheduled interviews with the teacher. The initial 
background interv iew was conducted during the first week of the school. The main 
purpose of this interview was to get background information on the class, the students, 
the curriculum, the computer sessions and lab, the teacher's views about computers, and 
peer interaction at the computers.
The other two formal interviews were conducted at the end of the school year.
The interview protocols were developed partially based on previous informal face-to-face 
talk and email communication. The interview protocol (see Appendix C) included themes 
such as classroom culture and rules, choice time, the teacher's role at the computer during 
choice time, rules at the computers, the computer's role in the curriculum and children's 
learning, specific students at the computer, gender issues, peers and friendships in the 
class, and software programs. Some of the same video clips that I used when interviewing 
the children wrere shown to Linda m order to ask for her interpretation and reaction.
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Artifact Gathering
I hroughout the year, I gathered many artifacts and documents. The artifacts 
included the students computer work and logs, their waiting lists for the computer, and 
the choice time logs. Other documents about school and class such as the school annual 
report, computer lab schedule, and class schedule were also collected.
Survey
( )ne sur\e\ on the children s prior computer experience and home computer use 
was conducted. The survey questions are available in Appendix D.
Data Analysis
1 he video data were treated as the main data. The interv iews were analyzed to 
understand the actors' motivation and to understand the action from their points of view. 
They were also used to triangulate the video data. Observation notes were used to 
complement the video data and situate the event in the classroom setting. Emerging 
themes were developed and built up from the data as a result of the ongoing process of 
incorporating observations and interviews, as well as reviewing the relevant literature. 
First Round o f  Analysis: Conte fit Log, Coding and Transcribing
During the first round of data analysis. I mostly followed the Interaction Analysis 
approach to deal with the video data. 1 created content logs (see a sample in Appendix E) 
after each session of videotaping, which were indexed by time and consisted of a general 
heading followed by a very rough summary listing of events and the involved participants 
as they occurred on the tape. Ihese content listings were useful tor pro\iding a quick data 
overview and locating specific events and issues (Jordan & Henderson, 1995).
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I then adopted the descriptive coding categories suggested by the Interaction 
Analysis approach to code all the videos as follows: (a) the structure of the event, (b) the 
temporal organization ol the event, (c) the spatial organization of the activity, (d) 
par tic i pat ion structures,(e) problems and problem-solving, and (f) artifacts and 
documents.
I or the structure ot the event. 1 mainly focused on the beginnings -- the choice 
time ritual and beginning rituals at the computer — and on endings such as the "clean up" 
time ritual and procedure, as well as segmentations defined by each turn-switching. I 
looked lor both the repetitive and regularized aspects of the structure as well as their 
v ariability. For example, choice time mostly began with the teacher writing down the 
choices on the board and then randomly pulling students' names from a mug. Sometimes, 
the teacher allowed the students who finished their assignment to start their choice time 
early. In those cases, the participants would be the only ones at the computer (for a short 
time, at least) before others finished their assignments and joined in at the computer. It 
provided a good opportunity to see children's reactions to playing alone.
Coding temporal and spatial organization of the event provided a useful handler to 
capture the fluidity of children's spontaneous group work in action -  they moved in and 
out of the group often and the group members changed from time to time. To represent 
the spatial and temporal organization, I drew a map with three half-circles of the areas 
that radiated from the computer -  two chairs, the nearby carpet area, and the rest of the 
classroom (see Appendix F). In each of the areas. I drew dots together with names and 
arrow's to represent children and their movement. 1‘or example, in the two-chairs area, 
there would be two seated players as w?ell as those who stood behind them, as well as the
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tiajeetory ot each of their movements. Such a map was created after each turn-switching.
I here are usually 4-5 maps for each session. Putting them together gave me a visual 
icpresentation ot the children s movements in space and time.
I or participation structures. I focused on the interaction between and amongst the 
seated players and those who participated but could not sit down. I coded entries, initial 
interaction, their maintaining interaction, and the breaking down of interaction. Problems 
were defined as interruptions ot the event such as rule-breaking, confusion of turn-taking, 
and computer breakdowns, hach segment ot the problem was coded from the eruption of 
the problem to the end ot the problem, including how the problem was solved. Artifacts 
such as the timer and waiting lists as well as rules (e.g., "no watching") were also coded 
when the artifacts were used or the rules were invoked.
At the end of the first round of analysis. I produced a coded text (Appendix G) 
that included codes and time interv als, as well as a description of each coded event for 
each video session. These coded events were also linked back to the content log to 
prov ide an index for transcribing.
Based on the coded text, segments were selected for transcription. Since 
children's group work at the computer was a discursive daily activity, there were many 
repetitive and routine events. The selected segments reflected the routine as well as 
v a r i a b i l i t y  in those patterns. I ranscribing the video data was a daunting task. Most other 
researchers' transcriptions focus on verbal exchanges (e.g., Jordan 1990; Schegloff,
1988). Their transcription conventions proved inadequate to capture the rich non-verbal 
information (e.g.. body movement, pointing to the screen, facial expiessions) that 
characterize voung children s communication. As a result, 1 had to invent the conventions
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that would suit the unique nature of my data to emphasize the non-verbal exchanges and 
yet at the same time not overload the reader with too many threads of transcription. The 
conventions appear in Appendix A.
Second Round o f  Analysis: Developing Grounded Theory>
In the second round of data analysis. I mainly dealt with transcribed video 
sessions. I applied Grounded 1 heorv to develop an interpretation and theorv of children’s 
socially constructed computer experience in the classroom. I used students' negotiation of 
rules as an example to demonstrate the analysis process. I first developed different 
conceptual coding categories such as rules at the computer, rules set by the teacher, rule 
violating, rule enlorcement. and rule negotiation. I applied the constant comparison 
technique (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) from Grounded Theory to compare these categories 
across different sessions. I also examined the interviews for proof or contradictors; for 
example, the teacher's enforcement of the rules as recorded in the video occurred far less 
often than she stated in her interv iews. Instead, it was the students who did not get their 
turn on the computer who often enforced the teacher's official rules. 1 thus adjusted the 
category of "rule enforcement" to include students' and teacher's enforcement.
When I examined the relationships among my conceptual categories, there were 
often apparent contradictions. For example, I saw big gaps between the official rules and 
the rules actually enacted at the computers. There was a “no watching rule designed to 
limit the number of students clustered around the computer at any given time, but 
students eventually started coming to the computer comer by checking the waiting list, 
working in the carpet area next to the computer, or watching from far behind. I hus many 
students could be present in the area and watch without seeming to watch. This
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contradiction became one of the emerging foci of the study: how did children move from 
the official rules to the enacted rules at the computer? What motivated their modifications 
ot the official rules? At first I hypothesized that computer play was inherently motivating 
toi these children, and thus the students wanted to play or observe whenever they could.
I he testing ot the theory and interpretations was guided by a theoretical sampling 
technique (Strauss & Corbin. 1998). I sampled additional episodes to find confirmations 
or contradictions. Interestingly, children crowded around Computer 1 while rarely anyone 
played at C omputer 2. so my predication about the inherent attraction of computers 
needed adjustment. The interview data indicated that a possible reason was that 
Computer 2 did not have enough interesting games, but a peer debriefing session pointed 
to a different hypothesis: young children like to play together, and simply getting to play 
at C omputer 1 was not their only motivation. Playing at Computer 1 basically became a 
social event in which everyone was part of the group that tried to reach a higher level of 
the game. This adjustment of my hypothesis then greatly changed my interpretation of the 
socially constructed computer experience. I continuously made comparisons between the 
explanatory adequacy of the theoretical constructs and these additional empirical 
indicators until theoretical saturation was reached (i.e., additional analysis no longer 
contributed anything new about a concept). In this way, the resulting interpretations, ot 
which the above discussion ot the rules is only one example, can be considered 
conceptually dense and grounded in the data.
Means to Warrant Trustworthiness of the Analysis
In addition to vigorously applying the Interactional Analysis and the Grounded 
Theory approaches. I used other means to warrant the trustworthiness of my analysis.
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most ol which involved considering multiple participant perspectives. Some video clips 
were shown to the students and the teacher to ask for their interpretations and to share 
mine. Many interview questions were also designed to clarify and question the teacher's 
and the students views as gathered from observations or early communications. Peer 
debriefing was another powerful means applied to achieve trustworthiness. I showed 
videos to fellow researchers and other classroom teachers and discussed my 
interpretations, which were then solidified or challenged and adjusted. Through the 
convergence of all these methods. 1 feel confident that the results I will describe in the 
next section are valid and robust.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We shall not cease from exploration 
And the end of all our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time.
(T. S. Eliot, 1963, p. 200)
I he journey ol this project brings me back to where I started -  what do children 
u N spontaneously form a group around a computer? It has also enabled me to
understand the phenomena better as I discovered ways to answer the questions of how 
and why. I he transactional model I proposed — of children s social practice in Third 
Space emerging trom agents and artifacts, as mediated by social negotiation and artifact 
transformation and appropriation — and the research questions specific to that model, 
guide the organization and presentation of the results. I present the results in seven 
sections: the nature of Third Space, social practices in Third Space, children's individual 
and collective goals, affordances of the artifacts and rules for collaboration, and Thirds 
Space construction including processes of negotiating goals and affordances of the 
environment, appropriating and transforming cultural artifacts, and appropriating and 
transforming rules. In the discussion section. I further explore the meaning of these 
results and their relevance to theories and practices by focusing on the following issues: 
meaningful practices at spontaneous group game play. Third Space and multiple- 
dimensional processes, the complexity ot children s goals, appropriating artifacts as 
active agents, gender and individual issues, learning in I hird Space, and the nature of 
learning.
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T he Nature of Third Space
I o understand the fluid, lived, and co-constructed nature of Third Space, I first
examine two other torms of space around the computer: material form, and regulated and 
intended space structure.
The Material Form o f Space
I he classroom was a rectangular room arranged to meet different needs (see 
I igure 5). Looking at the room from the entrance, you would first see four groups of
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Figure 5. Classroom floor map.
students' desks and chairs, three on the left side of the room and one on the right. The 
teacher draped a piece of colored paper on each tabletop and named each group w ith a 
different color, as shown in Figure 5. The round table on the right was usually used for 
hands-on activities or artwork. Next to the round table, there was a space divider, on top 
of which was placed the case for the classroom pet. Lucky. Ihe carpet area was used for 
whole group meetings, and children s names were put on the floor to indicate their seats.
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A long blackboard cov ered almost the w hole wall on the right side. At the end of the 
blackboard and next to the carpet area, there was a calendar for calendar activities every 
morning. Next to the calendar, all kinds of classroom rules and rotating duties (e.g., lunch 
box. line leader, line ender) were posted. The numbers from 1 to 100 were lined along the 
top ot the blackboard. The middle section next to the solitary pink table was used for 
instructional activities and the placement of choice time options. The left wall and shelf 
were used to display the children's work, including drawings, writings, and art work. The 
teacher's desk and cabinet were in the left comer at the back of the room.
There were two Macintosh computers in the classroom positioned next to each 
other against the back wall and the windows. Computer 1 (see Figure 6) had an Internet
Figure 6. Computer 1.
connection and was connected to a printer. It was also a newer iMac and was loaded with 
recently released games such as Nanosaur™ (a dinosaur adventure game) and Putt-Putt 
Saves the Zoo™  (a problem-solving game). The students were observed using Computer
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1 most ot the time; occasionally Computer 2 was used by those students waiting to use 
Computer 1. Consequently, the majority of data collected and analyzed for this study is 
focused on interactions around Computer 1.
( omputer 1 was set on a computer desk w ith a shelf on top, where the printer was 
placed. I he monitor and keyboard lay on top of the desk, and to the right of the monitor 
was a disk drive, a tape-recorder, and a basket filled with CDs and CD-ROMs. There was 
little room tor anything else. Two chairs were placed in front of Computer 1. This 
reflected the teacher s rule that only two children were allowed to be at the computer at a 
time. I he computer desk was positioned next to the carpet area that was used for group 
meetings, calendar activities, and teacher-led reading. A small table next to the computer 
desk serv ed another important function. The students usually put the waiting list on that 
table. I he table was close to the computer, so both the children who were seated and the 
children who were standing were able to see and check the waiting list. The physical 
form of the space at Computer 1 both enabled and constrained the children's 
collaborative interaction, which will be discussed in detail later. The arrangement of the 
classroom and the computer embodied the marginalized status of computers in the 
classroom and curriculum.
Regulated Practice and Intended Space Structure
There was no explicit computer curriculum in this classroom. The teacher 
occasionally used the computer for Internet searches and shared information on the 
Internet with the students, or she used the word processor capabilities tor children s 
writing. Ihe teacher herself did not think she used computers in an integrated way, as 
revealed in one of the interviews:
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I think computers are vital to elements of my teaching, but I am not using them 
daily or in a truly integrated way. I guess 1 don’t feel that I have the understanding 
myself to help them to use it more completely. I’ll have to say, I use the computer 
lor what I need it for! Sometimes that is for information retrieval via the Internet, 
sometimes it is as a work processor for publishing children’s work. I haven't yet 
designed lessons around the computer, however.
I ho students could use the classroom computers for work or games only during 
choice time, which was between 2:00 and 3:00 p.m. trom Monday to Thursday. Choice 
time began when the teacher wrote activity choices on the blackboard and then randomly 
pulled students names trom a mug. The selected students would, one by one. put their 
nametags under the activity they chose. Sometimes, the students who finished their work 
early would choose activities w hile the rest of the class was still working on their 
assignments. I he choices included Computer 1. Computer 2. wiiting. reading, drawing, 
painting, manipulatives (such as counters or pattern blocks), math enrichment, picture- 
taking. and other activities related to ongoing projects such as a weather survey and 
weather experiments. Computers 1 and 2 were among the few choices that limited 
participants to a maximum of two at a time. A timer was used at Computer 1 to limit each 
student's time to only five minutes. Those students who were not the first to select 
computers as their choice activity had to sign up on a waiting list and do other activities 
while waiting for their turn.
Based on the physical set-up and the teacher’s rules, the intended space use and 
regulated practice at Computer 1 should have appeared as in Figure 7. There was only 
one computer w ith two students who had legitimate turns and who could sit in the two 
chairs in front of the computer. 1 named students wrho occupied this position at anv given 
time the “seated players." 1 1 he intended space structure also reflected an individual-
1 Seated players are marked by underlines in all transcribed episodes.
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oriented computer culture. Computers are designed for solitary work with one set of input 
devices and one screen (Scaife, 1989). Although the teacher allowed two students at the 
compute) at a time, the rules clearly tried to maintain manageable collaboration. 
According to the teacher s rule, the student in the left seat was designated as the official 
player, while the student on the right was supposed to be watching.
Seated-Players
Figure " Intended space and regulated usage at the computer.
Fluid Third Space
Despite the intended space and usage of Computer 1. a different reality appeared 
in the classroom. The following is a typical episode, transcribed from videotape, of 
students collaborating in this first-grade classroom to play Nanosaur.
[Episode 2. Group playing Nanosaur)
Ted sat in the left chair manipulating the keyboard while Victor was half-sitting in 
the chair on the right (his right foot was on the chair). Greg (standing to the left of 
Ted) had just finished his turn and stayed playing. Nick was watching the 
computer from the carpet next to the computer while having Math Safari in his 
hands (he had signed up for the math activity).
Victor: There is the map! [pointing to the right comer of the screen]
Greg: That means we didn't pass [shaking his head], so go forward.
The list of cited episodes is available in Appendix H, p. 229.
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Victor: [stroking the keyboard]
}
led : | hands olf the keyboard, just watching]
Nick: [pointing to the screen] There is some health down there.
( ireg: No, there isn t anything. Go forward [pointing to the screen]. 
That's it. It is actually . . .
Victor: [pressing the key]
( »reg. [pushing away Victor's hand and trying to type himself] No, go 
forward.
J_ed: [pushing away Greg's hand and trying to get the keyboard backl
No!
Nick: See. I told you there is health, [pointing to the screen] 
l ed: There is no health.
Victor/Greg/Nick: Yes, there it is!
Hric: [looks up from his assignment and watches the computer from his 
table about nine feet away from Computer 1]
Ted: It looks like it is a follower from where it stands.
Tom: [approaches the computer and writes down his name on the waiting 
list on the small table next to Computer 1. He then stays behind 
Victor's chair watching the game.]
(ireg: See. nowr you can . . .  you don't get to die.
In this episode, in addition to the two seated players -  Ted (left) and Victor 
(right) -  four other students -  Nick, Greg, Tom and Eric -  were also involved in playing 
Nanosaur. Nick and Greg were active, making suggestions and even trying to get on the 
keyboard, while Tom simply approached the computer and Eric watched from afar. To 
different extents, they all contributed to the ongoing game and were engaged in a heated
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discussion ol the game. As a result, the actual space structure around the computer that 
emerged was as illustrated in Figure 8.
Mobile Participants
Figure X. Actual space structure at the computer.
In this diagram, a whole new group emerged and gathered around the computer 
(i.e.. Eric, Nick. Greg, and lorn), whom I refer to as "mobile participants" because they 
too are participating but they mill around, moving in and out of the group and being 
unable to sit down in the official chairs. During any computer session, mobile 
participants might include children who continue playing after their turn is over (e.g., 
(ireg), those who come to put their name on the waiting list or check their place on the 
list (e.g.. Tom), those who directly approach the computer from another area of the 
classroom, or those who watch the computer screen while ostensibly working on another 
activity at the carpet area next to Computer 1 (e.g.. Nick) or at a table tar away (e.g., 
Eric). While these mobile participants are highly fluid in their involvement, the seated 
players are relatively stable, numbering only two and typically staying the entire five 
minutes allotted to each of them by the timer (if not more).
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As a result, the students expanded the physical boundary of computer activity.
I he space was no longer confined to two chairs and the computer as shown in Figure 7. It 
extended to the rest ot the classroom and went as far as another end of the classroom. It 
w as common that some students, w ho played at the other end of the classroom, were 
attracted b\ the sounds or images ot ongoing games or the cheering of the group at the 
computer. I hey then became mobile participants by observing from a distance or giving 
up their own activities and coming close to join the group.
I his grouping pattern, in which as many as six or eight children participated in 
the computer activity at once, sharply contrasts with the dominant individual-oriented 
computer culture and teacher-designed computer norms. In this classroom the children 
created a unique group-oriented computer norm. They not only expanded the physical 
space around Computer 1; more importantly, they went beyond the intended usage of 
Computer 1 and the social and cultural interaction and activities regulated by the teacher 
in that space. In a sense, they created a "third space" as a dynamic and unstable 
articulation of physical space and perceived space (regulated usage of the space). This 
space appeared to be fluid and was realized through moment-by-moment exchanges and 
negotiations between different cultural norms. As a result, a unique social-cognitive 
dynamics appeared in this space. In the next section. I examine the group-oriented social 
practices in this space.
Social Practices in Third Space 
To demonstrate the social practices in Third Space. I present group-oriented 
computer norms, the respective practices of the seated players and mobile participants.
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and the interactions between them.
Group-Oriented Computer Norms
As i 1 lustiated in Figure 8. group play at Computer 1 seemed to be the norm in this 
classroom. 1 his group-oriented norm was demonstrated in the following aspects: 
Computer 1 was a highly desirable activity, partners were intentionally sought, and 
games were played as a group.
( omputer 1 as a highly desirable activity. Evident from the very beginning was 
that play ing computer games during choice time was a highly desirable activity for the 
children. All the choice time logs and observation notes indicate that every day the first 
tv\o students selected at random to choose their activities always chose Computer 1.
There was not a single exception, not even on the days when the teacher introduced new 
activities. On 40 collected waiting lists, there were on average six or seven names on 
each of these lists. Although not all the students on the list would have their official turn 
as seated players during each session, they nevertheless signed up because it provided a 
legitimate reason to go to the computer. The attraction of Computer 1 was consistently 
demonstrated throughout the school year, which disputes novelty as a feasible 
explanation for their choice. The results from the interv iews also confirmed the children's 
strong interest in computer activities. Twelve of the 14 students rated Computer 1 as their 
favorite choice-time activity. For the two students who did not rate Computer 1 as their 
favorite activity, it was still among their top three choices.
As is often the case in school settings, however, computer availability in the 
classroom was not sufficient to meet this high demand. I here were only two computers 
in the classroom, and one of them (Computer 2) was virtually unusable due to a slow
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processor and a limited number of available programs. The teacher's rule allowing only 
two children at a computer at a time further limited children's access, in principle.
Ne\ ertheless. the children always found a way to get around this rule. The data indicate 
computer time caught on videotape, there were more than two 
children clustered at the computer. A typical computer session (as shown in Episode 2 
above) would be as follows: two children sat in chairs in front of the computer 
controlling the keyboard and mouse, while two or three other children stood behind them 
and pointed to the screen or offered suggestions. These standing children would often 
mo\e in and out of the area and occasionally be replaced by others.
However, the scarcity of the equipment and the children's strong interest in 
computers and games cannot fully explain the children's strong preference for Computer 
1. O f the two computers in the classroom. Computer 2 was rarely used. Occasionally, the 
students would play at Computer 2 while waiting for Computer 1. The social attraction of 
the activities around Computer 1 appears to be a more feasible explanation.
Purmers w ere sought. In addition to the number of children (consistently more 
than two) present at the computers at any given time, there were many occasions when 
children intentionally sought out a partner to play with at the computers. Let s consider 
the following example:
| Episode 3. “Who wants to do Computer 1"]
Nick was the first one who finished the assignment and he chose Computer 1. The 
rest of the class was still working on their assignments.
Nick: [Sits down and turns back to see who is going to join him]
[Turns back to wait for the computer to start]
[Turns around to watch the blackboard where other students are 
choosing their activities]
Who wants to do Computer 1? [standing up]
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[turns back to see the computer and puts left hand on the chair 1 
w no wants to do Computer 1?
I ric \  ictor: |l inish their assignments and walk to the board to choose 
their activities]
N]ck: \  ictor. do C omputer 1! [moving forward with his left hand on the 
chair) Victor!
Victor: I am gonna watch Lucky, [pointing to Lucky's box]
She is gonna be on the wheel. Then I will (join you . . . )
[walks towards Lucky's box]
Nick: I saw her going on the wheel, [sitting down]
L_ric: [Puts his name tag under "Computer 1" and rushes to the 
computer.]
Nick and Eric sat down and played together.
Although Nick could have played at Computer 1 alone, he waited and invited 
Victor to play w ith him. While Victor instead watched the new trick of the classroom pet. 
Lucky. Eric joined Nick at the computer immediately. This kind of exchange usually only 
happened at the beginning of choice time w hen one student finished his/her work first 
w hile most of the students were still working on their assignments. It seemed that nobody 
wanted to play alone at the computer. Once, Jesse commented to me when he was the 
first one sitting at Computer 1 that "it is better with two people so you can have someone 
to jump."6 His comment reflected most students' preferences for playing with a partner. 
As revealed in the interviews, 12 out of 14 students reported they liked to work with a 
friend at the computer. Their reasons generally fell into two lines: “it is more fun" and 
"we can help each other." The other two students said they preferred playing alone at the
When students played Nanosaur, they usually had one manipulate the directions on the keyboard while 
another controlled motion (kicking, jumping, running, etc.) with the mouse.
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computer because they usually played alone at home. Interestingly, these two students did 
not play at Computer 1 as often as the other students.
I he students preferences for playing with partners also partially explained why 
most of the students did not use Computer 2. As mentioned earlier. Computer 2 was older 
and slower than ( omputer 1 and loaded with few games, which I initially speculated was 
the main reason tor avoiding it. In a later example (see Episode 11), Greg reported to the 
big group gathering at ( omputer 1 that the program they were plaving “is also on that 
computer (( omputer 2) , but no one moved to Computer 2. This example clearly 
indicated that playing with friends was preferable to playing the game alone. Although 
computers are designed for solitary activity, group activity at computers was highly 
desirable among this group of children.
Group playing. The children not only preferred or sought playing with partners, 
but also made playing games at Computer 1 a group event. After each turn change, the 
students kept playing the same game. Although the seated player differed, the game 
continued. In this way, the whole group could advance the game to a higher level because 
each of the players would advance only a small portion of the game during their officially 
allocated time. As a result, playing the game became a group event. Each player's action 
contributed to the whole group’s play. They actually invented a way to streamline the 
turn-taking system to facilitate group play and minimize any interruption of turn-taking,
as will be discussed later.
Because the whole group often played the same game from the beginning to the 
end of each session, the game they chose had to be able to hold most students interest. 
Over time, the group settled on two main games: Nanosaur during the first semester and
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Putt-Put! Saves the Zoo the second semester. A detailed analysis of these two games and 
then affordances for collaboration and group work is presented later in this chapter.
I )urmi! >5 o ot the \ ideotaped sessions, the students were playing these two games. 
Occasionally, the students would play other games such as Toy Story or Number Maze.
1 he group-oriented norm presented at the computer was different from other 
choice time acti\ ities in several aspects. First of all. no other activities in the classroom 
ever consistently attracted so many participants throughout the school year. Occasionally, 
some new introduced activities would be attractive. For example, papier-mache attracted 
many children when it was first introduced, but after three days fewer and fewer children 
chose that activity. As a result, there were no group and social relations evolving around 
papier-mache during the year. Secondly, even when there was a group gathering around 
certain activities such as papier-mache, the children tended to engage in their own work. 
Occasionally, they would talk to each other and focus on each other's progress. However, 
these other activities generated no such group-centered behavior as playing a game as a 
group at the computer. I he group-oriented activity' catalyzed children s attention and 
efforts, and social relations evolved around it.
Interestingly, the group-oriented norm at the computer manifested itself 
differently depending on the children s role as seated players or mobile participants. In 
order to examine in detail the group-oriented computer norm, we will look into the 
different group dynamics between and among the seated players and the mobile
participants.
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Seated Players: Col labor at ion, Off-Track Talks, and Collision
W hile the mobile participants were highly fluid in their involvement, the seated 
placets were relatively stable, numbering only two and typically staying the entire five 
minutes allotted to each of them by the timer (it not more). The relative stability brought 
out ditterent relationships and interaction between the seated plavers. However, the 
presence ot mobile participants usually changed the dynamics between the seated players 
and moved the relationship between the seated players and the mobile participants to the 
foreground. 1 hus. in this section I present only those cases when the mobile participants 
did not appear. These cases accounted for a small percentage of the total videotaped 
sessions, and most of them occurred at the beginning of choice time.
( ollaboration. According to the teacher's rules, the student in the left seat was 
designated as the official player while the student on the right was supposed to be 
observ ing. However, seated players almost always worked together and showed a high 
level of collaboration. The following is a typical example of interaction between seated 
players w ithout the presence of mobile participants.
[Episode 4. “You do it first"]
Katie and Amber were the first two who chose Computer 1. Katie sat on the left 
and Amber on the right. They had been struggling with putting a CD into the 
drive.
Katie: [putting in the Toy Story' CD] 1 can do it!
Here it is! (proudly) [closing the CD tray]
Amber: Here it is! [echoing Katie's excitement]
Katie: [ g i v i n g  the mouse to Amber] _
You do it first. Click here, [pointing to the Toy Story icon on the
screen]
Amber: 1 know' how' to do this.
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Katie: [putting down her hand] Okay! Don't click that, [taking the mouse] 
I moving the cursor to the Toy Story icon]
I his is my turn now!
Amber: (nods and agrees]
Katie: I can stop this, you want me to stop this?
Amber: Yeah! (happily)
I hey quit playing Toy Story' and moved on to Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo.
In the above example, it was technically Katie s turn. However. Katie and Amber 
worked closely and made joint decisions, such as when to quit Toy Story. Katie even 
offered Amber the opportunity to play first. When I asked her why she did so. she 
explained. "I put the C D in, so she should plav." She viewed playing the game as their 
shared activity and their turn should be shared too. After Katie did one thing. Amber 
should be given the chance to do another. Even after Katie's turn was up. she remained 
play ing with Amber but became one of the mobile participants standing next to Amber.
This type of collaboration was even more visible when seated players played 
Nanosaur. which requires coordination between the player who controls the keyboard 
and the one who controls the mouse, as shown in the following example.
[Episode 5. “You jump. I’ll count"]
Katie and Greg were playing Nanosaur together. Katie sat on the left and had the
keyboard while Greg was on the right, controlling the mouse.
Greg: This is the way you can fly it. [pointing to the left side of the 
screen]
Katie: Ok. now I am gonna try a way to fly. [excitingly standing up and 
looking down on the keyboard]
Ha, ha . . .  it just starts jumping! [busy pressing on the keyboard] 
Ok. I've got an idea. OK, you jump. I'll count [pressing keys].
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Greg: Okay!
Katie. Jump. Jump! Jump! (very last) [nodding her head and leaning 
forward]
I count 3. jump. 1, 2, 3, jump! [very busy pressing the keys]
[sitting down]
Greg. I hat [pointing to the screen] Oh. no! (disappointed)
\  es. yes, go sideways, [signaling the direction on the screen]
Katie: What's happening now?
Greg: Yeah, that way. (You are) very’ close (to the hot lava). It happened 
to Victor and me.
Katie: Why?
Greg: Oh! (excitedly) Go that way! [pointing to the left on the screen]
In this episode. Katie and Greg were involved in the intentional coordination of 
their actions on the keyboard and the mouse. Katie devised a “counting" scheme while 
Greg happily played along. Although it did not seem to work well because the pace of the 
game was so fast, nevertheless it indicated the seated players' explicit efforts to 
coordinate their actions. Through many exchanges similar to this, such as “tell me when 
you need me to jump" or “now, you jump!", seated players successfully played as a 
team.
Off-track talks. Most of the seated players' interactions were task-related because 
they were highly engaged in the ongoing games. Occasionally, the seated players would 
have some off-track talks, which could be interpreted as a means to establish rapport 
between them. The following is an interesting example.
[Episode 6. “What's up?"]
Greg had signed up for Computer 1 and had just sat down in the chair on the left.
Ted signed up for it too and approached the computer.
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£lieg: Okay, let's start! (excitedly)
Jed: What’s up. Greg! [sitting down on the right]
Liieg. 'i eah. all . . .  yes! (low voice)
Jed: What’s up'? [watching the screen]
Greg: Yeah, all right, (low voice)
led : Hwa? [Wha -  ?]
Greg: Fine! (aloud)
I ed: What? Did you say “fine”?
Greg: I said. “What's up! Easy!'' [turning to Ted]
[turning back to the computer] Man. can I get to that place, really 
cool!
Ted: Really . . .  (unclear)?
Greg: No. a really cool place!
Ted: Oh. over there, [pointing to the screen]
In this episode, the way Ted approached Greg appeared a little silly, but Greg 
acknowledged it as a joke and treated it lightheartedly. They turned to the computer 
immediately when the game started to pick up. Although the exchange was brief, it 
seemed to serve to form an alliance between Ted and Greg, who then worked as a team. 
Their later close collaboration could be partially contributed to this initial effort. In some 
other similar situations, seated players discussed topics such as the games they played at 
home, their family members' birthdays, and the dinosaur book they had read. However, 
this type of exchange was rare when mobile participants appeared because then the game 
playing became the sole focus point of the group.
( ollisions. I he results generally indicated a high level of collaboration between 
seated pla\ers. However, thc\ were not always amicable with each other. According to 
the teacher s rule, the left player had the turn to play while the right player had to wait for 
his or her turn. As a result, there were unavoidable collisions between the seated players, 
which could generally be categorized into these two cases: the right-hand players invaded 
the left-hand players space and turn, and the left-hand players prolonged their time at the 
computer. I he following episode picked up from the end of Episode 5. It is a good 
example of the right-hand player trying to get more time and play more while the left- 
hand player resisted.
[Fpisode 7. Space invasion]
Greg's chair was close to Katie's on the left. Greg leaned his upper body towards 
Katie to see the screen while kneeling on the edge of Katie's chair.
Greg: And also th a t. . .  [leaning towards Katie]
Katie: [Stands up and types on the keyboard]
Greg: Yeah, there, [pointing to the screen] there is a dinosaur.
So go this way. [signaling the direction on the screen]
You want that dinosaur to . . .
Katie: Hahaha [looking up from the keyboard to watch]
Wait! Oh, no! [typing]
Greg: [trying to type on the keyboard]
Katie: [pushing away Greg's hand and standing up] I've got it!
Greg: | presses more keys]
Katie: Here you go! [sitting down on the left t.dgt of her chaii]
Greg: Oh. [standing up from his knees and leaning even closer to the 
computer screen]
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Katie: [standing up too] (Katie thought the game was over and tried to 
quit]
Gre^. NO. [Snapping away Katie s right hand and pressing the keys 
himself) You still have one more play . . .  [sitting back in the 
middle ot the two chairs] Ju st. . .  Oh, my . . .  [disappointedly 
covering his face with his hands]
Katie, [sitting down and looking gloomy] I don't wanna plav it.
Oreg: OK. That s tine, [getting off his chair] Isn't it time to change 
anyways?
1 he timer went off. Greg happily took over Katie's turn.
In this episode, Greg wanted to have more control of the game. He kept leaning 
his upper body towards the screen and almost took over Katie s space, which pushed 
Katie to the edge of her chair. When Greg tried to grab the keyboard. Katie became 
irritated and repeatedly pushed away his hands. They ended their session unhappily. This 
phenomenon of the right-hand player attempting to take over the left-hand player's turn 
was quite common, especially when the right-hand player knew the game better than the 
left-hand player. The left-hand player would usually resist because he or she was the 
designated player, which would curb the right-hand player's attempt.
Sometimes the player in the right-hand seat would break the rule to prolong their 
time even after their turn was up. When this happened, it not only affected the player in 
the right-hand seat, but also the mobile participants who were waiting for their turn. As a 
result, the rule was reinforced by both the mobile participants and the seated player on the 
right. The following is an example ot this.
[Episode 8. “I just got on this"]
Katie sat on the left and Bill on the right, playing Nanosaur. Victor was standing
at the small table where the waiting list was.
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1 eacher: Already, it has been 5 minutes.
—at*e~ 1 I just got on this! [continuing playing]
\  ictor. [checking the waiting list and reading trom the list] Kevin.
Iiil!: [standing up] No. 1 was next.
\  ictor: I know. Kevin's gonna sit there, [pointing to the chair on the right]
Bill- She (the teacher) said it s been 5 minutes, [impatiently talking to 
Katie and pushing her chair]
Victor: Hey! It has been 5 minutes. Katie!
BUI: I wanna play that! [pointing to the screen and talking to Victor]
\  ictor: I know, [typing on the keyboard, trying to close the program] 
Kevin: [approaching the chair on the right] Okay, Bill.
Katie: [getting off her chair] Whv didn't you just push “Quit!”
}
Bill: [moves up to Katie's chair on the left]
Victor: 1 did! [pressing the "apple" key]
Katie left. Victor wrote down his name. Bill and Kyle started playing.
In this episode. Katie tried to prolong her turn at the computer, but she was 
pushed aw ay by the alliance betw een Bill (seated on the right) and Victor, one of the 
mobile participants. At the beginning. Bill misunderstood Victor's intention and thought 
Victor tried to hijack his turn. Once they understood each other, they formed an alliance 
to oust Katie. This might be interpreted as two boys edging out a girl. However, the data 
dispute this possible explanation. Here is an example ot mobile participants forcing a 
male player to switch.
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Earlier, the teacher had reminded Jack and Carrie to switch, but Jack refused to 
and continued playing with Carrie. Carrie didn’t oppose this. Victor and Kevin 
were on the waiting list and they came to check their turn from time to time.
//Background: The teacher turned off the lights.
I eacher: You have 5 minutes left to work.
I he lights were back on immediately.//
\  ictor Kevin: [walks to ask the teacher about their turn on the computer]
//Background:
1 eacher: Just ask them to switch. I did say it’s time to change.//
Victor/Kevin: [approaching the computer] It's time to change! It's time 
to change!!!
Victor: [standing on the left side slightly away from Jesse]
Kevin: [standing next to Carrie and pushing her to move]
Jack: Okay! [standing up and leaving]
Carrie: [moving up and taking Jesse's chair on the left]
Kevin: [taking Carrie's chair on the right]
[grabbing the mouse] Okay! When do you want me to jump?
Carrie: You can jump whenever you want to.
In this episode, although Carrie did not oppose Jack's continuing play, the mobile 
participants wanted to get on the computer, so they formed an alliance and pushed Jack 
away. Reluctantly, Jack gave in to the pressure from the mobile participants. It was rare 
for the player on the right not to oppose the left-hand player's attempt to stay after his/her 
turn was up. The data indicated there were no gender differences when it came to 
enforcing turn-taking. Every time left-hand players (regardless of gender) tried to prolong 
their time, either the right-hand player alone or the right-hand player together with the
[Episode 9. “It’s time to change”]
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mobile participants would oppose this intention fiercely. It always ended up with the rule- 
breakers withdrawing from their attempt to continue playing.
In sum. these cases were relatively rare because most of the time the mobile 
participants gathered around the computer. As a result, the dynamics between the two 
seated players were largely masked by the mobile participants" presence. Nevertheless, 
the lesults indicated collaboration, coordination between the seated players, and 
sometimes collisions, such as when the right-hand players encroached on the left-hand 
players turn or the left-hand players prolonged their time after their turns had ended.
Most of their interaction concentrated on game playing, though they would occasionally 
get involved in off-track conversations.
Mobile Participants: Approaching Strategies. Interaction, and Involvement
Approaching strategies. According to the teacher's rule, the mobile participants 
w ere not even allowed to be present at the computer. This “outlaw " nature of the group 
made the group highly fluid. They applied different strategies to get on the computer and 
exit fluidly. depending on their initial positions and the tasks at hand, as shown in the 
following example.
[Episode 10. “The blue thing"]
Greg lay belly-down on the carpet, working on his math sheet. However, he didn't 
work on the assignment; instead, he attentively watched Katie and Amber playing 
at the computer.
Amber: I am gonna get water, [leaving the computer and walking 
to the fountain at the other end of the classroom]
Greg: I know' something fun. (tentatively) The blue thing! (pause)
The blue thing!
Katie: What blue thing? [turning around to Greg and then back to the 
screen immediately ]
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Greg. I he thing . . .  [getting up and scooting towards the computer on his 
knees]
Katie: 1 got it! [being aware of Greg's approaching to the computer]
Okay, okay. I see it. (impatiently) I see it right there! [pointing to 
the screen]
Greg. Hmmm . . .  [turning rapidly and moving back to his initial position 
with the mat sheet on his knees]
Sometimes, the students would intentionally bring their work or activities to the 
carpet area next to the computer, as Greg did. Legitimately, he was working on his math 
sheet. 1 le chose the time when Amber left tor water (when the resistance might be less) 
and offered a suggestion for the game, but he was tentative at the beginning to see if 
Katie would be interested. When Katie showed curiosity by asking “what blue thing?”, 
Greg got up immediately, but he did not run to the computer. Instead, he scooted on his 
knees in an effort to maintain his official position on the carpet area. After Katie refused 
his offer, Greg swiftly turned back to his legitimate activity. This episode clearly shows a 
calculated effort by the mobile participant to join in and then exit the official computer 
space. Another strategy that the mobile participants employed was watching initially 
from a distance at their table and then finding the right time to approach. They also used 
the waiting lists - signing up or checking the order - as legitimate reasons to approach the 
computer. I name these efforts and strategies as “delimiting the physical boundary of the 
space,” which will be discussed in detail later.
I he mobile participants chosen strategy also depended on the size ot the gioup. 
When the mobile participants consisted of several children, they usually boldh 
approached the computer and the seated players. I he mobile participants in the opening 
example (see Episode 1) applied this approach since they had a rather large group to
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begin with (Greg, Nick. Ted, and Victor). When the out-group was just one person, as 
shown in I pisode 20. the student was cautious about approaching the computer. He 
scrutinized the computer activity intently from afar and waited for an opportunity to join 
the action.
In\ o/ \l mt nt in game playing. Once mobile participants approached and entered 
the computer space, they were not passive observers. In Episodes 1 and 2 we witnessed 
the high engagement ot the mobile participants in the game playing. Let’s examine the 
following example further.
(Episode 11. Playing Number Maze]
Katie was playing “Number Maze" in the left chair and Nick was standing next to
his chair on the right and watching the screen. Greg had just finished his turn.
Greg: [writes down his name on the waiting list and then turns back to
stand next to Katie]
\t
Nick: [looking around] Where is Carrie?
Katie: Come on. hurry up. hurr...y up! [talking to the computer]
Greg: Oh I know this, number color [pointing to the screen].
Katie: What is this?
Greg: It is cool!
Katie: You've gotta help me on it.
Greg: Okay! [pointing to the screen] get 9 here, get 63...
Nick: [Runs to Carrie when he sees her standing up from the floor on the 
comer next to the storage area]
Nick/Carrie: [approaching the computer]
Carrie: [Sits down in the chair on the light]
Nick: [Stands behind Carrie's chair watching]
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Nick: Prime mates, prime mates, you're OK now. [pointing to the screen] 
Crreg: Okay, I now! No. you cannot [trying to stop Katie]
- ffrcie: 2, 2 [pointing to the screen]
Greg: 2, 2, yes! Do it!
Carrie: 2. 2!
Greg: No! Get 1. don't!
Carrie: 1!
I elia: [approaches the table next to the computer and writes down her 
name on the list]
Carrie: [pushes the space bar and tries to grab the mouse] I know a faster 
way.
Katie: [pushing away Carrie's right hand] I know how to do it!
Celia: [Noting Greg's name was still on the list] Greg, you can't have a 
second turn!
Greg: [turns to Celia and nods]
Celia: You can't have a second turn! [crossing off Greg's name]
[walking closer to Computer 1] It looks nice (she is commenting 
on the maze on the screen)
Greg: [walks to Computer 2 and takes a look at Computer 2]
}
Nick: Go, go! [talking to Katie]
Greg: It (the program) is also on that computer! It is also on that
computer [walking back to Computer 1 while pointing in the 
direction of Computer 2]
Nick: I know.
Nobody moved! Greg, Celia, and Nick continued playing with Katie and Carrie at 
Computer 1.
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I he mobile participants in this episode played an active role in the game playing.
( ireg was clearl\ \er\ involved in the game by continuing to offer suggestions and even 
typing on the keyboard. Although Katie was manipulating the keyboard and mouse, the 
game playing decisions seemed to be made by Greg or Carrie, who were telling Katie 
what to do. I his phenomenon has also been observed by other researchers (e.g.. Cole. 
l t)95>- 1 named it backseat-mousing, meaning the people standing behind the 
mouse ke\ board holder actually control and play the game. Backseat-mousing was 
ubiquitous in the sessions where the mobile participants appeared. Individually or 
collectively, the mobile participants would tell the seated players what to do. Besides 
backseat-mousing, the mobile participants would also keep a running commentary of the 
game. They would make comments such as "We've been there. Let's try a different 
way." “It happened to me before," and “You just lost health there, don't go there.” In the 
above example, Nick and Celia were not as involved in the game as Greg, but they 
enforced the rules to make sure the group play moved smoothly. Nick looked out for 
Carrie and found her to take the turn; Celia made sure that Greg did not get a second turn. 
To a certain extent, each of them contributed to the game.
Interactions. As we have seen, most of the mobile participants' interactions were 
directed towards the computer and the seated players. There were sporadic interactions 
among themselves. They would remind each other to sign up on the waiting list or 
sometimes write down everyone s names on the list. 1 hey would also monitor the timer 
closely and read aloud the order of the names in the waiting list. Occasionally, the\ 
would remind each other about the rule of "no watching" when they felt the group was 
getting so large that it might cause the teacher to interfere.
V ictor and Kevin had just started their game while Ken and Bill were standing 
behind the chairs and watching the computer. Greg approached the computer.
Ken: [using his left hand to push away Greg] Greg, don’t watch!
Greg. [stepping back] Why are you watching? [leaving the computer]
Ken. Oh! (sounds a little surprised) [turns around and leaves too]
In this short exchange, Ken realized the danger of too many people crowding 
around, so he decided to invoke the "no watching" rule. However, he forgot that his very 
action ot standing and watching the game himself violated the rule. Greg immediately 
reminded him of that.
Seated Players Versus Mobile Participants
Seated players and mobile participants often played as a group. The computer 
screen was generally the focus of their attention, and their interactions contributed to the 
smooth transition of the group and the effective play of the game. As show n in the above 
example (see Episode 11), Katie explicitly invited Greg to help (‘‘You’ve gotta help me 
on this."). Cireg worked closely with Katie and Carrie. The whole group was enjoying 
playing together. Even after Greg reminded others that “it (the program) is also on that 
computer!" nobody left Computer 1.
However, the group was not always amicable. The seated players had a different 
agenda from the mobile participants. They mostly wanted to protect their own legitimate 
turns and interactive space. I hey did not want the mobile participants to take o \ tr  the 
play. Sometimes, they would form an alliance between themselves to tt.nct oft the 
mobile participants, as shown in the following example.
(Episode 12. “Why are you watching?”]
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(Episode 13. “Quit, Eric!”]
en sat in the left chair in front of Computer 1 and started the program Putt-Putt
Saves the Zoo. Victor sat on his knees on the right chair and looked at the
computer screen, while Nick wrote his name on the waiting list on the table to the
eft of the computer. Eric entered the computer space from another area of the 
room.
Eric: [approaching the computer] Are you playing Nanosaut•?
Victor: (turning around] There is no Nanosaur. Eric!
[pushing Eric] Go away.
Eric: [says nothing and moves to stand behind Ken]
Ken; [turning around] You cannot play Nanosaur.
Nick: [leaning toward the computer] Why?
Ken: Because there is too much violence (unclear)...
(The program Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo started with loud music.)
Victor: (pressing the keys to lower the volume] Too loud. Ken!
Ken: I know! 1 know! (impatiently)
Nick: [pointing to the apple key] Push the fast button, dude!
Ken: [pushing away Nick's hand] Oh. yeah.
Nick : [pointing to a different key ] That one!
Eric: No. no. [pushing Nick away and pressing the “apple" key himself] 
Victor: [pushing Eric] Quit, Eric! (annoyed)
Nick: [pointing to the “apple" key again and shouting to Ken] Push that 
button!
As is obvious from this example, grouping was not always amicable. At 
times the seated players seemed to appreciate the presence of mobile participants 
(e.g., Ken acknowledged Nick's suggestion to "push the fast button"), whereas at
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other times, otten during the same turn session, exchanges between seated players 
and mobile participants became more antagonistic (e.g., pushing and saying, “go 
away ). In searching to reconcile these apparent contradictions, I examined the 
indi\ iduul and collective goals that children had when playing at Computer 1 and 
how these goals motivated their behavior.
Children's Individual and Collective Goals 
1 he data indicated that the roles children inhabited during a given turn session 
greatly impacted their apparent goals, but all of the children had some goals in common, 
w hatever their role. Many of the children's goals hinged on the important tension 
between the seated players and the mobile participants, as in the following example. 
[Episode 14. “Don't let people play”]
Victor and Kevin were playing Toy Story at Computer 1. Eric had been quietly 
standing behind Victor's chair and watching for a while.
Kevin: [standing up and crossing his legs] Stop! Stop! Don't play a game 
because I need to go to the bathroom. Don't let other people play, 
[gives Eric a warning look before running to the restroom]
Eric: [murmuring to Victor from behind] You are losing.
Victor: [pushing away Eric] No, I am not. Now, go away!
Eric: [avoids Victor and stays behind his chair]
Bill: [approaching the left side of Victor] Is anyone playing with you?
Victor: Kevin.
Eric: He is taking a pee, I will watch it here, [taking Kevin's chair next 
to Victor's]
Victor: [looking around for Kevin] Can we start now?
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Bill: [leaves]
Individually, the students' goals seem fairly obvious in this exchange. The seated 
players have a strong stake in the official turn structure. Kevin wanted to protect his turn 
as the player in the left chair and tried to enlist the other seated player, Victor, in this 
effort while he ran to the bathroom (“don't let other people plav!”). Victor also wanted to 
protect the official turn structure, since it was his turn after Kevin's, but another goal was 
to plav the game as soon as possible ("can we start now?' ). Eric, a mobile participant 
with an obv ious desire to become a seated player, reminded Victor of an additional goal 
unrelated to the turn-taking rules: continued progress in the game (“you are losing.”).
Bill, another mobile participant, was also interested in becoming a seated player (“Is 
anyone playing with you?”), but his additional goal to follow' the rules was apparently 
stronger because he left after discovering that both seated-player spots were taken, 
despite Kevin's temporary absence.
After multiple viewings of many exchanges like this one and after examining the 
children's apparent goals, I organized them according to the students' individual roles, 
their status as seated players or mobile participants, and their membership in the 
collective group around the computer and in the classroom as a whole. The results are 
presented in Table 1, “Children's Goals at Computer 1.
Goals o f  Seated Players
The seated players shared the common goal of advancing the game. To achieve 
this goal, thev often collaborated or coordinated to solve the problem. Here is an example 
of seated players' collaboration.
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Table 1
Children 's Goals at the C omputer
Role Position Goals Typical Behaviors/Indicators
Seated Player on the Left To prolong the time in the position Try to postpone the turn-taking (reluctance to leave) 
Stay playing as a mobile participant after the turn is up
Seated Player on the Right To get to the left as soon as possible Grab the keyboard or mouse
To keep turn-taking smooth Ally with out-group to force the child on the left to move when his 
turn was up
Seated Players as a Group To protect their interactive space and guarantee the 
transition go smoothly
Form alliance to resist mobile participants 
Invoke “no watching” rules
To advance the game Collaborate
Offer pointers to each other 
Coordinate keyboard and mouse
Mobile Participants To be able to watch and participate in the game Keep approaching the computer 
Resist backing out
Offer suggestions and participate in discussion
To minimize the transaction time and maximize 
their time on the computer
Check the waiting list 
Check the timer 
Enforce some rules
Watch the game in order to pick up on the game when it is their turn
Whole Group To play game to the highest possible level Continue playing the same game, collaborate and discuss
To belong to the group and have fun together Extend their discussion outside the computer corner
To minimize the teacher’s intervention Self-monitor -  conform to the teacher's rules while inventing and 
enforcing their new rules
To be a good student in this classroom Conform to the teacher’s rules
C elia < left ) and t arrie (right) played Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo while Ted and Tom
were watching on the floor next to the computer.
Carrie. \  ou need an umbrella, a big umbrella!
I ed: Yes! An umbrella.
Celia: How do I get an umbrella?
Carrie: Errr . . .
Celia: ( arrie. you find the umbrella [pushing the mouse towards Carrie]
( arrie: [manipulates the mouse and finds the umbrella]
Now, you do it. [pushing the mouse back to Celia]
As shown in this example, the seated players were highly collaborative in solving 
problems. Carrie made suggestions but allowed Celia to try first. When Celia asked for 
help. C arrie happily helped her to get the umbrella. More impressively, Carrie gave 
control back to Celia afterwards. In many cases like this, the two seated players 
successfully worked together to accomplish their task.
In addition, the seated players had the common goal of protecting their legitimate 
turns and their interactive space from the mobile participants. This is clearly indicated by 
the following example.
[Episode 16. “Only Victor and I are playing"]
Jack was the first one to choose Computer 1 and he had just started the computer.
Victor: [approaches the computer and leans on the chair on the right]
Nick: [approaches and stands next to Jesse on the left]
Jack: Does it . . .  (unclear)
Victor: |pressing the keyboard] No, it doesn't. Go there.
[Episode 15. “Now. you do it”]
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Nick: [pointing to the upper left comer of the screen] Here he (the 
character) is!
Oreg. [approaches and puts both hands on the back of Jack's chairl 
W hat are you playing, guys?
Nick: Haha. he is turf.
Victor: Shh. go away! [turning to Nick]
Jack. Guys, only Victor and I are playing!
Victor: [sitting down on the right]
Nick/Greg: [step back and stand about two feet away from the computer] 
(a minute later)
Greg: [approaches the computer again]
Victor: Greg, no watching! [pushing Greg awav]
Nick: [approaches the computer again]
Victor: Nick!
Nick leaves but Greg persistently stands nearby.
Jack and Victor, as the seated players, fiercely resisted Greg's and Nick's 
presence. Jack made a clear statement (“Only Victor and I are playing!") to emphasize 
the fact that he and Victor were the legitimate players at that time. Thus, Jack and Victor 
clearly formed an alliance. Victor kept policing Greg and Nick's attempts to join by 
invoking the “no watching" rule. Despite those repeated attempts. Jack and Victor 
successfully protected their space.
I lowever, seated players also had different individual goals. The left player had 
the simple goal of prolonging his or her time on the computer, while the right player had 
to make sure the turn-taking moved smoothly in order to eventually secure his or her own
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turn. I o achieve the goal of prolonging the allocated time, the left player usually applied 
two kinds ol strategies. 1 irst. the left player would intentionally delay turn-switching. As 
seen in Episode 8. Katie refused to get oil the chair when her turn was up. She protested,
I just got on, hut her attempt was met with resistance from the right player (Bill) and 
the mobile participant ( \ ictor). Secondly, atter his or her turn was up. the left player 
would remain playing as a mobile participant in order to prolong their playing time. As 
shown in Ipisode 11, "Playing Number M aze' Greg remained playing with Katie after 
his turn. He even went so tar as to put his name down on the waiting list again, although 
this attempt was subverted by Celia when she told him ‘‘you can't do a second turn.”
C ompared to the first strategy, the second one was more acceptable because it did not 
affect the right-hand player or the mobile participants* turns. As a result, the seated 
players on the left mostly employed the second strategy to prolong their playing time.
For the seated players on the right, making sure the turn-switching went smoothly 
was one of their main goals. Thus, the child would aggressively protest when the left 
player tried to delay turn-taking, as Bill did in Episode 8 “I just got on this.” In addition, 
the right player would very much have liked to begin their turn early. Sometimes the right 
player would violate the rule and try to have more control of the games. As seen in 
Episode 7. “Space invasion. Greg aggressively invaded Katie s space. He also tried to 
take control of the mouse and keyboard without a clear negotiation with the left player.
As a result. Katie resentfully pushed away his hands and tried to protect her turn. In other 
cases, the right player would apply a subtle strategy to get more playing time by forming 
collaborative relations with the left player. I he following is a good example.
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Nick ( left i and Kevin (right) played Nanosaur together while Amber was standing 
behind Kevin s chair and watching the game.
Kevin: Do you know how to do this?
Nick: No, not really.
Kevin: Do you want me to help you get over this?
Nick. \  eah. [nodding and taking his hands oft the keyboard and mouse]
Kevin: [manipulating the keyboard and mouse]
Now. you are okay! [taking his hands off the mouse and 
keyboard].
(a while later)
Nick: It's your turn.
Amber: It is vour turn, (directing to Nick)
}
Kevin: No. I have been playing the whole time, (directing to Nick)
Nick: You can play.
Kevin: No, it's your turn! [pushing the keyboard closer to Nick]
In this example, Kevin first made sure Nick needed his help. With Nick's 
permission, he started to manipulate the keyboard and the mouse. Kevin also gave the 
turn back to Nick after he finished helping him. At the end, Nick willingly shared his turn 
with him. This was much more sophisticated turn-taking and collaboration compared to 
Greg's aggressive invasion of Katie's turn and space.
Goals o f  the Mobile Participants
The mobile participants had more complicated goals because their participation at 
the computer was not legitimate according to the teacher s rules, so they had to find a
| Episode 17. “Do you want me to help you”]
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way to circumvent the rules and participate in the game play. Their main goal was to be
able to watch or play at the computer without provoking the seated players’ resistance or 
the teacher's interference.
As discussed earlier, the mobile participants applied different strategies to 
approach and remain in the space around the computer depending on their initial 
positions or activ ities on hand. I hese strategies included signing up for or checking on 
the wait list, working on their chosen activity on the carpet next to the computer, 
wandering around the space next to the computer and seeking the right moment to join in 
the group, or sometimes ostensibly working on their assignment at the table while 
attentively watching the game playing. These strategies also depended on the size of the 
mobile participant group.
The order and turn-taking at the computer were also important for mobile 
participants. If seated players cheated, it would affect their turns. Thus, mobile 
participants were strong rule enforcers. As shown in Episode 8. Victor joined Bill in 
enforcing the turn-taking when Katie intentionally delayed it. It was clear to Victor that 
his own turn and play time was at stake if Katie kept delaying the turn-taking. In addition, 
the order on the waiting list was vital to mobile participants. It was a legitimate means for 
them to protect their turn and get a fair share ot play. Consequently, the mobile 
participants paid a lot of attention to the wait lists. As seen in Episode 11, “Playing 
Number Maze:' Celia caught Greg cheating on the waiting list (putting his name on the 
waiting list after his turn was over) and she corrected it immediately.
I lowever, at the same time, the mobile participants shared a sense of comradeship 
because o f the “outlaw" nature ot their presence at the computer. They often reminded
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each other to sign up on the list and even wrote down the names of other students who 
were watching at that time.
Goals o f  the Whole Group at Computer 1
In addition to the goals shared by the seated players and by the mobile
participants, the whole group had some common goals: to play the game to the highest
possible level, to minimize the teacher s intervention, to maximize their playing time, to
have tun, to socially belong to the group at the computer, and to be good students in the
classroom. Depending on one s status as a seated player or a mobile participant (the latter
being against the teacher s rules), the '“good student” goal was sometimes in conflict with
the other goals, for example, with the game playing goals. Students thus had to negotiate
the tensions between their goals and the rules of participation as set up by the teacher.
Conflict and Negotiation o f  Individual and Collective Goals
Although there were different goals for different roles and positions, all the goals
could be classified into two types. The first focuses on the game playing goal, which
often resulted in collaboration between the seated players and among the seated players
and mobile participants, as seen in Episode 13 (“Quit. Eric”) when Nick suggested using
the “fast button.** The game playing goal involved playing the game for as long as
possible and reaching its highest level. The second classification type focuses on the
children's social goals: belonging to the group, having fun with friends, and forming and
consolidating friendships. As Crook (1987, p. 50) suggests, “the characteristic patterns of
interacting with computers may serve to organize distinctive patterns of interacting
around computers (social interaction). 1 hese two kinds of interaction conespond to two
types of t»oals that mav not always align with each other. For example, when the goal of
maintaining turns at the computer became stronger than the goal of advancing in the 
game, the seated players would try to push away mobile participants, as Victor did in 
1 pisode 14. W hen advancing in the game became the priority, however, the seated 
plavers would invite the mobile participants to participate in playing, as seen in Episode 
_(). Some gender differences were also found in this aspect. Girls tended to focus more on 
the social goals than on the game playing goals, which was evident when comparing all- 
git I pairs to all-bo\ pairs as seated players. Girls had more discussions about each other's 
plans tor the games and negotiations ol their joint decisions (e.g., where to go next, what 
to do), while boys had more arguments about the strategies of game playing. A thorough 
analysis ot gender differences is beyond the scope of this project, however.
The goals were formed and continued to evolve in the process of playing at the 
computer. The goals shifted when the children's roles changed from the right-seated 
player to the left-seated player and from a mobile participant to a seated player. The goals 
also evolved as a child became more skillful in one game. At the beginning, a less skilled 
player tried to learn as much as possible, and thus he or she would welcome help and 
suggestions. When the player became more skillful in the game, he or she would want 
fewer suggestions and help from others. Children often had to reconcile their goals 
through their negotiation process.
In addition, these goals were affected by the affordances of the environment and 
by the social rules, yet at the same time these goals motivated the children to take 
different actions to achieve their goals. Sometimes the use ot artifacts in the computer 
space, such as the arrangement of the computer and the two chairs, the timer, and the 
waiting list, were also in conflict with the children's goals. For example, the computer as
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an intelligent and interactive artifact greatly attracted the children and motivated them to 
tonn strong game playing goals. At the same time, the “no watching" rule limited their 
access. 1 o reconcile this gap. they actively negotiated their social practice to achieve 
their game playing goal, which will be discussed next.
Affordances of the Artifacts and Rules for Collaboration 
1 distinguish the artifacts constituting the physical space around the computer 
from the teacher's rules regarding computer use in the classroom, but I will focus jointly 
on their affordances for collaborative interaction (see Table 2).
Affordances o f  A rt [facts
The key artifacts have been identified as Computer 1, the two chairs placed in 
front of the computer, the waiting lists, the timer, and the software programs. The 
artifacts in question both enabled and constrained collaboration and interaction.
Objects at the computer. The two chairs placed in front of Computer 1 enabled at 
least two children to participate in the computer activity and encouraged their 
collaboration. On the other hand, these same chairs limited participation to the two 
children who could comfortably access the keyboard and mouse. As a result, children 
who stood behind the chairs sometimes tried to type on the keyboard and faced rejection 
from the seated players. The waiting list, while making the groupings less spontaneous by 
imposing an order on who was able to play and when, also created a legitimate reason to 
come to the computer area, namely, to sign up or check on one s position. One 
constraining affordance of the timer was to cut ott the flow of plav at a pre-detemiined
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Table 2
Affordances o f  Artifacts fo r  Collaborative Interaction
Cultural Artifacts
Computer
Features
Intelligence and interactivity
Physically self-contained nature
Affordances
Great attraction and motivation for children to use 
computers; it also encourages self-contained interaction.
Sustains children's interests, keeps them busy and attracts 
less teacher intervention.
Two chairs in front of computer
One screen and a single set o f input devices -  a mouse 
and a keyboard.
Openness of the computer screen and sound system
Left chair is for the one who is currently playing while 
the right chair is for the one who is waiting for his or her 
turn
Individual use; reinforced by individual-oriented 
dominant computer culture.
Children can see and hear what’s going on at the 
computer even when not in front of the computer
The child on the left plays while the one on the right 
watches.
Waiting List
Timer
When more than two children are interested in the 
computer, the rest of them have to sign up on the waiting 
list and wait for their turn.
A timed 5 minutes (breach child to make sure everyone 
gets a fair amount of time.___________________________
Children should follow the order of the waiting list and 
not come to the computer until the seated children's turn 
is up.
When timer goes off, children need to change turns.
time, unrelated to game progress or natural pauses in the action; however, the timer also 
helped to ensure fairness and equity in terms of turn length.
( omputet 1. I he computer itself also had mixed affordances for collaboration.
( omputei s\ stems are designed for a single user with one screen and single set of input 
de\ ices. I his poses a challenge tor collaboration and interaction with more than one user. 
At the same time, the easy visibility of the computer screen and audible sound system in 
this classroom made participation available to those children who were not directly in 
front ol the screen. I hey could see and hear what was going on even from the other end 
of the classroom. The openness invited children to participate. Also, the self-contained 
nature of the computer (Crook, 1994) as intended by design, together with its interactive 
quality. supports autonomous and lively activity. The apparently purposeful, challenging 
nature of the medium sustained students' interest and kept them busy. Consequently, 
computers tended to attract less teacher intervention and leave more freedom for children 
to explore the computer themselves.
Softw are. The software programs are another example of how artifacts both 
enable and constrain collaborative interaction at the computer. As mentioned earlier, 
students as a group continuously played one game at each choice time session. The two 
most popular games in this class were Nanosaur and Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo. Both of 
them came with the iMac computers and were created by Apple C ompany. Nanosaw is a 
chasing game in which users maneuver a dinosaur in its quest for sax ing the tggs of 
different species of dinosaur. Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo is about a cart named Putt-Putt who 
has to save animals that have disappeared from the zoo; along the way, Putt-Putt also has 
to solve problems related to the zoo animals.
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I he existing literature on software and collaboration indicate that open-ended 
problem-solving programs generate more collaborative interaction than closed programs 
such as drill-and-practice programs (Fisher, 1993: Mercer. 1994: Wegeriff. 1996). Instead 
ot using common software category terminology such as "open versus closed/'' I adopted 
two different categories tor describing children's software: time critical versus non- 
critical, and keyboard-mouse combined input versus keyboard/mouse-onlv input.
/ ime critical versus non-critical. 1 ime-critical programs demand constant input 
from users, while time non-critical ones give users more control of their input and pace. 
As a time-critical game, Nanosaur is a fast-paced adventure and requires constant action 
to avoid danger or attackers. In contrast, as a standard problem-solving program. Putt- 
Putt Saves the Zoo has clear segments of problems and fun activities (as rewards). It is 
not time-critical because it gives users time to solve problems and control the pace. These 
two different types of software created contrasting interaction patterns and usage.
When children play time-critical games, they are often engaged in heated 
discussion and highly overlapping talk, as seen in the five students' playing Nanosaur in 
the opening example. Episode 1.1 hey were engaged in heated discussion ot what to do 
next. There were several fingers pointing to the screen and attempts to grab the keyboard 
or mouse. The users did not have much control in terms of the pace. Thus, the whole 
group's interactions were mostly directed towards the game. Sometimes, to an extreme, 
they would blame each for problems during or failure in the game, as in the following 
example.
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Jack played at Computer 1 while the rest of the class was still working. Victor had 
been working on his spelling sheet on the carpet. Now, he stood next to Jack on 
the left, watching him playing Nanosaur.
Jack: (looking down at the keyboard] How do you get to . . .  the . . .
Eric. 1 lot lava? [approaching the computer from his table and cutting in] 
[walking to the right side and standing next to Jack]
Eric/Victor: [both pressing the keyboard]
\)
Eric: Jet pad. Jet pad! Jack. Jet pad! (a weapon the character should 
have)
}
Victor: Don't, don't!
Eric: Jet pad! [pressing the keyboard]
Victor: Eric! [looking at Ethan]
Jack: Stop! (very loud)
Eric: [taking his right hand back from the keyboard] Just so you know 
where jet pad is (sheepishly)
Jack: Guys! (annoyed) You just made me [get] killed.
Victor: Wrhy would I help you?
Jack: [snapping away Eric's hand] You guys are not helping.
Victor: [ walking back to his spelling sheet on the floor] I am not going to 
help you.
Jack: [helplessly looking at the camera]
Eric: We are making you cool, [stepping back]
Due to the fast pace of the game, the children hardly ever stopped playing to 
discuss what to do. as shown in the above example. Both Eric and Victor tried to grab the
[Episode 18. “We are making you cool”]
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key board and mouse to change the course of the game, but their wrong move made Jack's 
character get killed. Jack took his frustration out on Victor and Eric.
In contrast, the children have more time to discuss what to do next when playing a 
time-non-critical game such as Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo. They spent considerable time 
discussing the pace and making decisions, as seen in the following example.
[Episode 19. “What do we do now?’*]
Bill (left) and Ke\ in (right) were playing Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo while
fed was watching behind their chairs.
Kevin: Take a picture!
Bill: Ok! [click the mouse]
Do you want to take a picture of the bear too?
l ed: No, [shaking his head] we already took his picture!
Bill: What do we do now?
Ted: Here, [pointing on the screen] go to the swing vine.
Kevin: No, don't. You'll miss the hockey.
Bill: No. we won't. We can come back later.
In the above example. Bill, Kevin and Ted were discussing the game and taking 
time to decide w hat to do next. The time non-critical feature of the game affords this type 
of interaction.
Keyhoard-mouse combined input versus keyboard/mouse-only input. Nanosaur 
allows users to use both the keyboard and the mouse. 1 he keyboard controls the 
direction, while the mouse takes care of actions such as jumping, kicking, and turning.
1 low ever, Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo only allows input trom the keyboard. As a result, when 
students played Nanosaur, the player seated on the left and the one seated on the right
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had to coordinate their actions in order to play, as in Episode 5 (“You jump, I’ll count”). 
Katie tried to coordinate her action with Greg’s. She devised a system whereby she 
counted 1. 2. 3, and then Greg would jump. The division of labor resulted in a lot of 
coordination between seated players, similar to Greg and Katie's efforts. However, when 
students played I utt-Putt Saves the Zoo. they did not need to create this kind of 
coordination. When they played together, the right player usually offered verbal 
suggestions or tried to type on the keyboard.
Affordances o f  the Teacher's Rules
I he teacher s rules tor computer use also had mixed affordances for collaboration 
and interaction at the computer. The rules for computer use in this classroom were as 
follows: only two children were allowed on a computer at a time, every child had only 
five minutes at the computer, there was to be no watching, and other children had to wTite 
down their names on the waiting list and wait their turn based on the timer. The “no 
watching" rule explicitly prohibited other children from observing the computer without 
an official turn; however, fewer mobile participants watching the entire process meant 
that seated players could prolong their turns without enforcement from those waiting to 
supplant their official status. In addition, “five minutes on the computer" and 
implementation of the timer facilitated the children's turn-taking to accommodate the 
group s desire to get on the computer. Also, the waiting list created a legitimate reason to 
go to the computer to sign up or check on the order.
The “no watching” rule imposed the greatest challenge for students' group play at 
the computer. As revealed in the interview, the teacher felt strongly against crowding 
around the computer and watching:
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I don t value just grouping around the computer in the same way that I don’t want 
them to just chase around the room. It seems pointless . . .  It is passive. It is. 1 
t ut t e opportunities for negotiation and collaboration in other activities are far 
richer than just standing around the computer.
I he teacher did not view “watching the game as a viable choice. She thought the 
students were just watching mindlessly without making a choice. When she took away 
the student, she would olten say “come, make a choice." In a way, she made the watching 
behavior olten observed at C omputer 1 completely illegitimate. She thus set a rule to 
limit the number ol computer players to two. She explained. ‘'Probably the chaos of that 
bothers me. The teacher s desire to avoid chaos by limiting the “grouping around*’ is 
understandable.
However, stated practices and our video data did not match up. The “no 
w atching" rule w as invoked far more often by the students than the teacher. Of all the 
video episodes, there were only five out of 30 occasions in which the teacher reminded 
mobile participants to choose other activities. She explained the reasons as “It’s 
according to what I am doing at that time. If I am working closely with someone. I may 
not see it." The lack of teacher enforcement is partially due to the computer's nature as a 
self-contained intelligent system as well as the children's efforts to self-monitor in order 
to minimize the teacher's intervention (interruption), which will be discussed in detail 
later. Nevertheless, this created an opening and leeway for children to negotiate more 
than two users' collaboration at the computer. More importantly, the students actively
enforced the rules themselves.
Combining the physical setting and the social rules of computer use shows that 
the computer corner in this classroom constituted a unique semi-structured locale. On the 
one hand, there was a clearly defined physical space around the computer. The computer
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desk and two chairs constituted the space for using the computer. The computer system 
had only a single screen and one set of input devices. The children had to sit on the two 
chaiis in tront of the screen and share one set of input devices and screen. In addition, the 
teacher set certain rules that formed the pre-existing norms for that space. On the other 
hand, the computer was structurally open and flexible enough to allow spontaneous 
negotiation. I he openness ot the computer screen and sound system invited children to 
participate, and the selt-contained nature of computers required little teacher intervention 
and thus created freedom for children’s exploration.
1 his combination ot constraints and freedoms put the children in the curious 
position ot being caught between the structural demands of learning and conforming to 
the teacher’s definitions of appropriate behavior and the unstructured freedom to create a 
unique peer episode (Mendell, 1987). The rules existed to constrain certain behaviors, yet 
often students could ignore, bend or rigidly enforce these rules as they mutually agreed 
upon, through moment-to-moment social negotiation. In this circumstance. I observed 
children constantly negotiating between their underground computer culture and the 
teacher-structured culture, as well as between the individual-oriented computer culture 
and their group-oriented computer use in the classroom. Children as active agents 
purposefully constructed and reconciled their goals toward the possibility. In the process, 
they also actively appropriated and transformed the affordances of the artifacts and rules.
Thus far I have identified the students' individual and collective goals that are 
contingent on their position and role at any given turn session, as well as different 
affordances of the physical and social environment. Children's goals and the affordances 
of the environment are not always aligned with each other. Mow do children negotiate
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then conflicting goals and attordances of the environment and social rules? And how do 
children render the actual practices against the intended use and space structure? In 
another words, how do children construct a Third Space between the material form of the 
space and regulated practice legitimized by the teacher? That is the focus of this next 
section. I o answer the question. I analyze the processes of negotiating goals and 
attordances ot the environment, as well as the appropriation and transformation of the 
cultural artifacts and social rules.
Processes of Negotiating Goals and Affordances of the Environment 
I he data point to three interesting processes in which children actively negotiated 
with one another their goals and the affordances of the environment: (a) Spatially, 
children delimited the physical boundary of the computer space; (b) Temporally, children 
worked around the time allocated to each of them at the computer: and (c) Socially and 
cognitively , they shared and built their know ledge of game playing.
Spatial Processes: Delimiting the Physical Boundaries
All of the children observed around Computer 1 shared the goals of getting on the 
computer and playing with peers, but finding the best wav to attain these goals posed a 
challenge for mobile participants. On one hand, the computer space was bounded to 
include the computer, monitor, keyboard, the computer desk and two chairs. Furthermore, 
classroom rules such as “no watching, and “two children at the computer at a time 
helped maintain the physical boundary. Thus, any pushiness by the mobile participants 
could result in complete rejection by the seated players, but patiently awaiting one s turn 
would not be rew arded if choice time ran out before the waiting list had been exhausted.
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( )n the other hand, the mixed affordances of the artifacts at Computer 1 and the 
classroom rules provided an opening for students to negotiate ways to judiciously 
increase their participation. Flexibly delimiting the physical boundary of computer use 
represented a student s spatial efforts to negotiate between these goals and the 
attordanees ot the setting, as shown in the following example:
[Episode 20. “Greg, how do you...?”]
Jack and Carrie were playing Nanosaur together with Jack controlling the 
direction ot the characters on the keyboard and Carrie moving the mouse to do 
different stunts -  jump. kick. turn, and so on. Greg stood about two feet behind 
them but attentively looked at the computer screen. Jack and Carrie hotlv 
discussed their game.
Jack: I need some bullets.
Carrie: Ok! [clicking the mouse]
Greg: [moves one step closer to them]
Jack: I need to get to the hot lava! Hot lava! [impatiently typing]
Greg: [moving up one more step and using his hand to signal where to go 
on the screen] Go sideways! Here it is. [nodding after Jack 
followed his direction]
Jack: There is water and health, (happily)
Greg: Yes, there is.
[looking around toward other activities in the classroom]
Jack: Why can you go faster .. .(unclear) water?
[turns around and realizes that Greg is not there]
Greg, how do you . . .  ?
Greg: [rushing back to the computer and pointing to the screen where to 
go next] Go sideways, please! Please go sideways, that is the way!
Cireg then stood to Jack's left and gave more suggestions. From time to time,
Cireg even put his hands on the keyboard and played himselt.
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1 lore Greg clearly was not a passive observer. Instead, he scrutinized the 
computer activity intently from afar and waited for an opportunity to join the action. He 
nun ed closer to the game playing action by scooting forward one step at a time. He then 
gave directions to the seated players, Jack and Carrie, though still from a few feet away 
(**go sideways!"). After Greg's suggestion proved very useful for the continued play of 
the game. Jack wanted to enlist Greg s help further. Jack turned around, expecting to see 
Greg immediately behind him. and was surprised that Greg was farther away. Jack then 
called to Greg directly ("Greg, how do you ...? ") , at which point Greg rushed into the 
immediate computer area and took a more official, albeit standing, position. In this 
episode, we see how the different goals of the seated players and the mobile participants 
were in this case compatible. Jack and Carrie wanted to succeed in the game, and Greg 
wanted to play with them. Through their talk and social negotiation, both parties helped 
to create a flexible boundary around the computer to serve their goals—Greg by inching 
up closer (but not too close) and offering help, and Jack by implicitly inviting Greg to 
come all the way over to the computer and give advice.
There was a variety of practices to delimit the physical boundaries and get access 
to Computer 1. Prior to and during Episode 1. the mobile participants—Greg. Nick. Ted. 
and Victor—approached the computer area differently. Greg and Nick intentionally chose 
to play with math manipulatives in the carpet area next to the computer. They gradually 
moved to the computer game by first watching, then offering suggestions from time to 
time, and finally giving up their chosen activities and joining Bill and Kevin s game play, 
l ed approached the computer comer with a legitimate reason to check the. waiting list 
and put down his own name on it. He then joined the group b\ asking Greg and Nick
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whether they had written their names on the list. Victor, on the other hand, was 
pretending to be part ol a family with several girls in the storage area at the other end of 
the room. I Ie was attracted by the action at the computer and made up an excuse (the doll 
wanted to join his friends at the computer) to leave.' He then walked across the classroom 
to join the group as shown in Episode 1.
I he \ ideo data indicated that the pattern of practices depended on the mobile 
piii ticipants initial position and their tasks on hand. Here is an example of how students 
got on the computer from the carpet area next to the computer.
[Episode 21. Victor “works" at the carpet area]
Jack was playing Nanosaur by himself w hile most of the class was still working 
on their assignments. Victor sat down on the floor working on his spelling sheet 
in the carpet area next to the computer.
Jack: How do you change . . . ?  [searching for the right keys at the 
keyboard]
Victor: Oh!!! [excitedly getting up and knee on his left foot and scooting 
toward the computer]
Oh. I know, [pressing the keyboard]
(a few seconds later)
Victor: [tries to press the keyboard again]
Jack: Hey! (annoyed) [pushing away Victor's hand]
//Background//
Teacher: Boys and girls. 1 am seeing some unfinished work, no names.
Victor: [Turns around and goes back to his work at the carpet]
Jack: Health, health!
Victor: [Back toward the screen and plays with his shoes on the carpet area 
about 3 feet away]
7 1 observed Victor's movement from “the family” group to the computer. An informal talk with the girls in 
the group revealed Victor's excuse.
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lack: Victor, there are two apples, [turning to Victor briefly]
Victor: I know!
lack: I am going to the hot lava.
Victor: You are? [turning around to watch the computer screen]
Health, health, health! [moving a couple of steps closer and 
kneeling on his right knee]
Hot lava! Hot lava! Right there! [excitedly rolling the pencil on his 
left knee back and forth]
[Getting up and making one big step forward to the computer] 
Jump! [lpper body leaning forward to reach the keyboard while 
his feet still remained on the carpet area]
Jump!
Jack: [still playing]
Victor: [one step closer next to Jack] Why don't you use the follower?
Jack: 1 still. . .
Victor stayed playing with Jack.
At the beginning of this episode, Victor was on the carpet area w orking on his 
legitimate activity, his spelling assignment., but he was really observing the computer. He 
moved to play on the computer when Jack asked a question (“how do you change . . ." ) .  
Once Victor noticed the teacher was looking in this direction, he switched back to his 
legitimate activity right away. Later he made another cautious attempt by half-way (upper 
body leaning toward the screen) stepping into the computer space while his feet remained 
in the carpet area. This is similar to what Greg did when he tried to “lure” Katie with "the 
blue thing” (see Episode 10). These cases show that working at the carpet provided a nice 
way for students to switch between the computer and their legitimate activities. Thus, this 
practice- ostensibly working nearby yet waiting for the right time to join the computer- 
was commonly applied by students.
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In Episode 1X. We are making you cool,’ which continued from the above 
example, Erie approached the computer from a different position and employed a 
ditterent strategy. 1 le had been reading at his table when he was attracted by the 
computer and \  ictor and Jack s play. So he attentively watched and listened to the 
sounds trom around the computer. After he finished his book and put it back on the shelf, 
he took a detour and cut into the discussion by asking "Hot lava?” He then stayed playing 
with Victor and Jack. While Eric applied a subtle way of approaching the computer from 
a distance, sometimes students would just play from a distance, as shown in this example. 
[Episode 22. “Wrhat is the fast button?”]
Ken and Greg were playing Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo. Ken pressed a combination 
of "fast button." Jack and Tom were doing their assignments while watching the 
computer from their desk about eight feet away.
Jack: W'hat is happening? Make it fast.
Tom: How did you do that?
Greg: [turning to Jack and Tom] What?
Tom: How did you do that?
Ken: [turning around] Wrhat?
Tom: Make the snow fall.
Greg; You just press some . . .  the fast button, see . . .  [demonstrating on 
the keyboard.]
Tom: The fast button? 
f
Jack: What is the fast button?
Greg: [turning back] 1 he "Esc button!
Tom: What?
Ken; We won’t tell them . . .  [lowering his voice to Greg]
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k »nC’!rt*nU»KS \atpr i ^ Cn an<^  (,re^ ^  Sw t^c^ec*turns at the computer. Now
I  ^k Sa r r  L C 1 P a?|!ng w^*e ^,re& kneeled on the chair on the right watching. 
Jack and I om were still watching from their table.)
Ken: Why, babe! I'm gonna get you.
Greg: I did that before.
Jack. Have you been to the vine? ( referring to a scene in the game)
Have you been to the vine? [asking again]
Greg: What’s the world?
Jack: [approaching the computer and still having a pencil in his right 
hand] Swing vine.
[he steps his right foot further while tipping his left foot behind] 
Okay. here, [pointing his pencil to the keyboard] press this .
Oh. you didn't do it right, (disappointed)
[turns back and walk very fast back to his own seat]
Greg: [pointing to the screen] Go that way!
Greg and Ken continued their play.
In this episode. Jack and Tom were quite far away from the computer; 
nevertheless, the distance did not stop them from participating in the game with Greg and 
Ken. Physically, they remained at their table to conform to the teacher's requirement. 
They joined the action by asking questions and making suggestions. W7hen Jack couldn't 
hold himself back any longer, he finally moved toward the computer. However, he was 
still try ing to hold back his body in order to remain in the space to which his legitimate 
activity belonged.
In all these episodes, Greg. Eric, Victor, Jack, and Tom were aware of the 
teacher's rules and the confined space around the computer. Although they stepped into 
the computer space, they still tried to hold back their bodies and remain in the area where 
they were supposed to be at that time. Their action marked an invisible boundary between
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the legitimate space around the computer and that which was not, as well as embodied 
their conflicting goals and interests. On the one hand, they wanted to follow the teacher’s 
rules and conlorm to the requirements of the classroom. On the other hand, their desire to 
play the game and have fun with the group seemed to take over, especially when they 
were so close to the space. 1 hrough many other interactions like these, the children 
tiansloimod the meaning ot the area around the computer, such that it became a highlv 
significant space with shifting zones of participatory’ legitimacy.
Temporal Processes: Extending Allocated Time
In addition to the physical boundaries ot the space, there was a strictly imposed 
time limit. 1 he students had only about 20-30 minutes at each choice time, which was the 
only time when they could play on their own at the computers. Depending on the set-up 
time, four or five students at best or three students at worst could get their designated turn 
sitting on the left and playing for about five minutes. The waiting lists contained as many 
as six or seven names, not counting the first two who signed up for the computer. The 
waiting student seated on the right had to wait at least five minutes to move left and 
officially get control. Thus the time limit imposed a big challenge. As stated previously, 
one of the group's main goals was to play the game to as high a level as they could. To 
reconcile their goals with the time limit they faced, the students employed four main 
strategies: delaying turn-taking, using the timer to prolong their time, streamlining the 
turn-taking system, and taking advantage ot clean-up time.
Delaying turn-taking. I his was mainly applied during the first semester when the 
timer was not used. Before the timer was introduced, the teacher would keep track the 
time and announce "it is time to change" from wherever she was at that moment. Quite
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often, the teacher would lose track of time or fall behind in enforcement. Thus, the left-
hand players were often observed prolonging their time in their position by delaying turn- 
taking, as seen in this episode:
[Episode 23. “Time to switch?”]
Jack and C ariie were playing Nanosaur while Greg was standing next to Jack 
ottering pointers. Victor was writing down his name on the waiting list on the 
table next to the computer.
1 eacher. [approaching the computer and gently tapping Jack on the back ] 
All right, (it's) time to switch.
Greg! [taking Greg away from the computer back to his desk] 
Jack: Time to switch? I just got on! (really loud)
Carrie: He..he., [laughing at Jack]
Jack: What do you mean, time to switch, time to switch? 1 am not gonna 
switch. I just got on! [remaining plavins]
}
Carrie: [slightly raising her body from the chair (to switch) and then sitting 
down]
Victor: [approaching the computer, intentionally irritates Jack by pressing 
the keys while smiling at Jack]
Jack: Stop it, Victor. I just got shot!
Victor: [smiling and walking to the back of their chair and watching from 
behind]
Carrie: Diamond-board.
Victor: [leaving]
Jack and Carrie kept playing.
Here Jack protested that “I just got on" as a reason not to switch turns. The reason 
he felt that he had just gotten on was that a computer problem took some time to resolve 
before they actually started playing the game, but the teacher didn't detect this. Precisely
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foi this reason, C arrie did not insist on switching although the teacher announced it.
Jack s resistance seemed to work in this instance, but not for long, as we saw in an earlier 
example (see Episode 9). Later Victor and Kevin realized that Jack had his turn for more 
than live minutes, so thev formed an alliance and forced him to quit, just as Victor and 
Bill forced Katie to quit in Episode 8. This blunt prolonging of their time is a serious 
obstacle to other plavers turns. As a result, other children would collectively resist these 
kinds of attempts.
Using the timer. After the timer was introduced toward the end of the first 
semester, it became harder for the seated player on the left to delay turn-taking. The timer 
provided an authoritative call because of its clear and unmistakable rings. Not only could 
the group at and around the computer hear the timer clearly, but also the whole class. 
However, the students figured out different ways to appropriate the timer to get more 
time, such as delaying the re-setting of the timer and cheating with the time on the timer. 
A detailed analysis of this appears in the section "appropriating and transforming 
artifacts."
Streamlining the turn-taking system. The teacher's rules imposed rigid turn-taking 
at Computer 1. To reach their goals of playing games and having tun with their peers, the 
students streamlined their turn-taking system through social negotiation and by 
transforming the meaning of the two computer chairs and the space on either side. As 
described earlier, the teacher had initially set up the space such that the child on the left 
was the official player (with a legitimate turn) and the child on the right was the official 
observer. Of course, according to the teacher's rules, watching and waiting were not 
allowed. Students negotiated among themselves to change this system. Over time, turn-
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taking e\ olved toward the following structure (see Figure 9), as long as all seated 
participants implicitly agreed and did not invoke the "no watching” rule. The child on the 
lett chair was the main player who had sole control of the keyboard and primary control 
ot the mouse. I he child on the right had less control of the computer, but this child was 
always involved in the ongoing activities by watching, suggesting, and sometimes 
manipulating the mouse. Mobile participants who were standing and waiting for their 
turns queued up to the right ot the right seated-player. W hen the allotted five minutes was 
over for the child on the left, he or she would get up and leave the chair, but would 
occasionally stay and stand on the left to keep watching. The child on the right then 
moved over to the left chair while the next-in-line child took the right chair.
Computer 1
Seated Players
Figure 9. Streamlining the turn-taking system.
By queuing up the turn-taking process, students minimized the disruption of the 
entire process, because the child on the right was already involved in the game and was 
ready to carry on where the previous child left o ff The waiting child was also ready to 
take on his or her role as the right-seated participant, due to already being part of the 
activity by watching and commenting from a standing position. The same queue shift 
repeated itself in the next round. Thus, turns progressed smoothly, with minimal
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interruption ot the game action and steady progression toward the eventual goal of 
winning the game.
As the video data indicated, streamlining the turn-taking system went through an 
e\ olv ing piocess. At the beginning, there was some confusion about whose turn w-as next 
I he student whose name was at the top ot the waiting list would try to grab the chair on 
the lett while forgetting that the seated player on the right was also in the waiting queue. 
I.\ en \\ hen there was no such confusion, the player on the right would sometimes bump 
into the waiting mobile participants when he/she walked around and behind the right 
chair to move to the left chair. These accidental bumps and arguments about turns 
sometimes elicited the teacher's intervention. One day towards the end of the first month. 
Carrie moved over to the left chair without moving behind the chairs after Kitty left, and 
Ken then took Carrie's chair from behind. This prototype of streamlining the turn-taking 
system was copied by the other students in the next several tum-takings on that day and 
the day after. Gradually, the practice of queuing up the turn-taking became the norm at 
the computer.
Taking advantage o f  clean-up time. At the end of choice time, most students were 
involved in clean-up activities such as saving their art work, putting books back on the 
shelf, putting away toys, washing paint brushes, and putting the classroom pet. Lucky, 
back in her box. The teacher would usually help the group that had made the most mess, 
while monitoring the other groups to make sure everything went smoothly. In contrast to 
the rest of the classroom, clean-up at the computer was simple and easy (consisting ot 
several button-presses). Hence, the group at the computer often continued their game 
playing until the end ot the clean-up time, when everyone was ready, or until the. teacher
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intervened. (. lean-up time provided more opportunities for the group to extend their time 
at the computer.
| Episode 24. Grouping around the computer in clean-up time]
Nick (lett) and I ed (right) played Nanosaur on the computer while Greg was 
watching behind them.
Background: Linda, the teacher, turned off the lights//
1 eacher: It is time to clean up.
Cireg. f I urns around to see the rest of the classroom - everyone was 
busying cleaning up]
NickTed: [Continue playing]
Greg: [turning back to the computer]
That way! [pointing to the screen]
Don't go that way. [try ing to press the keyboard]
Nick: Stop! [pushing away Greg's hand]
Teacher: [quietly taking Greg away and talking to him about not 
intervening in other's play]
Kevin: [Approaches the computer and stands behind Nick watching the 
screen]
(A minute later)
Tom: It is time to clean up. [approaching the computer and standing 
about 3 feet away]
[watching the screen]
Eric: [walking to the computer and standing next to Kevin, blocking 
Tom's view]
Tom: [leaning toward the left to avoid Eric and see the screen]
Teacher: [coming back to the computer with Greg] We still need to talk 
about it.
[bending down and talking softly to Nathan] It is clean-up time!
Eric/Kevin/Greg/Tom/: [Turn back and walk to their own tables]
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Nick I ed: [Get up and continue their discussion of the game]
Mick: We did get to the hot lava!
led : \  eah. we almost passed the hot lava.
I his is a typical episode during clean-up time. Nick and Ted chose not to react to 
the teacher s call that it is time to clean up." Their experience told them that they could 
wait to clean up until the last minute or until Linda, the teacher, came to tell them to quit. 
1 hey played until Linda came to tell them to stop. The teacher did not ask the children 
around the computer to go away: instead, she tocused on the seated player. Once the 
seated player shut off the game, the group dispersed.
Interestingly, many students gathered around the computer after they finished 
their clean-up. In the above episode, in addition to Greg who was there earlier, Kevin, 
Tom and Eric joined the group one by one. During the clean-up time, none of them 
needed to find an excuse to come to the computer because they were done with their 
work. Tom initially came over to remind them that it was clean-up time, but he stayed to 
watch the game. The data indicated that it was during clean-up time when the largest 
group (as many as 10 students) formed around the computer. After cleaning up their own 
activities, the students naturally were attracted to the only on-going activity, in this case. 
Computer 1. As a result, the computer became the center of the classroom during clean­
up time. Most of the students were there and sometimes the teacher would be there too, 
mostly for the purpose of dispersing the group and forcing the official play ers to shut 
down the computer. In most cases, the group would not leave unless the teacher 
(repeatedly) intervened, as in the following example.
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Cireg (lett) and Ken (right) played Nanosaur while Victor and Nick stood behind 
watching the game.
Background: The teacher turned off the lights.//
I eacher: All right, it is clean-up time.
Ken/Greg: [continue playing]
After a while, other groups are wrapping up//
1 eacher: I he group at the computer, it's time to clean up.
Victor: [presses Apple + Q keys]
Ken: No!
[pushing away Victor's hands] No. stop!
Greg: [pushing Victor's hands too]
V ictor: She (the teacher) said it is clean-up time, [loud]
Teacher: It's clean-up time!
Greg/Ken: [looking at each other]
Ken: We could've made it! [angrily getting up and kicking the chair] 
Greg: [reluctantly gets up]
I he teacher was the usual rule-enforcer during clean-up time. She usually turned 
off the lights first to signal the beginning of clean-up time. Since the group at the 
computer usually continued playing on the computer, the teacher had to repeatedly call 
the group's attention to turning off the computer. This behavior repeated itself day after 
day. Gradually, the teacher became more tolerant of the group's continuous playing at the 
computer during clean-up time. She would only come to the computer after most ot the 
class had finished cleaning up.
[Episode 25. “It’s clean-up time”]
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Because ol the large size of the group gathering at the computer during clean-up 
time, it became the peak time for group discussion and sharing. The group often
discussed the state of the game, as in the following example, which continued from 
Episode 24.
[Episode 26. “We passed the hot lava.”]
Nick and 1 ed turned off the computer and walked back to their table with the 
other children.
Nick: We did get to the hot lava!
Ted: Yeah, we passed the hot lava.
Victor: No, you didn’t.
Ted: Yes, we did.
Greg: No. there are more (that) you haven't got to yet.
Nick: [approaching me] You recorded it. We did pass the hot lava, right?
As the teacher was trying to restore order in the classroom. I did not show the 
video to them on that day.
In this episode, the focus of the discussion was the state of the game. Nick and 
Ted believed that they had passed the hot lava, which was the most challenging part of 
the game, but Victor and Greg seemed to think differently. As described previously, the 
children usually did not change the game after each turn-taking so that the whole group 
continued playing one game at each choice time session in order to advance the game to a 
higher level. Consequently, everyone was quite interested in finding out to which point 
the game had progressed by the end of the session. Frequently, children w ould ask each 
other questions such as “did you pass the hot lava?” "did you get to play hockey?" or 
"did you save the animal?"
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In addition to discussing the state ol the game, the group members often discussed 
and shared computer or game tricks.
[Episode 27. “\o u  can t save on this computer’]
//A short while after the teacher announced ‘i t  is clean-up time*’//
C arrie' I ed: [Get up from their chairs]
lack: \  ou guys, you should have saved! [approaching the computer] 
Victor: No, you can't.
led : She (Carrie) has saved.
Victor: You can't save on this computer.
Ken: You can't ‘cause it would mess up the computer.
Ted: You can't?
Victor: Yes. [walking back to his table]
Carrie: No, I saved it. I can show you tomorrow!
Each of them w alks back to his or her table.
This group was involved in a discussion of saving files on the computer. They 
seemed to have different opinions about it. This discussion actually carried over to the 
next day— Carrie showed the other children how to save files on Computer 1. In addition, 
clean-up time was a good time for the "experts" to show off their skills, as Greg and Ted 
did in the following example.
[Episode 28. “I am smart at computers, too!"]
Ted (left) and Ken (right) played Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo while Greg and Kyle 
stood behind watching. Carrie and Angela were approaching the computer.
Greg: 111 show you how to quit, [trying to grab the mouse]
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led : I know how to do this. I am smart at computers, too! [pushing 
away Greg's hands]
Ken: I am smart at computers! [mimicking Ted]
Greg, [laughing] Oh, do you know where we can find Nanosaurl It is 
way more fun!
Kevin: [approaching the computer] Nanosaur? Yeah, it is fun!
Ted: How?
Greg: You go to the hard disk, and open...
C arrie: No way, you can't. Linda (the teacher) took it off the computer.
I eacher: Guys at the computer. I already said it's clean-up time.
1 he group walked back to their seats and continued their discussion.
Here Greg was boasting about his skills, but Ted was offended and claimed that 
he knew about computers as well. Greg then went further to show that he knew how to 
retrieve Nanosaur, although Carrie was right that the teacher had taken the game off the 
computer.
In sum. the students effectively used clean-up time to extend their playing time at 
the computer. Most students gathered around the computer after finishing their clean-up. 
As a result, the computer space became the center of the classroom. A big group 
gathering also provided opportunities for the group to discuss the state of game playing, 
to share computer and game tricks, and even to show off their skills.
Social and Cognitive Processes: Building a Community' o f  Game Playing
As discussed earlier, the children played the game as a group to reconcile the 
limited time each child had on the computer with their goal of advancing the game to its 
highest level. Their playing as a group was demonstrated by the fact that the whole group
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played the same game in each choice time session and streamlined their turn-taking 
sy stem. More importantly, they helped each other's play and shared their skills and 
know ledge ot the game. In a sense, they were socially and cognitively building a 
community of game playing.
W e have witnessed many cases ol collaboration and help-giving (such as making 
suggestions or pointing to the screen) from the episodes presented, even though some of 
the help-giv ing (e.g., grabbing the mouse and typing on the key board) was not welcomed. 
I he interviews revealed that the group goal was the main motivation for such sharing and 
helping behav iors: "Oh. I want to pass the whole lava' or “It is fun for us to play 
together.”
Experienced players and novices. Children with different levels of expertise, 
interests, and goals made up this community. For example, Greg was an enthusiastic and 
experienced player at the computer. He w as one of the most present members in the 
group. Both the teacher and students identified him as a computer expert. He was eager to 
share his knowledge and offer tips and suggestions to others' play, as seen in Episodes 8, 
19,21 and 27.
At the same time, both individual and collective goals of advancing the game 
motivated novice players to improve their skills. Playing as a group provided a variety of 
opportunities for them to learn from experts. As mobile participants, they could learn by 
watching others playing without the pressure or tear ot tailing. They were not passive 
observers, as the teacher thought. They were mostly engaged in solving problems of 
ongoing games. When they got to the seated player's position, these resources were 
widely available. They could learn from another seated player or from the mobile
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participants gathering around. They could also explicitly ask, "how did you do it?” which 
is in general deemed an illegitimate action in an “organized learning” situation.
I l.pisode 29. Victor scaffolds Kristen's playing]
Kristen (left) and V ictor (right) were playing Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo together. 
Victor: Take a picture.
Kristen: Okay!
Victor: [pointing to the “Esc" key]
Kristen: Press this?
Victor: Yeah! That makes it a whole lot faster.
Kristen: [nodding her head.]
Victor: You only have 3 (pictures).
Victor: Why didn't you pick Parrots?
Kristen: You can?
Victor: Sure, that's what I did before.
Kristen: But I don't want parrots.
Victor: Take a picture of him.
Kristen: I am going to take a picture of this guy.
Victor: Fast button.
Kristen: This? [Her left hand is on the Esc key and looking at Victor] 
Victor: Yes!
Kristen: How can you get it (the camera) closer?
Victor: You can't. Just take it.
Kristen: Really?
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Kristen is clearly a novice player of Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo. She did not know 
\\ hat the last button was and was not sure if she could choose the animals to take pictures 
of. In this episode, \  ictor was patiently scaffolding Kristen’s play. He told her what was 
possible or impossible (e.g.. choosing the animal, getting close to the animals) and how 
and when to use the fast button. Ihrough many exchanges like this one between Victor 
and Klisten, the novices became more experienced, which in turn further challenged the 
experts to advance their skills.
Knowledge sharing. The whole group as a unit of knowledge holders also evolved 
with each member learning and bettering their skills. For example, at the beginning the 
whole group could rarely pass the "hot lava" of Nanosaur. When the novices became 
more fluent in this game, the whole group was able to advance more, which further 
challenged the whole group. As a result, they were usually able to pass the challenging 
part by the end of the first semester. In a sense, the whole group collectiv ely advanced 
their expertise. I will use the "fast button" in playing Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo game as an 
example to demonstrate the trajectory of the knowledge sharing, validating, and building 
in the group.
[Episode 30. “Fast button"]
This was the beginning of the second semester. Victor (left) and Carrie (right)
played Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo together while Greg was watching.
Carrie: Do you want to see something cool?
Victor: What?
Carrie: Press “Esc" (the long monologue of the character was gone!)
Victor: Cool! [smiling]
Greg: What's that?
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Carrie: Fast button!
Greg: Cool! Fast button!
I his  i s  the birth ot “fast button for this group. The fast button is the trick to skip 
the monologue of the character, which to the children had become so familiar.
Intci\ iew ing C arrie resealed that she had learned the trick from her older sister at home. 
In this episode, she introduced it to Victor and Greg for the first time. Afterwards, the 
secret just took ott. as in Episode 29 when Victor told Kristen how to use the fast button, 
(ireg also showed it to Ken and other mobile participants, including Nick and Eric, the 
next day. In Episode 22, Jack and Tom observed from their table and they learned it by 
asking '“What is the fast button?" In a non-computer group a couple of days later. Tom 
asked other children about the “fast button" and more students learned and tried it out at 
the computer. Gradually, the secret spread among the group. Within one week, everyone 
knew how to employ the “fast button" trick to skip the dull part of the game and jump to 
the exciting section.
The trajectory of “fast button" knowledge looks like this: One child learned about 
it outside of the classroom (through playing with friends or a family member). This child 
then brought the trick into her own play and showed to others, who spread the trick 
further, until eventually the group shared the practice and accumulated the knowledge. 
There are also other trajectories of knowledge-sharing starting from different know ledge 
sources (e.g., I taught them how to trash the CD to open the CD drive). Nevertheless, the 
trick/know ledge went through a similar trajectory and became the whole group's 
knowledge.
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Making sense o f  the collective experience. This group also tried to make sense of 
their collective experience together. For example, the teacher decided to take Nanosaur 
oft ( omputer I alter playing it herself at the beginning of the second semester. Her 
explanation v\as that the game was too violent. She explained this to the class but some of 
the students (e.g., Ken) were absent and did not know about the change. In the following 
example, Greg explained to Ken about the change and also tried to make sense of it 
himself.
[Episode 31. “It is not educational'*]
Ken and Greg w andered around the carpet area next to the computer while Victor 
and Kevin were playing Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo at Computer 1.
Greg: We can't play Nanosaur anymore.
Victor: [turning toward them] Can't! There is no Nanosaur.
Ken: We can't play Nanosaur on this computer? [pointing to Computer 
1]
Greg: Yeah! This computer [pointing to Computer 1]. No. you can’t. You 
cannot do anything.
(Ken and Greg approached the computer and stood behind the chairs)
Greg: If it is not lighting, then . . .
Ken: It is not even like it's sun and wind . . .  (not clear).
Greg: Yeah, but, we still. . .
‘But it is not educational!'
Ken: [waving both arms and appearing quite disappointed] What the 
hell! I am going to play Nanosaur.
Greg: But we cannot! W7e are not playing.
Ken: Why can't we play Nanosaur? We've played Nanosaur since . . .  
(not clear)
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Cireg. But you didn t even use it once since . . .
Ken. \  ou must be talking about that computer (Computer 2). Not this 
one [pointing to Computer 1].
I only played on this computer.
Cireg.  ^ou can ask her. You can ask her (the teacher).
Background: I hey went to ask the teacher. She explained that the game is too 
\ iolent. so she didn t want them to play that game anymore. On the way back to 
the computer, they started to share their exciting memories of NanosaurJ!
In this episode, Greg tried his best to explain the situation to Ken by using the 
teacher s words "it is not educational" though he did not really understand it himself. Ken 
did not believe him at the beginning, but the teacher's explanation finally persuaded him. 
Ken actually internalized the explanation and tried to explain it to others later (see 
Episode 13). When Nick asked why they didn't play Nanosaur, Ken told him "because 
there is too much violence.”
The cancellation of the Nanosaur game had a big impact on Greg and other 
Nanosaur fans. Some of the group members kept asking the teacher why they could not 
play the game anymore. The group also discussed the game among themselves even after 
the game was long gone. In the following episode, Greg tried to bring up the topic of 
Nanosaur.
[Episode 32. "Do you wanna play Nanosaur"]
Kevin had just started the computer and Greg approached the computer.
Greg: Do you wanna play Nanosaur? Because . , .
Kevin: . . .  (not clear)
Greg: Yeah, because. You don't?
Kevin: Yes, I do.
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Greg: But, you cannot play it!
Kevin: I know
Greg: Right.
Kevin: Ha. ha [starting the game Toy Story]
Greg. Do you know that Mrs. Linda, she is playing it. She's trying to see 
if it is violent or not. But we cannot play it anvmore.
Kevin: f orget about it! We can t play it anymore!
I hiough exchanges similar to this one between Kevin and Greg, the students were 
helping each other accept the tact that they couldn t play Nanosaur anymore.
I hese results indicated that the group was building a community of game playing. 
Cognitively, they scaffolded each other's playing and shared knowledge. Socially, they 
helped each other make sense of their collective experience. These efforts might not have 
been intentional or well planned, but the individual and collective goals of advancing the 
game to the highest possible level, as well as the time and space limits they faced at the 
computer, generated authentic motivation for the group to build a community.
This examination of children's processes in spontaneously forming groups at the 
computer illustrates that children are capable of imposing their own framework of rules, 
norms, and expectations on the activity when there is freedom for negotiation. They 
negotiate their goals and the affordances of the artifacts and rules through sophisticated 
spatial, temporal, social and cognitive processes.
Appropriating and Transforming Cultural Artifacts
The physical and social artifacts in the computer space and their characteristics 
imposed limits as well as opportunities for ditterent interpretation and usage, as discussed
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earlier. Not only are the artifacts themselves important, but also the ways in which 
students leverage them to achieve different goals. Vygotsky and other sociocultural 
scholars have argued that semiotic mediation is the process whereby concrete tools and 
symbols are transformed into tools to think with (Saxe et al., 19%; Vygotsky. 1978).
1 bus. although the computer-related artifacts in this classroom have institutionally 
defined tunctions and purposes, students endow them with new uses and meanings and 
transform them into tools to actualize their interests. For example, the computer is 
designed lor solitary activities but was used by the students in this classroom for their 
collective game playing. The self-contained nature of the computer as its designers 
intended w as also appropriate to accommodate different levels of expertise, as 
demonstrated in exchanges between the novices and the experts. In this section. 1 focus 
on how students appropriated the artifacts of the timer, the waiting list, and the software 
programs to serve complex social negotiation functions.
The Timer
The timer w as introduced in the latter part of the first semester. It took a while 
for the children to get used to it. The children initially did not like the timer; their 
explanations were that it “takes away the time we can play. Gradually, they discovered 
that the timer actually guaranteed a fair share ot time at the computer, and eventually all 
the children became used to the timer. As a result, the\ started to use it and enforced 
timer use among others, as shown in this episode.
[Episode 33. Set the timer]
Greg and Kevin played at the computer while Tom and Katie were watching on
the sideline. 1 he timer went oft.
Greg: [trying to quiet the timer] Oh!
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Katie: Change!
Gmg: W ait a minute! [quieting the timer and reluctantlv getting 
up]
Kevin: [moving up to take Greg’s chair]
Katie: [taking Kevin's chair on the right]
I om: I imer! Katie, [reminding Greg to reset it]
Greg: Push the same button! [standing next to Kevin]
I his episode happened during the first week when the timer was introduced. The 
students were not used to the timer yet. After the turn switch, both Tom and Greg were 
reminding Katie to reset the timer. Interestingly, the norm of setting the timer emerged 
such that the student who had just become the seated player on the right took the 
responsibility of resetting the timer. This could be the reason that the timer had the most 
direct effect on the right-seated player's tum. Later in the second semester, students 
gradually figured out different ways to cheat on the timer. The following is a common 
example.
[Episode 34. “Don't start it vet'’]
C elia and Nick signed up for the computer. Celia had just sat down on the left and 
was looking through the CDs and trying to decide which game to play. Nick 
grabbed the chair on the right and joined her.
Nick: [taking the timer off the shelf and tried to set the time]
Celia: Don't start it yet. I am not ready yet.
Nick: Okay!
C elia: You can start it now.
Nick: [push the button on the timer] Five minutes!
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( eha asked Nick not to start the timer until she started playing the game. To her. 
selecting a program and putting the CD into the drive should not count toward her time at 
the computer. 1 his strategy was widely employed among the children, especially at the 
beginning ol each session. The left-seated player would usually ask the right-seated 
player to delay setting the timer until they were ready to play. In this way. they got a 
• solid' five minutes of playing. Here is another example of students’ securing more time 
by manipulating the timer.
[Episode 35. “8 minutes! You are cheating”]
rhe timer went off. Carrie got up and left her chair. Nick moved over into 
the official player spot while Kevin was approaching the desk for his turn, 
l ed observed from farther away.
Carrie: [setting the timer to 9 minutes] Look!
Nick: [smiling and lowering his voice] 9 minutes!
Kevin: [takes the right chair without knowing the trick]
Ted: [approaching the computer and looking at the timer]
What? 8 minutes? You are cheating!
Kevin: Give it to me!
Kevin took the timer and set it back to 5 minutes.
It was not uncommon for seated players to torm an alliance and attempt to 
prolong their turns or keep out mobile participants. In the case above, however. Came 
attempted to maintain her alliance with Nick even after her turn as an official player had 
ended. She set the timer tor Nick s turn and stealthily showed him that she had given him 
an extra four minutes. Although the timer was designed to ensure equity , Carrie 
appropriated it for inequitable purposes. Interestingly, she didn t use her knowledge ot 
how to defeat the timer for her own benefit. I  he timer became a means ot doing a favor
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for another and was thus transformed to serve the social goal of building relationships.
I Infortunately for Carrie, her attempt was foiled by the ever-vigilant mobile participants. 
The H ailing List
I he waiting list was one oi the most widely used artifacts by the students as a 
legitimate excuse to join the computer group (by checking the list or signing up), as we 
have witnessed in many examples before (e.g.. Episodes 1, 8 and 12). The waiting list 
was usuall\ placed on the small table next to the computer table. It was not set up bv the 
teacher ahead ot time. Instead, the students, often the mobile participants, brought it in 
themselves, as shown in the following example.
[Episode 36. “Here is the list!”]
Jack (left) and Carrie (right) played Nanosaur while Greg was watching behind 
the chairs.
Kevin: [approaching the computer w hile holding a piece of paper and a 
pencil]
Here is the list! Here is the list! [putting the list on the table next to 
the computer]
Greg: [pressing the kevboard]
}
Kevin: Hey Greg, here is the list. [wTiting down his own name on the list] 
Greg: [turning slightly toward Kevin, but still watching the screen]
Jack: There*re more followers. Stop jumping! [typing]
Greg: Go sideways! [pointing to the screen]
Jack: I don't need to jump when I say (it), [talking to Carrie]
Carrie: Why don't you move forward? [talking back to Jack]
Greg: See! [pointing to the screen} 
j
Kevin: Greg! [Holding Greg's shoulder and turning him to the list]
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Cireg: Okay! [writing down his namel 
}
Lame: You are going the wrong way. [talking to Jack]
Cireg: [turning back] No. you are not!
1 lore ke\ in brought in a piece ol paper and a pencil and loudly claimed, “here is 
the list. It was typical tor mobile participants to bring in the list and sign up. 
Surprisingly, Cireg. though the first mobile participant, forgot to do so in this episode. He 
was so immersed in the game that he didn t care to write down his own name if Kevin 
hadn t kept reminding him. It was quite common for the mobile participants to remind 
each other to sign up their names. In a way, they collectively used it as a legitimate 
means for them to get on the computer.
Waiting lists were also often used by mobile participants as a legitimate means of 
protecting fair turns when there were arguments about turns, as shown in the following 
example.
[Episode 37. “Isn't this Greg?"]
Megan (left) and Nick (right) played Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo while Carrie and 
Celia were standing behind, watching. Greg had been watching earlier but was 
taken away by the teacher.
Nick: Two more minutes, [reading the timer]
Take a picture of that, take a picture of that! [pointing to a snake 
on the screen]
Celia: No, don't take the picture of him.
Carrie: Get the seals. That's the only animal. . .
Greg: [running to Nick and grabbing the back of the chair] I am sorry, 
but I had to do my work. So can I get my spot back?
Nick: [silently watching the screen]
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crreg: C an I get my spot back? I was next!
Nick: I was next.
( «reg: [running to the table and took the waiting list and show it to Nick] 
Isn t this Greg? G-r-e-g! G-r-e-g! I was there! I was doing my 
work. I was next!
}
C elia: Get the camera, then take the picture.
Njck. Okay, okay! [getting up from his chair] and I am after you then! 
Greg took the chair on the right.
Prior to this episode. Greg was waiting in the queue before Nick. Because the 
teacher asked Greg to finish up his assignment, he left to do so. When he came back and 
found Nick was playing, he used the waiting list to take his turn back. He rhetorically 
asked “Isn't this Greg?" and dramatically spelt his name. This was common practice 
when the students found someone else taking their turns, although they were usually not 
as dramatic as Greg w as. Here is another example of Ted using the list to get his turn 
back.
[Episode 38. "My name is on the list"]
Ted was asked by the teacher to wash his hands when he started his turn on the 
right chair because he had been playing with Lucky earlier. Victor was playing by 
himself.
Ken: [grabs the chair on the right and sits down]
Nick: How- do you get the thing out?
Ken: [pressing the keyboard]
Ted: [coming back to the computer]
Hey. hey boy! [stepping to the chair and pushing Ken]
Ken: My name is on it. (Ken was lying about this).
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I ed: | walking to the table next to the computer on the left]
My name is on this.
[waving the list] The list!
Ken: Okay, okay! [leaves shortly after]
Like Greg, Ted used the waiting list and got his turn back. Waiting lists seemed to 
be an effective means of getting their turns back. Both Ken and Nick gave the turns back 
after being presented with the list. Both Greg and 7ed used the waiting list to serve their 
legitimate turns. However, the students sometimes transformed usage of w aiting list to 
serve other goals.
[Episode 39. ‘‘You've got your turn”]
Carrie (left) and Tom (right) played at Computer 1 while Jack was standing next
to Carrie watching. He was done with his turn earlier.
Jack: These are diamond boards, get them, [pointing to the screen]
Carrie: Yeah!
Jack: [walking to the small table and trving to sign up his name]
}
Carrie: He..he (laughing). You've got your turn. Jack!
Jack: [puts down the pencil and smiles]
Officially, the students could not get another turn in the same choice time after 
finishing their turn. In this example. Jack tried to get a second turn by signing up after his 
play, but Carrie stopped his attempt. When Greg had made a similar attempt earlier in 
Episode 11 and successfully signed up his name on the list after his turn, Celia caught the 
“mistake. " declared that “you can t have a second turn, and crossed off his name. Both 
Jack and Greg were trying to use the waiting list to get a second turn after their initial
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turn. W ith the waiting list being a public record that everyone could check, these kinds of 
efforts were easily stopped by other students.
In principle, the list was valid for only one choice time session. However,
sometimes the students would interpret it differently to serve their own purpose, as in this 
example.
[Episode 40. “The list doesn't go on"]
Nick had just moved over to the left chair after Kristen left and Kevin got the 
chair on the right.
Kevin: I don't have enough time to play today [checking the timer].
Nick: No, but you'll get one tomorrow.
Kevin: No, I won't!
Nick: Tomorrow (Friday).
Kevin: No, I won’t!
Nick: I mean on Monday 
Kevin: No!
Nick: I mean on Tuesday (laughing).
Kevin: No, I won’t! The list doesn't go on. Let me play when you get one 
goal.
Nick: Okay!
In this episode. Nick realized that Kevin would not get his turn that day because it 
was close to the end of the session and he tried to comfort Kevin by saying “you'll get 
one (turn) tomorrow." Kevin was tuned in to the tact that the list changed da\ b\ da\.
Nick actual I v understood the usage and limitation ot the list, as ltvealed in the interview. 
Nevertheless, he freely interpreted the rule to comfort his triend.
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I hese examples indicated that the children were aware of the legitimate meaning 
and usage ot the waiting list and frequently used it to protect their turns. Going beyond 
the official usage, they appropriated it to serve their own goals and needs.
The Softw are Programs
As discussed earlier, the two main programs that the students chose to play were 
Nanosaur and I utt-f utt Saves the Zoo. While both games were designed for a single user 
and a single computer, the students in this classroom appropriated the software to serve 
their group needs and goals -  playing with their friends and having fun together.
I hey transferred these two games to accommodate at least two players. Nanosaur 
is a good example. The game allows the user to map input to either the keyboard or the 
mouse. However, the students decided to use the keyboard and mouse separately by two 
seated players. Thus the seated players had to coordinate their action in order to make the 
game work. As we saw in an earlier example (see Episode 5 “You jump. I'll count”). 
Katie and Greg were trying to devise a way to coordinate their actions. By separating the 
functions of keyboard and mouse, and coordinating their actions, they made the program 
an authentic two-player game. However, this phenomenon can also be interpreted 
differently. It is possible that the young children were not developmentallv capable of 
controlling both the keyboard and the mouse at the same time. Unfortunately, there is no 
prior research that helps us determine w'hether this was the case. Nevertheless, based on 
mv observations on those rare occasions when a child played alone at the computer, 1 
judged that the children were capable of manipulating both inputs at the same time. To 
some extent, this strengthens the argument that these young children purposefully divided 
the control o f the two input devices between themselves.
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More impressivelv, the students found ways to make the program accommodate 
multiple users. I hey made it become a group event and the whole group continuously 
played the same game. Everyone contributed to the common goal of the group playing 
the game to the highest possible level. They realized this by queuing up and streamlining 
their turn-taking svstem and sharing and building a community of game playing, as was 
discussed earlier. I here was a clear division of labor amongst themselves. While the 
seated player on the left would manipulate the keyboard, the seated player on the right 
would manipulate the mouse. The mobile participants played multiple roles. Some of 
them would keep a running commentary of the game (e.g., "we just lost the follower”), 
w hich could be used as the whole group's reference for the next step. Some of them 
would make suggestions and help the play (e.g., “go that way, you will find eggs over 
there"), while some would be observing and learning the skills and tricks of the game.
In summary, the examples of the timer, the waiting list and the software programs 
demonstrate how students appropriated and transformed the usage and meaning of these 
artifacts to serve their complex social negotiation needs. However, the process ot 
appropriating and transforming artifacts is selective. For example, they were confined to 
two chairs at the computer. They never attempted to drag a third chair into this space. 
This could be explained in that the institutional meaning of a chair is strong and is one 
rule that the students do not break. An alternative explanation could be a practical reason. 
I he computer screen was too small to accommodate three chairs in tront ot it. II a child 
had sat down in a third chair, he or she may not have been able to fully see what was 
happening on the screen.
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Appropriating and 1 ransforming Rules
I his rule imposed the greatest constraint on children s spontaneous group work at 
the computer because it prohibited the mobile participants' presence. However, the 
students were not confined by this rule. They had a variety of ways of interpreting and 
transforming the “no watching" rule.
1 he following example is a continuation ot Episode 14, “Don't let other people 
play. Recall that Kevin had left tor the bathroom and Victor, the right-seated plaver, was 
there to defend both players' official status and put the turn-taking system on hold until 
Kevin returned. As this situation continued, two mobile participants, Eric and Ken. 
appropriated the waiting list and transformed the “no watching" rule for rhetorical 
purposes, to convince Victor to give up his efforts.
[Episode 41. “I am not watching, look!"]
Kevin was still in the bathroom. Eric continued to sit next to Victor in Kevin's 
chair. Ken watched their argument.
Victor: [looking around for Kevin] Can we start now?
Bill: [leaves]
Victor: [to Eric] Go!
Eric: [turns his head away from the computer and pretends not to be 
watching the screen]
Ken: [walking to the desk next to the computer and putting down a piece 
of paper] I am going to put down everybody's name!
Victor: [looking up from the keyboard to Ken] No, you cannot.
Ken: [ignoring Victor and writing, then reading aloud the names of 
students waiting for the computer] Kevin, \  ictor. Eric, Ktn . . .
"No Watching' Rule
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Victor, [turning to Eric again] Go, you are not supposed to be watching!
Enc: [putting his right hand on his eyes while watching through the 
lingers] I am not watching, look!
Victor: [smiles at Eric]
1 ric transformed the meaning of the "no watching" rule in curious ways in this 
exchange. As the no watching rule was usually invoked, it meant that observers should 
"go away and not crowd around the seated players; it typically was used as a means to 
define and protect the space around the seated players. Here Eric transformed the rule, 
however, and enacted it literally—by sarcastically turning his head away from the screen 
or covering his eyes. Despite the fact that he is ostensibly following the rule. Eric 
remained in the protected space of the seated players, even going so far as to usurp the 
official player's seat. Victor is both frustrated and amused by Eric's joke, but he 
obviously got the point. Ken's use of the waiting list in this exchange represented an even 
more powerful rhetorical strategy. While Ken did not explicitly tell Victor that it is unfair 
to hold up so many others while Kevin was in the bathroom, his writing and subsequent 
dramatic reading of the waiting list served exactly that tunction. Ken thus appropriated 
the waiting list and used it to serve the complicated social tunction ot challenging 
Victor's action by appealing to the greater good (i.e.. the others who were waiting,
including Victor himself).
Here is another example where the mobile participants transformed the no
watching" rule and persistently approached and stayed at the computer.
[Episode 42. “I was observing”]
Ted (left) and Victor (right) played at Computer 1 while Greg and Nick were
watching behind the chairs.
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(,reg' ({kay; 1 am not watching [moving a little further behind Ted's 
chair]
led : [Turning around to look at Greg]
Victor: Greg!
( ireg: [moving a little further behind but his right hand is still on the back 
of Ted's chair]
Nick: [closing his eyes and pretending not to be watching]
Ted: No observing computers.
Nick: Yeah. I know, [smiling]
Greg: Okay.[moving further and his right hand leaving the chair, 
intending to leave]
Victor: Ah .. .[looking at both Nick and Greg]
Nick: [Closing his eyes again to pretend not to be watching]
N/G: [turning and leaving]
Ted: W hat.. .(unclear)
Greg: [rushing back to the computer immediately] Yeah. I know where to 
go! [putting his hands on the keyboard]
//After a while, Greg kept watching at the computer and Amber 
approached the computer//
Victor: Everybody, go away!
G/A: [moving away from the computer a little]
Victor: [still pushing Greg] Go away!
Amber: [turns around and leaves]
Greg: 1 was . . .
Yictor: T here is no watching.
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Victor: If you were. If you were not, go away. I should have this done all 
b y . . .
(>reg: I was only observing
Victor: See.
led- \  ou are not supposed to observe the computer.
Victor: Yeah! You are watching the computer, [left hand emphatically 
pointing to the screen] You are observ ing the computer.
Victor: Greg!!!
(ireg. \  es! (impatiently) [standing where he was and still watching the 
screen]
Victor: Go away! [turning back to the computer]
Greg: [moving closer and pointing to the screen] whah . . .
[then taking back his hand immediately]
In this lengthy exchange. Victor and Ted repeatedly invoked the "no watching" 
rule while Nick and Greg persistently found different ways to get around it. Nick literally 
enacted the rule by closing his eyes and pretending not to be watching the computer. To 
respond to the mle. Greg stepped back a small step a time while his hands still held onto 
the back of the chair in the first half of the example. Later, he was arguing "I am only 
observing the computer." He deviously replaced "watching" with "observ ing." There 
were legitimate activities in the classrooms such as “observing Lucky (the classroom 
pet)" or “observing the weather." In this way. he was hoping to get around the "no 
watching" rules. However, the seated players (Victor and Ted) were equally persistent. 
Greg never retreated far from the space: he always found a good time to get back on and 
was able to stay playing. This is a typical example ot how seated players and mobile
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participants negotiated and tested the boundary of the rules and constantly defined and 
redefined the zone of legitimate participation.
Rule Enforcement
As discussed previously, the teacher did not have much time to focus on 
evervthing in the classroom and thus seldom enforced the rules at the computer. The 
students actually actively enforced the rules themselves in order to save the limited time 
they had. In the following episode, the teacher announced “time to switch," but Jack was 
still playing.
[Episode 43. “Nick is next"]
Jack (left) and Victor (right) were still playing Nanosaur on Computer 1.
Ted: It is time to change on the computer, [approaching the computer 
and standing on the left side]
She (the teacher) just said.
Jack: [getting up and walking back to the chair on the right, pretending 
to grab that chair]
Victor: [moving up to Jack's chair]
Ted: No! [looking at the w aiting list and turning to the other side of the 
classroom] Nick is next.
Jack: [giving up and walking to wTite down his name on the waiting list]
Ted: No. you can't get the second turn.
Jack: [puts down the pencil]
Nick: [running to the computer and sitting on the right chair]
Jack: [walking back and standing behind the two chairs]
(jokingly) I crossed o ff your name.
Nick: [Standing up and leaning forward to see the waiting list]
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I ed: No, (assuming for Nick that it didn’t happen) Nick, I am gonna 
scribble out your name 'cause. . .  you are already in. okay?
Nick: [nods]
I ed was the serious rule enforcer in this episode despite Jack’s joke of pretending 
to grab the chair on the right. Ted's enforcement was not only for his own good. He was 
also 11\ ing to protect Nick s turn and make sure the whole turn-taking moved smoothly. 
Onl\ i! Nick got his turn would I ed be able to get on afterwards. The purpose of this 
kind ot rule-enforcement and self-policing was to avoid the teacher's interference. One 
direct consequence of the teacher intervening was that she would disperse the mobile 
participants, which is not desired by the group. As in Episodes 40 and 41, the seated 
players (Victor and Ted) stalwartly enforced the "no watching" rules, but they did not go 
to the teacher for help. It formed a significant contrast to other activities in the classroom, 
when students would often go to the teacher for arbitration. The interviews indicated that 
the students were aware of the differences between computer activities and other 
activities. Jack told me “We all know the rules" when I asked why the teacher didn't 
come over to the computer that often. Greg explained, "We know wrhat to do at 
computers, so she doesn't need to help us.’
In the example above, Ted seemed to be a lonely rule-enforcer. Most of the time, 
it was not the case. The whole group would together enforce the rules.
[Episode 44. “Who is next? ]
Kristen and Megan were playing at C omputer 1 while Kt\ in and Nick were 
watching.
Kevin: Why don't you go the hockey place?
(Timer goes off. Mary moves to the left chair while Kristen gets up and leaves.)
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Nick: [walking to the left to look at the waiting list] Who's next?
Cireg: (running to the list and writing down his own name] It is Ken. 
Nick: [turning around] Ken! Ken!
Kevin: [turning back and pointing to the chair] Ken, come here. It is vour 
turn.
Ken was tied up with other things with the group.//
(ireg: [grabbing the chair on the right, tries to sit down]
Nick/Kevin: No, Ken is coming.
//Shortly after, Ken came to take his chair.//
In this episode, Kevin and Nick together protected Ken's turn although Ken was 
not present at that moment. They abided by the waiting list and actively protected the 
student's turn from Greg's attempt to usurp it.
The results indicated that rule enforcement was important for the group's play to 
go smoothly when the teacher's enforcement was weak. However, the teacher did not like 
the fact that students were enforcing the rules: “I generally don't want students to enforce 
the rules." Nevertheless, the students actively exercised their agency to enforce the rules 
in order to serve their spontaneous group needs.
Turn-Taking Cheats
The students generally followed and enforced the rules so as to ensure fair play 
and turns. Sometimes, however, the students would only follow and interpret turn-taking
rules when the rules suited them.
[Episode 45. “How about you get on this side?"]
Ken and Greg were playing Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo. Karl was on the left with the 
keyboard while Greg was on the right, slightly turned sideways toward the screen.
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Ken. [holding Cireg s left hand and stopping him from typing]
Greg: I am playing (low voice) [try ing to get away from Ken's hand to 
type on the keyboard]
Ken: Aha . . .  [pushing away Greg’s hand] I am playing! (very loud)
iiieg: I ve got to give him some zoo cap.
[Putt-Putt on the screen says “I bought you some zoo cap.”]
Ken. [letting Greg has his way. so now Greg has the mouse and can type 
on the keyboard]
You know, everybody beats this old game.
Greg: No, not everybody. Not me, not you. nobody except Jack and . . .
Ken: 1 beat one of you. You mean Jesse (unclear). He beats a lot o f . . .  I 
beat the . . .  [relaxes himself to the chair]
Greg: [presses one key on the keyboard]
Wait a minute, [looking on the keyboard for volume key] I need to 
make it louder.
[a loud voice coming out of the computer “I am looking for the 
baby animals . . . ”]
[turns around to see the classroom's reaction to the loud voice]
Ken: [straightens up his body and leans towards the keyboard] I am 
doing this! (annoyed) [trying to type on the keyboard]
Greg: [pushing away Ken's hand] See what happened now! (angry)
Ken: How about you get on this side.
Greg: Yeah, you can get on the other side, (happily)
[moves up to the chair on the left]
Ken: [gets up and turn around to the right side and takes Greg's chair]
Greg: [pushing avvav Ken's hand on the mouse] May I please use the 
mouse, okay? You can watch, ok?
Ken: [holding to the mouse] No, I am here first. I am not gonna watch, 
‘cause I was here first.
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cireg: | using both hands to get the mouse] No, you can't use that. You 
watch. We use this. I he whole people use this. You can watch, 
ok? You watch me!
Ken. [raising his voice] No, I am not gonna watch. I was first on this 
computer. Now . . .
(ireg. [shaking his head] No, you were . . .  No. you wasn't.
In this episode, (ireg was manipulating the turns to serve his purpose of playing 
more. Karl had the turn before Greg and Greg was supposed to watch until the timer went 
oil. However, Greg was more experienced in this game and on the computer in general. 
He dominated the playing even when he was supposed to watch. Ken decided to switch 
sides to let Greg have the keyboard so that he could at least control the mouse. After the 
switch, there was still an argument about who should have the mouse. The following 
episode is a continuation of the above example.
[Episode 46. "You are on this first"]
//Timer goes off//
Greg: [looking up at the timer for a second] Oh. now. you . . .  I am on it 
[getting up. turning to the chair on the right and sitting down] YTou 
are on this first. You are on this first.
[pushing Ken to the chair on the left]
You are on this first. So. get off! Get ott.
[keeps pushing Ken to the left] You are on this first, get off.
[getting up to quiet the timer] Stop!
OK, now you've gotta get off. It alarmed. You have to get off! It 
alarmed. Okay?
Ken: [puts the tailing timer back to the top of the computer desk]
Greg: [looking at the screen] Wait a minute. I've gotta go backwards, 
[typing on the computer]
//Lights are off. The teacher reminds everyone they have only five minutes left to 
work.//
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[F inali> gets up and checks the waiting list next to the computer
U L o K  I
11 urns back to the chair on the right]
I ve got two times.
Greg: No, you cannot.
Ken: Nobody is signed there. See.
Cireg: Hey, wait a minute [getting back to play]
( ireg and Ken continued playing. Greg controlled both the mouse and the
keyboard now.
In this episode, Greg was manipulating the rules to serve his own purpose. He 
followed the rules when it suited him. When the timer went off, Greg decided to go back 
to his original turn so that he could get on for the upcoming turn. This example showed 
sophisticated turn manipulations although they were for the wrong purpose.
In summary. the students' social practices when they spontaneously formed a 
group at the computer were the result of ongoing negotiating between the children's 
indiv idual and collective goals and the affordances of the environment, including the 
cultural artifacts and the social rules in the classroom. Children reconciled their game 
playing goals and social goals as individuals or as a group, as demonstrated in the 
interaction amongst and between the seated players and the mobile participants. The 
artifacts and the rules comprising the activity of classroom computer use offered 
possibilities as well as challenges for children s social negotiation. In the process ot 
social negotiation, they appropriated and transtormed the norms ot the artifacts.
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Meaning and Learning in the Third Space: Discussion 
Returning to the research questions I posed at the beginning of this study, the 
results indicate that when children spontaneously form groups around a classroom 
computer, highly complex and sophisticated patterns of behavior emerge. Classroom 
rules, such as limits on time and the number of participants, and the structure of the 
physical environment, such as computer placement and surrounding chairs, both enable 
and constrain children s collaborative computer use. These environmental factors provide 
assurances ot fairness while also imposing structures on turn-taking and group work that 
are unrelated to game progress or children's collaborative tendencies. The physical form 
of the space around the computer and its intended regulated usage embody an individual- 
oriented computer culture and teacher-centered classroom norm. However, children 
desire and practice a group-oriented computer norm and their underground computer 
culture, which are partially driven by their individual goals and collective group goals 
and are manifested in their collaboration, negotiation, and conflict-solving between and 
amongst seated players and mobile participants.
To reconcile these two different sets of cultural norms, children consistently 
negotiate tensions between their goals and the environment, which results in complex 
spatial, temporal, social and cognitive processes. Spatially, children delimit the physical 
boundaries of the space by scrutinizing the play irom a distance and then finding a right 
time to join. Temporally, they extend the allocated time by delay ing turn-switching, 
streamlining the turn-taking system, appropriating the timer, and prolonging play during 
clean-up time. Socially and cognitively, the whole group shares knowledge and make 
sense of their collective experience as a community ol game play ing. In these processes.
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the children also appropriate and transform the meaning of artifacts and rules in their 
cm ironment in a kind of semiotic mediation to serve the needs of complex social 
negotiation, such as maintaining social alliances via manipulating the timer, illuminating 
conflict between individual and group goals through a dramatic reading of the waiting 
list, making single-player games accommodate multiple players, enabling flexible 
interoperation, bending the no watching rules by covering their eves and stepping 
away from the computer, or forcefully enforcing the rules individually and collectively. 
As a result, children as active agents create a Third Space where the meaning, rules and 
practices are fluid and are constructed and reconstructed, which goes beyond the physical 
form and intended regulated practices.
In this section, I further explore the meaning of and learning in children's 
construction of Third Space by focusing on these seven issues: (a) meaningful social 
practices during spontaneous group game play, (b) Third Space and multi-dimensional 
processes, (c ) complexity of children's goals, (d) appropriating artifacts and classroom 
rules as active agents, (e) gender and individual issues, (f) learning in Third Space, and 
(g) the nature of learning.
Meaningful Social Practices During Spontaneous Group Game Play
In contrast to the views of being “chaos." "a computer design problem." and "a 
waste of time." the results demonstrate meaningtulness ot children s social practices 
during spontaneous group game play, which is manifested in children s active 
participation and knowledge sharing and community building.
Active participation with and without mouse and keyboard. When students 
spontaneously formed a group around the computer, the results indicated that both the
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seated players and the mobile participants were highly engaged in the ongoing game 
playing, but it was the mobile participants who were viewed as -passive” or whose 
behavlor was seen as “pointless” by the teacher. I would argue against this view in two 
respects, f irst, we should look at the mobile participants' active involvement without a 
mouse and keyboard. Second, we need to realize that the action is on this side of the 
screen.
I he existing studies in the literature indicate mixed results regarding children's 
mouse and keyboard access and possession and learning outcomes at computers (Cole. 
1995; Inkpen et al., 1997; Kuhataparuks. 1997; Webb. 1984). This study supports Cole's 
result in that the mouse possession did not necessarily mean control of the ongoing 
activity. Although most of the children believed that having a mouse and keyboard meant 
that they were hav ing their turns, not having a mouse and keyboard did not prevent them 
from participating in playing the game in several different ways -  active observ ing, 
making suggestions, directing movement on the screen, or grabbing the mouse and 
keyboard, as discussed earlier. Many of these efforts can be described as “backseat- 
mousing." that is, the mobile participants directed the game without manipulating the 
keyboard or mouse, just as a "backseat driver" attempts to direct the actions of the driver 
ot a motor vehicle. It required the willingness ot the seated player to listen to the mobile 
participant's suggestions and decisions, as wrell as the expertise ot the mobile participant, 
to warrant the value of his or her suggestions and directions. I he extent ot backseat- 
mousing was constantly negotiated between seated players and mobile participants.
W'hen the seated players had difficulties or wanted to advance the game, they would 
willingly accept or invite the mobile participants' help. In contrast, it the seated players
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were equally experienced in the game, they would view backseat-mousing as annoying 
and would refuse to accept it. Furthermore, we should not view the mobile participants 
who quietly observed the game as being passive. The results indicate a notable learning 
c u r '0 lor these observers. I he quiet observers changed from game to game, or from part 
ol the game to another, as well as from time to time. Some of them were attentive 
ohse i \ ci s at the beginning who gradually became more active in the group discussion and 
backseat-mousing. I hese observations indirectly supported these students' active 
learning through observation.
As the results show, children actively participated both with and without a mouse 
or key board, which draws our attention to the action on this side of the screen. In this 
study, when the seated players and mobile participants engaged in their play, the 
computer became literally “invisible" from the back of the group. Although the computer 
is the focal point of the group, the realization of the use of the technology depends on the 
children's action and group dynamics. The interaction between human and computer is 
mediated by human interaction. At the same time, the interaction between people is also 
mediated by computers. Children learn through their interactions with the computer as 
well as their interactions with others around the computer. However, two research fields 
that have been exploring this issue-Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Computer 
Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL)-break it down into two seemingly separate 
pieces. IICI researchers look at the dynamics between computers and human beings, 
while CSCL investigators move the focus from computer-human to human-human 
interactions. Sociocultural theory advocates that study should begin with "a unit of 
analysis that includes both the individual and his/her culturally defined environment"
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(\\ ertsch, 1 ^79, p. viii). 1 he current study on mediational artifacts including the 
computer presents an eflort to study these human-human-computer interactions.
Sharing knowledge and building a community. The results indicate that young 
children share their knowledge and built a community of game playing when they 
spontaneously torm a group at the computer. As a community, the children helped each 
other make sense ot their collective activities. Their individual and collective goals of 
advancing the game and having tun with friends made the game play a whole group 
event. I hey scaffolded each other s play at the computer. They shared the workload of 
play: some ot them manipulated the keyboard or the mouse, some made suggestions, and 
some kept running commentaries for the whole group. Yet. some of them quietly 
observed and learned how to play. As the group played together, each of them was able to 
play at a higher level than they would have been able to do alone. The distributed 
expertise among the group also afford “legitimate peripheral participation" (Lave & 
Wenger. 1991), which allow novice players to play together with experts and in the 
process they are acculturated into the community of practice, in this case, they became 
active members of the game playing group. The case of Greg and Nick exemplifies the
legitimate peripheral participation.
More and more educators and researchers appreciate the value of collaborative 
work and the importance of community. In the classroom, teachers make explicit efforts 
to encourage collaboration and foster a sense of community, such as buddv reading, 
setting and enforcing classroom rules, and changing the seating arrangements so that each 
student can interact with different classmates. However, there is a lack of authentic 
collaborative learning activity. Most learning in subject areas (e.g.. science and math) is
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treated as individual activities. Children are discouraged from observing how others work 
and In m learning trom each other by doing math or science together, actions which are 
olten treated as cheating and/or as indications of being lazy. In contrast, in game playing, 
each student contributed to the common good of the group while, at the same time, 
benefiting trom the process. Ue need to look into other classroom activities and find 
ways to tacilitate spontaneous group collaboration. More importantly, we need to explore 
how we can build this kind ot authentic collaboration into other learning and instructional 
activities.
In summary, children's practices at spontaneous group game playing are 
meaningful, which is exemplified but not limited to these two aspects discussed above.
\\  e need to bring these views to classroom instruction and research and further 
investigate the value of these kinds of practices and their implications.
Third Space and Multi-Dimensional Processes
This study indicates multi-dimensional processes -  spatial, temporal, social and 
cognitive -  of children's negotiation between different cultural norms and the transfer of 
the meaning of the space around the computer. Spatial and temporal processes have been 
shown to be valuable in examining children's embodied activities at the computer. It is 
almost impossible to capture the complexity ot children s social processes without 
considering spatial and temporal dimensions. The data indicated that children s verbal 
exchange was highlv contextually dependent (e.g., go there, don t ) while their body 
movement heavily carried their intentions (e.g., pointing to the screen, leaning forward, 
rushing to the computer, holding the chair while stepping back). It is important to view 
spontaneous group interaction as embodied experiences. Most existing studies have
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\\ cused on children s language exchange while analyzing productive collaboration at 
computers (e.g., 1 isher, 1993; Littleton & & Light 1999), which is partially related to 
language developmental issues. Since most of these studies focused on older student 
populations, language was their main means of communication. This study dealt with 6- 
7-year-olds tor whom body language conveys important meanings. Nevertheless, it calls 
attention to non-verbal interaction when studying collaboration at computers.
In addition, this study investigated the material form of space, regulated practice 
and intended space structure as well as co-constructed. fluid Third Space as suggested by 
Space 1 heories (Levebre, 1991; Soja. 1996. 1998). This has been shown to be a fruitful 
effort. I his study investigated children's collaboration beyond the space around the 
computer and challenged the existing studies that have defined “children-at-the- 
computer" as the bounded unit of analysis (Crook. 1999). The results of my study 
demonstrate that the physical space surrounding the computer and the activity of children 
in the periphery of that space are also crucial to understanding the phenomenon of 
children's collaborative computer use. More importantly. Third Space provides a 
powerful metaphor for children's autonomy and the processes ot children s actively 
constructing, appropriating, and transforming the meaning of the space.
( omplexity o f  Children s Goals
This study responds to and builds on existing literature dealing with children's 
construction of goals during collaborative play (e.g.. Saxe & Guberman, 1998). While 
Saxe and Guberman's studies mostly focused on the individual goals and how they 
emerged, formed, and changed in the process of game playing with partners, my study 
investigated both individual and collective goals as well as how children negotiated
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competing goals in social interaction. The results support Saxe's “emerging goals 
framework (1991, 1992) whereby young children actively form their individual and 
collective goals, and goals emerged and changed, through moment-by-moment 
negotiations. In addition, this study integrated Lomangino et al.’s (1999) study of 
c hildien s social goals into this framework. As a result, this study presented a more 
complex picture ot children s game playing goals versus social goals as well as their 
indi\ idual goals, depending on their position as seated players or mobile participants, 
versus collective goals. At one moment, the seated player could refuse the mobile 
participants' help and suggestions while inviting the mobile participants to join in the 
next moment when they faced a challenging task. This study also looked at the effects of 
the artifacts and the teacher's rules on children's goals and their negotiation between 
competing goals. In this classroom, the individual’s goal of playing the game was largely 
constrained by the rigid rules and limited time. As a result, the students subsumed their 
individual goals to the collective goals of having fun with friends and advancing the 
game to the highest possible level.
Appropriating Artifacts and Classroom Rules as Active Agent
The results show a nuanced picture of how young children using technology in 
the classroom are afforded multiple opportunities for social and cognitive development 
via their continual negotiation. The artifacts and classroom rules both enable and 
constrain children's collaborative interactions. When 1 focus on children's collaborative 
interaction, the artifacts and the teacher's rules become somehow invisible. For example, 
when the seated players and mobile participants engaged in their play, the computer 
became literally “invisible" from the back of the group. This represents a tendency to
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overlook artifacts because their effects are embedded in day-to-day life and thereby 
become mvisiblc to both teachers and students. This study moves the invisible effects of 
the artifacts and the teacher’s rules to the forefront of the investigation. It shows the 
importance' of re-designing and constructing the physical environment and rules to 
optimize the opportunities tor children's collaborative interaction, which will be 
discussed in the implications for the teachers in the next chapter.
I he results also demonstrate that young children as active agents constantlv 
interpret and construct the meaning of the environment they find themselves in. The 
sophistication and collaboration level revealed by this study complicates existing studies 
on young children's collaboration and challenges the dogmatic interpretation of Piaget's 
development theory'. Piaget's theory (Piaget. 1958) believes that very young children are 
egocentric and thus typically not capable of shifting perspectives and effectively 
collaborating with each other. Some existing research on children's collaborative helping 
supports this assertion that children ranging from five to nine years old were not 
particularly effective at helping peers complete laboratory problem-solving tasks 
(Gauvain & Rogoff. 1989). However, the children in this study showed a high level of 
negotiation and social scaffolding of teaching other's to play w hen they were engaged in 
meaningful social practices at the computer. The results of this study further support the 
sociocultural perspective that development does not precede learning and cognitive 
change, but rather that learning drives cognitive development, even among very young
children (Vygotsky. 1978).
However, a high level of young children's collaboration at the computer can also
be partially contributed to the computer as an intelligent artifact that facilitates young
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children s collaboration. Many studies indicate that a great amount of interactions and 
collaboration occur during computer-related activities (Crook. 1994. 1998; Dillengourg.
1999). Although researchers have acknowledged the potential of computer to peer 
interaction, the specific function of computers in the process has remained mostly unclear 
and lacks supportive evidence. The present study hints that the strong attraction of the 
computer and the collective goals of advancing the game may be strong motivations. 
Mote future research is needed to look into these kinds of children s collaboration within 
situated and authentic technology activities.
Gender and Individual Issues
As discussed previously, this study focuses on the group dynamics of children's 
spontaneous group game playing rather than their gender or other individual related 
issues. However, I acknowledge that the group dynamics are played out based on 
individual factors such as children's understanding, perceptions, and skills, as well as 
their computer experiences outside of the school. Although it is not the focus of this 
study, there are some interesting anecdotes of individual issues such as gender, expertise 
on the computer, and computer experience outside ot the schools. In this section. I bring 
up these issues as potential issues for future research.
Gender issues have been a focus of technology research due to the dominant 
concerns of girls' inferiority to boys in technology in general and computers in particular 
(Yellan. 1998). However, many studies and observations have produced a mixed picture 
o f girls presence at computers compared to boys (e.g.. Greenhough, 1989; Lee. 1993; 
Underwood. McCaffrey & Underwood, 1990). In my study, girls were less present at the 
computer. In each computer session, on average there were one or two girls compared
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with t our to six boys at the computer. So the ratio of girls to boys at computer was 1:5. 
which was disproportion^ compared to the ratio (3:5) of girls to boys in the classroom.
I he general observation about gender difference at the computer is that girls are 
less competitive than the boys (Yelland, 1998). Many researchers tend to explain it with a 
deficit model in that girls are less competent on technology and computers and are often 
edged out by boys. However, more and more studies shift to a different explanation (e.g., 
( hing. Katai, & Marshall. 2000): that girls are equally capable of computer skills, but 
they prefer social goals over competition and less focus on the computer and technology' 
itself. 1 he case of ( arrie in my study supports this explanation. Carrie came from a high- 
tech family background, with her father being a computer engineer and the family having 
more than one computer at home. Her older sister in the same school was savvy with 
computer and served as a volunteer helper at the school computer lab. Carrie often played 
these games with her sister at home and as a result, she had a higher level of expertise at 
the computer compared to some other boys in the class. I had observed her skillfully 
solving computer problems such as restarting the computer after it froze and getting CD 
out of the drive, which was not grasped by some boys. When she played with boys, 
however, she was not as dominant as some boys who were equally skillful at the 
computer. She would offer verbal suggestions without grabbing the other's keyboard or 
mouse. My interview with her revealed that she valued playing with friends more than 
winning the game. Carrie’s case shows a more nuanced gender difference-girls' non- 
competitiveness at the computer may be explained by their choice of favoring social 
goals. Yet. at the same time, a few girls in this classroom openly admitted - 1 am not very
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good a. computers!" More effort is needed to investigate the gap and differences within 
girl groups.
( ireg in my study is another interesting case. As a computer expert, he was 
attentive, focused and concentrated in playing games, as shown in all the examples.
I lowever. he had difficulties concentrating in other classroom activities such as reading.
II w almost impossible lor him to sit and work on assignments for a long time. The 
teacher e\ en speculated the possibility that he had ADHD. For a child like Greg, there are 
many challenging questions to ask such as does game playing and being used to fast- 
paced computer interactions affect their non-computer activities? And how can we 
increase their enthusiasm for other classroom activities besides computers?
This study also indicates digital divide issues. The majority of the children in this
study came from working and middle class families. All of them had at least one
computer at home except for one African-American boy. He was struggling with
keyboard and mouse manipulation. Sometimes, the other children would mock him for
not having a computer at home. Once when he was arguing about skills he learned by
playing w ith his neighbor, another kid laughed at him and said "you re lying, you don t
even have a computer at home.* He was really hurt and did not come to the computer tor
the next two davs. 1 he digital divide issue imposes challenges tor schools and society to
help children catch up in an increasingly technical world.
Learning in Third Space
What kind of learning happened when children spontaneously formed a group at
the computer? This study is not designed to answer this question or examine children s
cognitive gains while playing games with their friends. However, we can treat it as an
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interesting byproduct to explore. I have categorized three possible forms of learning:
learning about the technology, learning via the technology, and learning around the 
technology.
Learning about the technology. Obviously, the children in this study were 
learning about the computer. They learned how to manipulate the keyboard, the mouse, 
the ( I) dri\ e, and control the speaker volume. They also learned how to turn on and off 
the computer and open and close programs. In addition, they learned terms about the 
computer, such as C D-Rom and hard drive. They learned these by themselves, by 
watching others, or by asking others. For example, on Mac computers, users cannot open 
the CD drive in which there is a CD inside by simply pushing the button on the CD drive. 
Instead, users have to drag the CD icon on the desktop to the trash bin in order to open it. 
This feature was not intuitive to most of the students and they always tried to push the 
button. When it didn't work, they would diagnosis it as "the CD tray is not working" and 
occasionally they would come to the teacher or me for help. Later Carrie learned how to 
do this and taught several other children, who then taught others. Gradually, the whole 
class learned how to manipulate the CD tray.
/ earning via the technology’. Besides the hardware, the students also learned how 
to manipulate the software programs and how to play the games. While playing Aanosaur 
and Putt-Putt Saves the Zoo games, the students also picked up many tacts and scientific 
knowledge about some animals and about dinosaurs. They internalized these concepts (or 
sometimes misconceptions), which were put into use in a latei project investigating 
dinosaurs. The students actually contributed the knowledge to their game play: fcT learned 
this in N a n o s a u r "Penguins can only live on the South Pole.
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Learning around the technology. The most important learning happened through 
the students' interactions around the computer. The results indicated the children’s 
sophisticated social negotiation skills balanced the teacher's rules and their own needs, 
and balanced their own conflicting goals, and social collaboration amongst themselves.
I hey also learned tair play, turn taking and rule interpretation and enforcement among 
themselves without constantly resorting to the teacher's intervention. They 
sophisticatedlv negotiated, appropriated and transformed institution-sanctioned meaning 
and use ol artifacts and the teacher's rules. They negotiated the rules based on their 
interpretation and reinterpretation and tested the boundaries of acceptability. Computer 
activities appear to be an authentic environment for students to define and solve problems 
themselves. In the process, they also test the notion of self--what it means to be a play 
partner, what it means to be a student in this room, and how technology is designed to 
serve their own learning purposes rather than another way around. The students did 
reflect on their autonomy that they had at the computer: “we all know the rules (at the 
computer),'' "we can do what we want, or “if we do (enforce the rule) it ourselves, the
teacher doesn't need to come."
However, when children actively participate in their spontaneous group 
negotiation, not all the interactions are necessarily positive. For example, some of 
children cheated their peers by using the timer in unfair ways or tried to get more time on 
the computer without concern for fair play. However, the whole group dynamics usually 
balance out these negative effects. We have witnessed a self-correction/policing process 
and collective rules enforcement. More importantly, if the teacher observes it carefully.
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she or he may he able to take a proactive approach to prevent and channel these negative 
interactions into positive ones.
Nature o f Learning
Although this study is not designed to answer the question of what kind of 
learning happened at the computer, learning as we discussed above really raises issues 
such as how v\e define learning and what is meant by learning, what is the distinction 
between learning and play, and how can we help students to learn better based on the 
findings of this study. In this section, I re-examine the notion of learning and try to 
expand our understanding of learning.
Embeddedness o f learning. The important issue here is how children learn. Packer 
and Mergendoller (1989) asserted that "young children develop forms of expert conduct 
not in a deliberate and planned manner but “on the fly*’ as they find themselves involved 
in meaningful social practices that accomplish everyday social tasks’* (pp. 45). I believe 
that “on the fly" learning rightly captures what happens when children spontaneously 
form groups at the computer. Children's social practices at the computer in this classroom 
were complex as they defined their individual and collective goals, made sense of both 
the physical and social norm at the computer from their own personal and collective 
perspectives, worked with others, and negotiated between their goals and environmental 
affordances. In this case, the learning was embedded in their social practices around the 
computer. This kind of learning is short, interleaved, means to an end, as well as part of a
larger set of social interactions.
The most important nature of “on the fly” is the embeddedness (situatedness) of
learning in meaningful social exchanges and practices. In recent years, more and more
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researchers (e.g. Lave. 19%, advocate to reexamine the concept o f ‘"learning” and view 
learning as a situated activity with various scopes of social processes simultaneously 
enacted in everyday settings and their open-ended character. The present study strongly 
supports this view as exemplified in children's multi-dimensional processes in changing 
then practices and understanding ot game playing as a group. Unfortunately, most of 
time teachers or educators are not sensitive to this kind of "on the fly nature of learning 
among children. Teachers often view the "real" learning as deliberate, planned and well- 
organized learning. I his study calls our attention to this embeddedness nature of learning 
in spontaneous group work at the computer.
Learning entails identity' construction. Learning evolves "enculturation": picking 
up the jargon, behavior, and norms of a new social group: adopting its belief systems to 
become a member of the culture (Brown. 1989). We cannot define individual learning as 
separate from change in ones social role or identity (Bredo, 1994, Lave & Wenger.
1991). My study showed the processes in which children constructed their identity as 
learners, players at the computer, students in this particular classroom, and their 
autonomy and self-efficacy. At any given time, a child was negotiating among many 
roles such as a fair player, a student following teacher s rules, or a helping partner. Each 
of them did not necessarily align with each other: sometimes, they were conflicting. This 
kind o f activity provides good opportunities for the students to negotiate different roles 
and form a multi-faceted identity. In school, while teachers and parents pay attention to 
children learning math, science, reading and writing, we often forget the fundamental 
goal o f learning is to construct a healthy identity.
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( ollahoralive learning versus individual learning. More and more research on 
t St I has increased our awareness of value of collaborative learning. However, in school 
settings, collaborative learning has not really been valued. Learning is still viewed as 
being one child interacting alone with her or his environment and internalizing what he or 
she picks up from the environment. The social nature of learning is getting lost.
I he study demonstrates that spontaneous group work at computer allows a range 
of learning active observing, asking for help, or manipulating the machine. The children 
in this study treated each other as potential sources of knowledge. As a result, they shared 
knowledge and built a community of game playing, which appeared to be an effective 
wav of learning. However, these kinds of learning would not be allowed (or valued) in 
the classroom. Teachers are often viewed as being the only source of knowledge. The 
classmates are not treated as valuable partners or as a source of knowledge. But in 
meaningful activity such as spontaneous group game playing, working as a group and 
learning from each other is the norm.
Learning versus playing. The spontaneous learning that happens during group 
work at the computer is often misjudged as chaos or a waste ot time by teachers or 
researchers. Even the students do not view it as learning and instead view it as playing. 
Yet. this study indicates that rich interaction, collaboration, and learning happen. This 
really calls us to think about the arbitrary distinction between learning and playing.
Early childhood education has its long history' of accepting play as an effective 
way of learning. According to the National Association of Education for Young 
Children’s (NAEYC) position statement (Bredekamp & C opple. 1997), play is a most 
effective way of learning for young children. When children play, they are highly
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engaged and motivated as shown in the children's group game playing. However, in 
practice, teachers clearly distinguish play and learning. Choice time as a free form of play 
is treated as a rew ard and is only given at the end of each school day. Thus, how can we 
make learning as enticing as play? I am not suggesting that learning has to be like play. 
But the social dimensions of learning and playing are fundamentally the same. If we can 
help children to leam with each other as they play with each other, instead of taking 
social satisfaction out of it, it can be a productive direction.
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS
I-earning how to sec things differently, whether inside classrooms or anywhere
c sc makes a great deal of difference in how we respond to our surroundings___
aking to a fresh view of things invariably alters the way we think and 
subsequently act, even though the connections between perception, thought, and 
action may be greatly attenuated an all but impossible to verify. This is the faith 
ot both art and science, whose insights continually awaken us to an altered vision 
of the world (Jackson. 1990. p. xviii).
1 his study carries on the tradition of studying children s activities that they 
experience in day-to-day life in their classrooms. With the same hope that Jackson has to 
help people see things differently, 1 investigated a common phenomenon- young 
children's spontaneous group game playing at a classroom computer- yet often one that 
has been misjudged as chaos, a computer design problem, or a w aste of time. The results 
discredit these views and provide a nuanced picture of children's complex social 
practices as they define their individual and collective goals, make sense of both the 
physical and social norms at the computer from their own personal and collective 
perspectives, edge their way toward working with others, and negotiate between their 
goals and the environmental affordances. This study has potential implications tor 
researchers in both early childhood education and educational technology , as well as 
practical implications for teachers, computer engineers and software designers.
Theoretical Implications
Nature o f  Learning in the C lassroom
This study provides an alternative view to a seemingly "pointless activity and
reveals the value of spontaneous game playing for collaboration and learning in the
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classroom selling. 1 he results lead us to reexamine the notion of learning, the nature of 
learning, and the relationship between play and learning as I discussed in the last chapter. 
I .earning should not be limited to a traditional notion of “a process contained in the mind 
of the learner and have ignored the lived-in world” (Lave, 1996. p. 7). Instead. learning 
should be broadly defined as changing, participating, and understanding in practice. This 
view brings experience, context, and situated understanding to the forefront of learning 
(I a\ e & W enger, 1991). I would further argue that the knowledge and learning is 
distributed throughout the complex structure of “persons-acting-in-setting" (Lave, 1996) 
as demonstrated by children's spontaneous group playing. The changing, participating, 
and understanding cannot be pinned down to the head of the individual or to the game 
play or to the computer as a tool. The learning is situated in their game playing as a 
community of practice and cannot be separated from the process and the community. It 
seemed effortless, and also “invisible" in some sense (Hinn. Twidale, & Wang. 2002). It 
we accept this view of learning, we would be more open to different forms of learning as 
shown in the present study: observational learning, vicarious learning, active learning, 
and peripheral participation. More importantly, learning entails the construction ot 
identities; in other words, learning changes who w?e are and creates personal histories ot 
becoming a part of the context of our community (Packer & Goicoechea. 2000: Lave &
Wenger. 1991; Wenger, 1998).
Although this view has increasingly gained its ground in educational research.
most of efforts in this direction are devoted to informal learning settings, such as after­
school programs (e.g.: Gamer. Zhao. & Gillingham. 2002: Newman. Griffin & Cole.
19X9) or real life practice in workplaces (Keller & Keller. 1996). Relatively, there is lack
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ol such cttorts in classrooms. The present study show that authentic contextualized 
learning can happen in a teacher-centered classroom. We need to transform this view into 
classroom instruction. We need to continue these efforts in order for researchers to really 
understand how children actually learn in classrooms. While most children spend the 
majority ot their time in school and in the classroom, we face challenging questions: How 
should we apply these views in studying and improving teaching and learning in the 
classroom settings? And how we can bring this kind ot spontaneous learning experience 
back to an instructional setting?
Importance o f  Studying Space
The transactional model of Third Space construction brings space into the 
foreground and treats it as being as important as social and historical dimensions in 
understanding the complexity of human existence and development as suggested by 
Space Theories (Lefebvre, 1991; Soja, 1996. 1990). Examining the spatial relationships 
among children when they spontaneously formed a group at the computer revealed a 
fresh view that traditional studies largely ignore because most ot the existing studies 
focused on **children-at-computers as the unit ot analysis and largely focused on their 
language exchanges. The present study reveals the ecological meaning ot space around 
the computer. The Third Space metaphor also captures the essence of children s active 
negotiating between individual-oriented computer culture and their group-oriented 
computer norm in the classroom, between the teacher's rules and the students' 
underground culture, and the negotiation between their individual and collective goals 
and affordances of the cultural art! tacts and the teacher s rules.
1X8
In addition, the model also demonstrates the compatibility of space theory with 
sociocultural perspectives. Space theories emphasize studying the material form (First 
Space) of the space, while sociocultural theories provide “cultural artifacts” and 
“affordances" concepts to make sense of the material form of the space. Space theory 
also focuses on the regularized social practice in the space (Second Space), which 
presents part of the end product of cultural and social influences as emphasized by 
sociocultural perspectives. 1 inallv. Third Space is a powerful metaphor for children s 
autonomy as active agents interpreting and reshaping the space/environment that they 
find themselves in. 1 hus. this study shows the importance of studying space in children's 
sociocultural dev elopment and learning. However, this is still a largely uncharted field. 
More effort is needed to investigate how the meaning of a space is rendered and how the 
meaning and usage are appropriated and transformed by children in different settings.
Please note that the spatial relationships are closely related to the temporal 
relationship. Bringing in the temporal relationships can help bridge the gap between 
objective truth (to the observers) and subjective truth (to the participants) (Bourdieu. 
1977). Although the current study put the spatial in the forefront of investigation, it 
unavoidably engaged temporal issues in analyzing children s spontaneous group work at 
the computer, the evolution of the rituals, children s use of timer and understanding of 
time, and the contradiction between their continuous group game playing and non- 
continuous individual class session (e.g., Episode 40, The list doesn t go on. ).
Similarly, other researchers who study space, tend to focus on time as well (e.g., Leander. 
2002: Nespor. 1997). These issues need further investigation to understand the deep 
meaning temporal relationship holds for the participants.
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Mediational Means as a Key to Understanding Children S Developmen,
I Ik - transactional model also adopts and develops the notion that mediational 
means, including social and discursive practices as well as cultural artifacts, are key to 
understanding the relationships between children's learning and development and their 
social and cultural settings. U hile early childhood researchers have increasingly adopted 
so., iocultural perspectives (e.g.. Moll & Whitemore, 1993), they mostly limit themselves 
to traditional concepts such as “Zone of Proximal Development" and “scaffolding.” 
Recent developments in sociocultural research have focused on semiotic mediation and 
the atfordances ot artifacts to facilitate and transform learning activities (e.g.. Engestrom. 
1987: kuutti, 1996). However, such perspectives have yet to be incorporated into early 
childhood education research. The current study represents such an effort. The model 
sheds light on how children make sense of their classroom experience by using cultural 
artifacts such as computers. It also highlights children's autonomy in manipulating and 
transforming the meaning of cultural artifacts and creating their own culture in the 
classroom. Although I only used it to examine children s socially constructed computer 
experience. I believe that this model has broader applications in examining other social 
practices in early childhood classrooms or different settings.
Technology' in the Young Children s C lassroom
This study also provides some new perspectives on technology in young 
children's classrooms. Although many researchers have taken notice ot children s milling 
around computers in the preschool classroom (e.g., Freeman & Somenndyke. 2001). in 
high school computer labs (e.g.. Bruce. Michaels & Watson-Gegeo. 1985). and learning 
by designing sites (e.g.. Kafai & Hard, 1991) and have speculated on the potential value
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that these seemingly aimless activities or playful discourse contributed to their ongoing 
task- playing games, writing, or design activities-none of the existing studies have 
investigated this phenomenon in depth. The present study clearly indicates that young 
children are actively engaged in ongoing activities, which brings new views into 
children's spontaneous group collaboration. As 1 mentioned before, most of the existing 
studies on collaboration and computers have focused on fixed groups (often dyads) 
assigned by researchers or teachers throughout a project. My study shows how authentic 
learning happens in a naturally formed group, which is highly fluid and changes from 
moment to moment. I he fluidity ot the group provides an authentic environment for them 
to collaborate, but also imposes a challenge because of its less organized nature and 
moment-to-moment negotiation.
Furthermore, while the majority of the existing literature examines older children 
and technology for academic subject learning, my findings show an in-depth picture of 
how young children using technology in the classroom are afforded multiple 
opportunities for social and cognitive development via their continual negotiations. In 
addition, while many researchers design innovative programs to integrate technology into 
classroom teaching, there is still a lack of studies of how children actually interact and 
play w ith them and how the teachers really use them and view them in their classroom. 
Many existing studies define “children-at-computer" as the boundary for the unit ot 
analysis (Crook. 1999), whereas this study has demonstrated that the phy sical space 
surrounding the computer and the activity of children in the periphery of that space are 
also crucial to understanding the phenomenon of children's collaborative computer use. 
This study compliments the existing work on young children, which demonstrates how
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they actively construct meanings in their environment, and extends these findings to the 
realm ol educational technology use. an under-studied area in early childhood. This study 
also responds to and builds on the existing literature dealing with children's construction 
of goals during collaborative play (e.g.. Saxe & Guberman. 1998) by examining goals 
that are shared by a group of children and investigating how children negotiate amongst 
competing goals in social interaction.
Most importantly, this study demonstrates that the computer functions within the 
classroom culture, instead ot as a stand-alone tool and interacting with children one-on- 
one. In this particular classroom, the computer was no longer used for solitary' work as 
intended by the technological design. It was used as a catalyst for forming a game playing 
community and for sharing know ledge. The transformation of computer usage was 
afforded and constrained by the teacher's rules and achieved through children's collective 
negotiation. Thus, the real value of the computer in this classroom goes beyond learning 
certain computer skills or manipulating programs. It reaffirms the view that educational 
technologies have to be integrated into the classroom culture in order to function 
meaningfully in children's classroom lite and learning (Zhao. Tan. & Mishra, 2002).
Implications for Computer and Software Designers
Although this study does not focus on computer and software design, the findings 
regarding children's group use at the computer and appropriating and transforming 
software to serve their purpose do have important implications tor computer engineers 
and software designers. First of all. the designers need to be aware that the action is on 
the other side of the screen. Human-computer interaction design should be expanded to
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luiinan-lniman-computer study because use of computer is always a social activity no 
matter if the computer software is designed for a single user or the computer is marketed 
as personal. Kuutti (19%) offered activity theory- as powerful means to deal with the 
complexity of human-human-computer interactions. More efforts should be put into 
implementing this mode ot thinking in system design and improvement.
Secondly, there are gaps between the usage intended by technological design and 
the actual usage collectively negotiated by students. This study indicates that group use of 
the computer in contrast to solitary work as intended by design is highly desirable in 
young children's classrooms. A computer design that allows multiple input devices 
would be helpful for young children's collaboration. Some designers have made such 
efforts. For example. Inkpen and her colleagues (1997) designed computers to take two 
mice and two cursors as input and found that children were highly engaged, appeared to 
be more active and preferred playing with the computer equipped with multiple input 
devices.
Finally, as my study indicated, there was a great amount of social scaffolding 
(e.g., giving help, making suggestions, and playing as a team against the computer, etc.). 
and knowledge sharing and building when children spontaneously played games as a 
group. This phenomenon is also observed among college students play ing \ideo games 
with friends (Hinn. in progress). However, software programs are rarely designed to take 
advantage of or maximize this kind of social scaffolding. The challenge for software 
designers would be how they can build this kind of social scaffolding into the program 
and become technical scaffolding (Hinn. Twidale. & Wang. 2002). Possibly, a designer 
could model after the Fifth dimension's practice (Griffin & Cole. 1984) of building a
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da,aha.se shared by different sites, and build an interactive database into the program so
that it externalizes (encourages) users’ efforts ,o share and build knowledge as a 
community.
Implications for Teachers 
M> findings lead to some specific suggestions for teachers to optimize 
collaborative and productive interaction among students in general, and collaboration at 
computers in particular. It is important for teachers to understand children's social 
practice as result of negotiation between their goals and the affordances of the 
environment. 1 eachers can then try to restructure factors such as goals and the 
environment to encourage more collaborative interaction. First, teachers should be aware 
of the potential of cultural artifacts and social rules for facilitating or hindering 
collaborative interaction and accordingly re-arrange the physical environment or re­
design rules. As demonstrated by my study, although computers are designed for solitary 
work, group work is highly desirable among young children, and there is room for 
collaboration at computers. The teacher can implicitly encourage group interaction by 
arranging classroom computers in an open space, which allows more students to join the 
group and more visual access from distant parts of the room. The teacher can also place 
more chairs in front of the computers. If there is more than one computer in the 
classroom, the teacher can position computers next to each other, so that students can 
discuss their work and games as they play separately. Teachers may also pair students 
with different expertise at the computer to maximize their collaboration.
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In addition to structuring the physical environment, teachers can use the 
opportunities provided by students' spontaneous collaboration at computers to explicitly 
involve students in the process of constructing classroom rules and norms. My study 
demonstrated that students are well aware of the benefits and limitations of rules 
restricting time on the computer, the number of legitimate participants, etc. Engaging 
students in discussions such as what is an appropriate computer turn length, how many 
players make up the optimal group size at the computer, what are proper behaviors during 
group play at computers, etc. will afford students opportunities to further consider these 
complex social issues. Additionally, when students help develop the classroom rules, 
thev share ownership of classroom norms and will likely be more willing to self-monitor 
and follow these co-constructed rules (Cobb. Wood. & Yackel. 1993). The teacher can 
also encourage a classroom discussion about individual goals, group goals and how they 
are related to their communal experience in the classroom. For example, unlimited group 
plav at the computer may well serve the group’s goal to have fun with their friends, but if 
the group play is so loud as to disturb other students, how should the group goals be 
adjusted to serve the needs ot the whole class community? I have argued that the 
phenomenon of collaborative computer use provides situated opportunities for students to 
explore issues of social negotiation and classroom agency. Teacher-led discussions such 
as those that I have suggested, however, have the power to bring these issues to the 
forefront, make them explicit, and thus scaffold children's social-cognitive development
even further.
1 hope these concrete suggestions for practice will prove useful to early childhood 
teachers; however, there is a much larger agenda behind my work than the production of
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a "him to kind ot list. For both teachers and researchers, understanding children's 
interactions and activities from the perspective of children's individual and social goals. 
atlordani.es ot the environment. and the negotiation amongst these factors is of 
paramount importance. It is difficult to shift out of the prevailing objective models of 
classroom management, assessment ot learning outcomes, or whatever the teacher or 
researcher preoccupation may be. Yet it is crucial to understand the world of children 
from their perspective, and be aware of the explicit and implicit influence exerted bv the 
social and physical classroom environment. Ieachers who use our findings as a lens to 
\ iew their own classrooms can then apply this newfound vision to other activities besides 
computer collaboration. This study is in no position to offer a cookbook procedure for 
such a shift of perspectives and a change in practice, however, because these processes 
are highly contextual and embedded in each teacher's classroom, his or her students, and 
school culture. The literature on teacher education (Clift. Houston. & Pugach. 1990; 
Noffke. 1997) indicates that changes in practice only comes through teachers' reflections 
and incremental evolution over the long term. I hope this study offers a springboard tor 
teachers reflections on children s interactions at computers. The specific issues teachers 
may encounter in their classrooms may be different from what I have discussed in this 
study. As long as teachers try to see things from the children's point ot view, however, 
they will discover inherent social and developmental value in many common classroom 
phenomena, which could be a valuable first step toward shifting perspectives and
improving practice.
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l imitations and Future Research Directions
I his study is just a beginning to explore how children interact when they 
spontaneously form a group at the computer within the classroom culture, and despite the 
strides and implications described here, this study has definite limitations. First of all. this 
study emphasizes the spatial discourse as presented in the title as well as in the theoretical 
framework, however, the temporal discourse has not received enough attention. As most 
researchers on space (e.g.. Leander. 2002; Lefebvre. 1991) have found, time is closely 
related to space and space production. The space production and meaning of space is 
achieved over time. I his study did indicate that time played an important role in 
children's social negotiation of their computer experience as demonstrated by the 
temporal processes as presented in the results. Bringing time to the forefront together 
with space w ill broaden our understanding of the phenomena. Some scholars (e.g..
Lemke. 2000) have advocated that expending time scales in studying learning is a key to 
connecting children's learning with their social life outside of school, and connecting 
school education with children's lifetime development and learning. Secondly, as stated 
earlier, I focused exclusively on group dynamics, without a great deal ot considerations 
for indiv idual differences. Further studies on gender and indiv idual differences will 
deepen our understanding ot children s spontaneous group interaction. Furthermore, I 
only examined how the children's goals are affected by their immediate classroom 
environment; however, children live in different socio-cultural settings. The linkage with 
broader sociopolitical contexts, such as family and community, or the function ot the 
school as societal institution will certainly affect children's agency and goals. Children's 
computer experiences a. home, for example, would possibly affect their use of computers
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111 the classroom. I hus. I believe that future studies extending this inquiry into students' 
iamilv and school culture and investigating possible connections with their group- 
orit'nted computer culture in the classroom will shed more light on this phenomenon. 
Nicolopoulou and C ole s (1993) study ot generating and transmitting shared knowledge 
at dittcient lex cl ot contexts— game as activity system, “Fifth dimension as 
comprehensive activity system" and “institutional context of fifth dimension” -provides 
a useful model, finally, this study investigated computer game play during choice time. 
Additional investigation at different sites would address children's spontaneous and 
structured collaboration during computer activities integrated into their classroom 
curricula.
In addition, this study has its inherited weakness by its very nature of 
ethnographic inquirv. I he highly embedded nature ol the contexts makes it hard, it not 
impossible, to generalize to other settings. However, this study provides a baseline study 
for future design research to explore issues such as how can we build this kind ot 
spontaneous learning back into the instructional context? The emerging research 
paradigm “experiment design" provides a hybrid approach to consider the generalization, 
as well as highly localized cultures and participants (Brown, 1992; Cohn. 1992).
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AP ENDIX A 
I RANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS 
//...//
Notation
( )
hold
Nick
Victor
events in the background 
actions/body movement of the actor 
the researcher's notes 
pause
verbal stress
an underlined name indicates a seated player 
a name without underlining indicates a mobile participant 
overlapping utterances/actions
Meaning
APPENDIX B 
STUDENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
 
 
_l 
Video-prompt questions (generic):
C an you tell me what is happening here?
"Why?" questions regarding specific cases in the video 
I)«. you feel you are really playing the game? Or X is plaving the game'’ 
tt ho do you think is playing the game? X (the mouse possessor) or Y (non- 
possessor) or are you playing together?
Do you like people to watch your playing at the computer?
I eacher’s role at the computer:
1 Hiring choice time, does Mrs. X (the teacher) come to the computer a lot?
Why do you think she does (does not) come....?
W hen you have problems at the computer, who would you go to to ask for help?
Rules at the computers:
A new student comes to the class and wants to play computer. Wrhat would you 
tell him?
Who set these rules?
If you w ere the teacher, what kinds of rules would you set up?
Friendship:
W ho do you like to play with?
Suppose you can choose anyone to work with at the computers. W hom would you
choose?
Who is/are your best friend(s) in school?
- Do you like to play by yourself or with someone?
What is the most important thing in playing the game?
Is winning the game more important, or playing with your friend?
Computers:
- Who do you think knows the computer better than you do.
Do you think the computer is cheating?
Can computers think? Why?
What is your favorite game? ,
- Are you good at computers? Who else in your class is good at computers.
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In >our email: ‘‘Groups gathering around to watch the play*'
I want the students to be able to make choirs" _ rv* L  ' L
choices when they are watching computers? ' ° Ink the> are not makmg
"1 think watching* is a valid activity” -  Why?
- How strongly do you enforce those rules at the computers?
I eacher s role at the computer during choice time:
I mail: your role at the computer is more of “facilitator” “mediating conflicts”- what 
kinds of conflicts usually happen at computers?
Do you see yourself in a different role during choice time compared to other classroom 
activities? How are they different?
Do you act differently at the computer compared to other choice-time activities?
3. Choice time.
I mail: “Choice time can be one of the most valuable times during the school day” Why? 
\ low is choice time different from other school activities?
W h\ did you think that the group couldn't manage the choices?
Do you incorporate more project activities in choice time?
Do you use choice time for Project inquiry?
4. Computer’s role in curriculum and learning:
How do you see computer activities as important investigations and messing around time 
during choice time?
Are computers valuable for social interactions? In what way?
Email: "program usage, mouse manipulation, computer etiquette, and social interaction"? 
Email: "I am using them in a truly integrated way." What is your ideal of "truly 
integrated" computer use?
5. Specific children at computers
No watching — “there are some children who are frequently reminded — who are these
kids?
Are they the computer experts? Who would you identity as computer experts?
Can you tell me more about these students: Greg. Victor, Kevin, Eric, Nick. Carrie.
6. Gender
Do you notice girls spend less time at computers? ^
Carrie is probably an exception. What do you think about her?
Do you notice any gender difference at computers?
7. Peers and friendship
Anv form of friendship in the classroom?
- “Foster a spirit of community” -  what's your assessment a out t i*.
8. Software hinnmaur out? How did the students react?
What are your considerations on taking Nanosaur
1. Rules around computers:
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APPENDIX D 
HOME COMPUTER EXPERIENCE SURVEY
P I  
  I   
Dear Parent,
I hank >00 vcr> much for allowing your child (o participle in my dissertation study. In order to 
improve \ our c mid s kannng oni computers, it is important to understand his/her prior computer 
experience and computer use at home. I hope you can take some of your precious time to answer 
the follow mg questions and give it hack to Mrs. Bums by Nov. 9. Your time and effort will be 
high > appieciated. It vou have any questions, please feel free to contact me bv phone (390-8864) 
or b\ email (\-wanti 12 a uiuc.eduV
Your ch ild 's  name:
I . Do you have a computer at home?
If Yes. how many do you have:
What type o f computers (PC or Mac. etc.): 
Do vou have Internet access at home?
2. Does your child go to any computer-enrichment programs? If yes. please specify the
program.
3. How much time does vour child spend on the computer daily? (at home or through other
programs)
4. What kinds o f activities does your child do on the computer? (games, surfing Internet, doing 
homework, etc.)
5. Would you identify some software programs your children usually use at home?
6. Does your child usually play/work on the computer himself/herself? If not. whom do they 
play/work with (parents, siblings or friends).
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AP ENDIX E 
VIDEO CONTENT LOG: A SAMPLE 
---
Date: 1/7/02 Monday 2:15-2:45 [00:00-34:50]
Source: Original Tape #5 or CD #6
E v e n t #
L ------- , - h
1
I ime Stamp
00:00
Participants
Linda (the teacher)
Description
Linda started choice time. Victor and Kevin 
choose Computer 1.
2 '3^------- -------------- Victor and Kevin Started the computer and set the timer
3
f ...........
3:05 
--------------- ------
Ken. Greg and Eric 
approach the 
computer
Greg-ken sign up on the list.
Ken and Greg were asked by the teacher to 
finish up their assignment.
4 05:04
.. .
Kevin. Victor 
Eric. Bill
Kevin goes to the bathroom and reminds 
Victor "don't let other people play."
Victor tries to push away Bill and Eric and 
Eric says: “1 am not watching, look!"*
5 06:55 Kevin. Eric, Victor, 
Ken
Kevin comes back and pushes away Eric; 
Kevin and Victor play two-players and Ken 
sneaks back to watch.
6 07:55 Greg, Ken Greg approaches the computer and discusses 
"Nanosaur'' with Ken.
7 10:42 Ken. Victor. Greg Timer goes off. switch turns. Ken and Victor 
play together while Greg watches.
j 8 13:45 Eric, Bill. Ken. 
Victor. Greg
Bill and Eric join the group.
J 9 16:06 Greg. Ken Timer goes off, Greg and Ken play now. Bill 
and Eric go back to their reading.
10 16:15- Victor, Eric, Kristen Victor, Eric and Kristen one by one join in 
and discuss the game “Putt-Putt."
11 20:43 Greg, Ken Ken offered to sw itch turns so Greg can have 
the kevboard; argument.
12 22:45 Greg, Eric. Kristen. 
Victor
Greg invokes “no watching' rule to push the 
observers away.
13. 21:40 Greg. Ken Timer goes off, Greg tried to reverse to 
original turn so that he can play his official 
turn next time around. Ken stayed on the 
right and nobody set the timer.
14 24:32 Bill Bill comes back to watch quietly and then 
notices the timer is not set so he sets it.
15 31:00 Bill. Ken, Greg, Ted
Timer goes off. Ken and Bill are playing now 
while Greg stays watching. Ted comes to 
sign up on the list______________________
16
17
33:00
34:00
Bill. Ken, Greg. Ted. 
Tony, Victor, Carrie
Linda
Linda announces “it is clean up time. 1 he 
group keeps play ing. Carrie, I ony and Victor 
ioin The group is discussing the game. 
Conies to turn oft the computer.
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Date: 1/7/02 Monday 2:15-2:45 [00:00-34:50]
Source: Original Tape #5 or CD #6
Event
#
Time
S tam p
Participants Description Coding
1 00:00 Linda (the teacher) Linda started choice time. 
Victor and Kevin choose 
Computer 1.
Choice time ritual 
(routine)
J 2:32 Victor and Kevin Started the computer and set 
the timer.
Timer (the beginning 
use)
3 3:05 Ken, Greg and Eric 
approach the 
computer
Greg-Ken sign up on the list. 
Ken and Greg were asked by 
the teacher to finish up their 
assignment.
Waiting list (sign up)
4 05:04 Kevin. Victor 
Eric, Bill
Kevin goes to the bathroom 
and reminds Victor "don't 
let other people play." 
Victor tries to push away 
Bill and Eric and Eric says: 
‘*1 am not watching, look!"
- Seated player vs. 
Mobile participation
- "no watching" rule 
(bending the rule)
5 06:55 Kevin, Eric, Victor, 
Ken
Kevin comes back and 
pushes away Eric;
Kevin and Victor play two- 
players and Ken sneaks back 
to watch.
- seated player: 
collaboration "play 
two player"
6 07:55 Greg. Ken Greg approaches the 
computer and discusses 
“Nanosaur" w ith Ken.
- collective experience 
(discuss Nanosaur)
7 10:42 Ken, Victor, Greg Timer goes off. sw itch turns, 
Ken and Victor play together 
while Greg watches.
- Timer
- turn-taking 
(smoothly)
8 13:45 Eric, Bill, Ken, 
Victor. Greg
Bill and Eric join the group. 
Bill reads the timer "you 
onlv have 1 minute.”
- See map
- Timer (read timer)
9 16:06 Greg, Ken Timer goes off. Greg and 
Ken play now. Bill and Eric 
go back to their reading.
- turn-taking
10 16:15- Victor, Eric, Kristen Victor, Eric and Kristen one 
by one join in and discuss 
the game "Putt-Putt.
- seated player & 
mobile participants 
collaboration
- mobile participants' 
active involvement
11 20:43 Greg, Ken Ken offered to switch turns 
so Greg can have the 
i«*vhoard: argument.
- Seated players: 
voluntary switch turns
(quite unusual)_____ _
**rw-k wntrhinp*' rule
12 22:45 Greg, Eric. Kristen, 
V ictor
Greg invokes “no watching 
rule to push the observers 
away.________________- — -
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Event
#
1 inu* 
S tam p
Participants Description Coding
13. 21:40 Greg, Ken Timer goes off. Greg tried to 
reverse to original turn so 
that he can play his official 
turn next time around. Ken 
stayed on the right and 
nobody set the timer.
- Cheating turns
- expert’s aggressive 
play
14 24:32 Bill Bill comes back to watch 
quietly and then notices the 
timer is not set so he sets it.
-Tinier (mobile 
participant enforces 
the timer)
15 31:00 Bill. Ken. Greg. Ted Timer goes off, Ken and Bill 
are play ing now while Greg 
stays watching. Ted comes 
to sign up on the list.
- Seated player 
becomes mobile 
participant
16 33:00 Bill. Ken. Greg. 
Ted. Tony, Victor. 
Carrie
Linda announced “it is clean 
up time/* The group keeps 
playing. Carrie. Tony and 
Victor join. The group is 
discussing the game.
-Clean up (usual delay 
at the computer)
- Big group at clean up 
time
17 34:00 Linda Comes to tum of!' the 
computer.
-Teacher's 
intervention to wrap 
up clean up time
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LIST OF CITED EPISODES 
1 Episode Numher
[Fpisode 1._______
T itle
mg game together 
Group playing Nanosaur
_Page_
1-2
80-81
Episode 3. 
>isode 4.
Episode
Episode 6.
Episode 7. 
1 Episode 8.
Episode 10.
I Episode 12- 
Episode 13-
Episode 15.
Episode 16.
“ Who wants to do Computer 1T  
kYou do it first ”
“You jump. I ll count.
“ What's up?”
Space invasion
1 just got on this.’
“ It s time to change.”
“The blue thing/
Playing Number Maze
“Why are you watching?”
“Quit, Eric!'
“ Don’t let people play.
‘Now, you do it.
“Only Victor and 1 are playing/
85-86
89-90
90-91
91-92
93-94
94-95
96
97-98
99-100
102
103
104-105
107
107-108
Episode 17. “ Do you want me to help you?” 10
Episode 18. “ We are making you cool.' 18
Episode 19. “ W hat should we do next?" 119
Episode 20. “Greg, how do you . . .  ?” 124
Episode 21. 
Episode 22-
Victor “works" at the carpet area
“What is the fast bottom?'
126-127
128-129
Episode 23.
Episode 24. 
Episode 25.
Episode 26.
“Time to switch?"
Grouping around the computer in clean-up time
“ It's clean-up time.'
“ We passed the hot lava.'
131
135-136
137
138
Episode 27. 
Episode 28.
Episode 29.
“You can't save on this computer."
am smart at computers too!
Victor scaffolds Kristen's playing
139
139-140
142
Episode 30. 
Episode 3 1. 
Episode 32. 
Episode 33. 
Episode 34. 
Ep isode 35. 
_Episode 36. 
Episode 37. 
Episode 38 . 
Episode 39. 
Episode 40. 
Episode 4 1 
Episode 42. 
Episode 43. 
Episode 44. 
Episode 45. 
Episode 46.
“ Fast button.
“ It is not educational.
“ Do you wanna play Nanosaur1?'
Set the timer.
“ Don't start it yet.
“8 minutes! You are cheating!
143-144
145-146
146-147
148-149
149
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